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Tel: (951) 320-1444 | Fax: (951) 320-1445 
 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Robert Vega and on behalf of the Proposed Class 
  
JODY A. LANDRY, Bar No. 125743 
jlandry@littler.com 
JOSHUA D. LEVINE, Bar No. 239563 
jdlevine@littler.com 
KARA A. COLE, Bar No. 306515 
kcole@littler.com 
LITTLER MENDELSON, P.C. 
501 W. Broadway, Suite 900 
San Diego, CA  92101.3577 
Telephone: 619.232.0441 
Fax No.: 619.232.4302 

Attorneys for Defendants 
MARATHON PETROLEUM LOGISTICS SERVICES LLC and MARATHON PETROLEUM 
COMPANY, LP 
 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES – SPRING STREET COURTHOUSE 

 

ROBERT VEGA, individually, on a 
representative basis, and on behalf of all 
others similarly situated; 
 
  Plaintiff, 
 
 vs. 
 
MARATHON PETROLEUM LOGISTICS 
SERVICES LLC, a Delaware Limited 
Liability Company; MARATHON 
PETROLEUM COMPANY LP, a Delaware 
Limited Partnership; and DOES 1 through 20, 
inclusive; 
 
  Defendants. 

Case No.:  20STCV19405 
[Assigned to the Hon. Judge Maren Nelson, 
Dept. 17] 
 
 
 
 
STIPULATION TO: (1) AMEND 
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, AND (2) 
AMEND COURT’S ORDER GRANTING 
PRELIMINARY APPROVAL; 
[PROPOSED] ORDER 
 
 
 
 
 
Complaint filed:  May 21, 2020 
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The Issue: 

After the Court granted preliminary approval, Defendants discovered that there were 

approximately 3.1 times more pay periods at issue than estimated prior to preliminary approval.  

Defendant notified Plaintiff’s counsel of the issue and set about confirming the exact updated 

and final numbers of Class Members and Pay Periods at issue.  After confirming the data, 

Defendant notified Plaintiff’s counsel of the updated figures in correspondence on September 28, 

2022, which stated, in relevant part that 349 individuals would qualify as Class Members based 

on the definition in the Settlement Agreement and they worked 8,897 pay periods from the start 

of the Class/PAGA Period (i.e., 4/6/2019) through the end of December 2021 (i.e., the end of the 

calendar year when the settlement was negotiated and the date when the Class Period and release 

will cutoff in the amended proposed Settlement). 

Accordingly, the Parties delayed the mailing, engaged in further negotiations, and revised 

the Settlement Amount to increase the Settlement Amount and other terms to account for this 

increase in class size.  As set forth in more detail below, the revised Settlement Amount ensures 

that the Class Members will receive the same valuation per person that the Court approved.  In 

other words, the new net settlement fund and PAGA award will increase by a multiple of 3.1 to 

account for a 3.1 increase in the number of pay periods at issue for Class Members and PAGA 

Members.   Other figures will increase as well (including attorneys’ fees and administrative 

costs) while some figures will remain unchanged (i.e., the service award and attorney costs).  

The Parties now submit this stipulation to amend the Settlement Agreement for review and 

approval, and if approved, to reset the dates for mailing the Class Notice and scheduling a final 

approval hearing. 

The Solution and Stipulation: 

Now with an amended settlement agreement in place, Plaintiff Robert Vega (“Plaintiff”) 

and Defendants Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services LLC and Marathon Petroleum Company 

LP (“Defendants”) (collectively, the “Parties”), by and through their undersigned counsel of 

record, submit this stipulation to amend preliminary approval of the settlement of this Action in 

accordance with the Second Revised Joint Stipulation of Class and PAGA Representative Action 
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Settlement and Release submitted with this joint stipulation.  

On July 29, 2022, the Court granted Plaintiff’s motion for preliminary approval and set 

various dates and deadlines.  For instance, Defendant was required to provide the Class Data to 

the settlement administrator by August 19, 2022, and the settlement administrator was required 

to mail the notice packet to all class members by September 2, 2022.  The Court also set a final 

fairness hearing for December 7, 2022, and set November 10, 2022 as Plaintiff’s deadline to file 

the motion for final approval. 

Unfortunately, it took longer than expected for Defendants to collect, confirm, and 

compile the Class Data based on complex data issues that Defendant had not anticipated, and the 

data was not provided to the settlement administrator by the deadline.  (The class definition in 

this matter is complex because it required Defendant to cross reference voluminous pay records 

to determine who should be considered a Class Member- i.e., a non-exempt California employee 

employed by Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services LLC in California who, in the same pay 

period, worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” payment.  But this delay is not the 

issue; instead, the issue is that, during negotiations and at preliminary approval, Defendants 

estimated that there were approximately between 75 and 100 total class members and 

approximately 2,722 pay stubs (not accounting for reasonable growth prior to approval) based 

on the data available at that time. However, upon receipt of the final class data, the settlement 

administrator confirmed that there were 349 total class members and 8,897 pay periods at issue – 

resulting in a substantial increase in the number of Class Members and pay periods compared to 

the same figures used while negotiating the settlement. 

The Parties met and conferred at length regarding this issue and agreed to increase the 

settlement amount using the same principles as an escalator clause.  In short, the Parties’ goal 

was to increase the settlement in such a way that the net distribution fund (the amount actually 

paid to the Class) approximated the same per-person value as the previously-approved 

settlement. Based on the increased class size and pay periods, the Parties agreed on a multiplier 

of 3.168, so the prior net distribution fund of $82,500 was increased to $261,360. Defendants 

also agreed to increase the total settlement amount in other ways due to the increased class size.  
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For example, the prior PAGA award of $10,000 was multiplied by 3.168 to arrive at the new sum 

of $31,680. And, due to the increased work, the settlement administrator’s cost and 

corresponding bid increased from $6,000 to $9,750 (the new revised bid from Phoenix is 

attached hereto as Exhibit 5).  Similarly, based on the new settlement amount, and based on a 

common fund theory, Defendants agreed to fund additional attorneys’ fees for Plaintiff’s counsel 

in the revised sum of $137,500.  However, under the revised settlement, the requested attorneys’ 

costs and Plaintiff’s service award remained the same ($10,000 and $5,000, respectively).  The 

changes to the settlement are reflected in the following table. 

Description Original Settlement Revised Settlement Notes re: Change 
Net Distribution Fund $82,500 $261,360 Increased by multiple of 3.168 
PAGA Award $10,000 $31,680 Increased by multiple of 3.168 

Administrator Costs $6,000 $9,750 
Increased due to substantial class 

size increase 

Attorneys’ Fees $55,000 $137,500 
Increased by multiple of 2.5 (in 

total, less than 1/3 of Settlement) 
Attorneys’ Costs $10,000 $10,000 Unchanged 
Plaintiff’s Service Award $5,000 $5,000 Unchanged 

Gross Settlement Amount $165,000 $455,290 

The Parties submit that this amendment is fair, reasonable, and an equitable method to 

increase the total settlement amount to ensure that the average payment to the Class Members 

remains consistent with that estimated in the original motion for preliminary approval.  To this 

end, the Parties have executed a “Second Revised Joint Stipulation of Class and PAGA 

Representative Action Settlement and Release” (the “Second Revised S.A.”) which addresses the 

increased settlement amount and correctly reflects each change noted above.  The Second 

Revised S.A. also ends the Class and PAGA periods on December 31, 2021.   

Attached as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the fully executed Second Revised 

S.A. and attached as Exhibit 2 is a redline version of the Second Revised S.A., showing all 

changes from the previous agreement approved by this Court. 

To carry out this modification to the settlement, the Parties also respectfully stipulate and 

request an Order amending the Court’s previous Order granting preliminary approval, with the 

following specific amendments. 

First, the Parties request that the Court hereby approve, as to form and content, the 
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revised Class Notice attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and 4 (in clean and redline format, 

respectively).  The only changes in this Class Notice, as opposed to the one previously approved, 

are: (1) modification of the total settlement amount [e.g., from $165,000 to $455,290], (2) 

modification of the Class Period/PAGA Period and Release cutoff date to confirm they run 

through the end of December 2021 (i.e., 12/31/21) –which is the end of the calendar year when 

the Settlement was negotiated and through which the updated data provided by Defendant runs–

to help alleviate any concerns regarding delay due to the time it has taken to obtain preliminary 

approval;  (3) modification of the total attorneys’ fees requested by Class Counsel [e.g., 

increased from $55,000 to $137,500], (4) changes as to the figures for the PAGA award, and (5) 

modification of the class and PAGA period definitions to delete references to “date of 

preliminary approval” and to instead replace it with December 31, 2021. 

Second, the Parties also request amendments to the Court’s previous order to: (1) change 

the Total Settlement Amount to $455,290, with $31,680 allocated to PAGA, (2) modification of 

the Class Period/PAGA Period and Release cutoff date to confirm they run through the end of 

December 2021 (i.e., 12/31/21)–which is the end of the calendar year when the Settlement was 

negotiated and through which the updated data provided by Defendant runs–to help alleviate any 

concerns regarding delay due to the time it has taken to obtain preliminary approval ; (3) clarify 

that Class Counsel may seek up to $137,500 of the increased Total Settlement Amount in 

attorneys’ fees, subject to court approval at the final fairness hearing, (4) clarify that the 

settlement administrator may seek up to $9,750 for its services, and (5) set the final fairness 

hearing and establish deadlines for (a) Defendants to provide the Class Data to the settlement 

administrator, (b) the settlement administrator to mail the notices, and (c) class counsel to file the 

motion for final approval. 

This Stipulation, along with all Exhibits, were submitted to the LWDA’s online portal.  A 

true and correct copy of the LWDA’s confirmation of receipt is attached as Exhibit 6.  

/ / / 

/ / / 

/ / / 
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IT IS SO STIPULATED. 

Dated:  _______________ LAUBY, MANKIN & LAUBY LLP 

BY:  
Brian J. Mankin, Esq. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff  

Dated:  _______________ LITTLER MENDELSON, P.C. 

BY:  
Joshua D. Levine, Esq. 
Attorneys for Defendants 

December 15, 2022

December 15, 2022

PGomez
JOSH LEVINE



EXHIBIT “1” 
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C2DE)�5FGH�I�;;>JK�LMHNMHO�PFO�HQFRFSTQ�FO�RFRUHQFRFSTQ�GDSDVHWK�OHWNTNXNTFRK�TRYXRQNTZH�OH[THP�FO�WNDNXNFO\�]HRD[NTHW)�:)A� _̂̀abb�cdefghi�SHDRW�NMH�]HOTFG�POFS�3]OT[�>K�;B:A�NMOFXVM�NMH�HRG�FP�;B;:�CjklkK�8HQHSEHO�(:K�;B;:J)��:):B�m_gnòafpqr�SHDRW�NMH�F]HODNTZH�5FS][DTRN�TR�NMH�3QNTFR)�:)::� _̂gnòdqd�aph�sdpdeà�td̀dabdi�SHDRW�DR�TOOHZFQDE[H�DRG�XRQFRGTNTFRD[�OH[HDWH�VTZHR�FR[\�E\�NMH�RDSHG�0[DTRNTPP�TR�NMH�3QNTFR�CjklkK�uHVDJK�OH[HDWTRV�NMH�9H[HDWHG�0DONTHW�POFS�DR\�DRG�D[[�QMDOVHWK�QFS][DTRNWK�Q[DTSWK�QDXWHW�FP�DQNTFRK�GHENWK�WXSW�FP�SFRH\K�QFRNOFZHOWTHWK�DVOHHSHRNWK�]OFSTWHWK�GDSDVHW�DRG�[TDET[TNTHW�FP�DR\�vTRG�FO�RDNXOH�LMDNWFHZHOK�EFNM�DN�[DL�DRG�HwXTN\K�vRFLR�FO�XRvRFLRK�WXW]HQNHG�FO�XRWXW]HQNHGK�DOTWTRV�POFS�QFRGXQN�FQQXOOTRV�GXOTRV�FO�OH[DNHG�NF�0[DTRNTPPxW�HS][F\SHRN�DRGyFO�NMH�3QNTFRK�TRQ[XGTRV�EXN�RFN�[TSTNHG�NF�D[[�FP�NMH�5[DWW�5[DTSW�DRG�TRQ[XGTRV�LTNMFXN�[TSTNDNTFR�D[[�DQNTFRWK�Q[DTSW�DRG�VOTHZDRQHWK�LMHNMHO�DQNXD[�FO�]FNHRNTD[K�vRFLR�FO�XRvRFLRK�OH[DNHGK�TRQTGHRND[�NF�FO�DOTWTRV�FXN�FP�DR\�DQN�FO�FSTWWTFR�QFSSTNNHG�FO�FSTNNHG�E\�NMH�9H[HDWHG�0DONTHW�GXOTRV�FO�OH[DNHG�NF�0[DTRNTPPxW�HS][F\SHRN�LTNM�FO�WH]DODNTFR�POFS�7DODNMFR�0HNOF[HXSK�TRQ[XGTRV�DR\�DRG�D[[�DQNTFRWK�Q[DTSW�DRG�VOTHZDRQHWK�LMHNMHO�DQNXD[�FO�]FNHRNTD[K�vRFLR�FO�XRvRFLRK�OH[DNHGK�TRQTGHRND[�NMDN�DOFWH�FO�SD\�MDZH�DOTWHR�EHPFOH�FO�NMOFXVM�NMH�HRG�FP�NMH�5[DWW�0HOTFG�DRGyFO�DOTWTRV�FXN�FP�0[DTRNTPPxW�HS][F\SHRN�LTNM�7DODNMFR�0HNOF[HXS�DRGyFO�NMH�QHWWDNTFR�NMHOHFP)��.MTW�OH[HDWH�TRQ[XGHW�D�LDTZHO�FP�5D[TPFORTD�5TZT[�5FGH�WHQNTFR�:=<;)��.MTW�OH[HDWH�E\�0[DTRNTPP�D[WF�TRQ[XGHWK�EXN�TW�RFN�[TSTNHG�NFK�D�OH[HDWH�FP�D[[�Q[DTSW�XRGHO�CDJ�NMH�5D[TPFORTD�5TZT[�5FGHK�CEJ�NMH�5D[TPFORTD�4DTO�6S][F\SHRN�DRG�zFXWTRV�3QNK�CQJ�.TN[H�u,,�FP�NMH�5TZT[�9TVMNW�3QN�FP�:A><K�DW�DSHRGHGK�<;�1)/)5)�I�;BBBH�l{k�|l}kK�CGJ�NMH�6S][F\SHRN�3QN�FP�:A>?K�CHJ�NMH�5TZT[�9TVMNW�3QN�FP�:AA:K�CPJ�NMH�5TZT[�9TVMNW�3QN�FP�:@>>�DRG�:@?BK�CVJ�<;�1)/)5)�I�:A@:K�DW�DSHRGHGK�CMJ�6~HQXNTZH�+OGHO�::;<>K�CTJ�NMH�3SHOTQDRW�LTNM�8TWDET[TNTHW�3QN�<;�1)/)5)�I�:;:B:K�l{k�|l}kK�DW�DSHRGHGK�CYJ�NMH�4DST[\�DRG�7HGTQD[�2HDZH�3QNK�DW�DSHRGHGK�CvJ�NMH�6wXD[�0D\�3QN�FP�:A>(K�DW�DSHRGHGK�C[J�NMH�,SSTVODNTFR�DRG�9HPFOS�5FRNOF[�3QNK�DW�DSHRGHGK�CSJ�DR\�FNMHO�WNDNHK�PHGHOD[K�DRG�[FQD[�[DLK�OHVX[DNTFR�DRG�FOGTRDRQH�GHD[TRV�LTNM�GTWQOTSTRDNTFR�TR�HS][F\SHRNK�GTWDET[TN\K�LOFRVPX[�GTWQMDOVHK�DRG�OHND[TDNTFR�PFO�H~HOQTWTRV�DR\�OTVMN�FO�]DONTQT]DNTRV�FO�HRVDVTRV�TR�DR\�DQNTZTN\K�CRJ�NMH�+QQX]DNTFRD[�/DPHN\�DRG�zHD[NM�3QNK�DW�DSHRGHGK�CFJ�NMH�/DOEDRHWU+~[H\�3QN�FP�;BB;K�DW�DSHRGHGK�C]J�NMH�6S][F\SHRN�9HNTOHSHRN�,RQFSH�/HQXOTN\�
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3CD�EF�:A?(G�HI�HJKLMKM�NKOCKPD�QKIDKM�RKLKFSDITG�NUT�DVK�WEXYKX�3MZ[IDJKLD�HLM�\KLKFSD�0XEDKCDSEL�3CD�EF�:AABG�HI�HJKLMKMG�NXT�DVK�WEXYKX�3MZ[IDJKLD�HLM�9KDXHSLSL]�-EDSFSCHDSEL�3CDG�HI�HJKLMKMG�NIT�HL̂�FKMKXH_G�IDHDK�EX�CEJJEL�_H̀�C_HSJ�EX�CH[IK�EF�HCDSEL�FEX�RXKHCV�EF�CELDXHCDG�̀XEL]F[_�MSICVHX]KG�CELIDX[CDSQK�MSICVHX]KG�XKDH_SHDSELG�MKFHJHDSELG�I_HLMKXG�_SRK_G�SLDKLDSELH_�EX�LK]_S]KLD�SLF_SCDSEL�EF�KJEDSELH_�MSIDXKIIG�JSIXKPXKIKLDHDSELG�FXH[MG�PXEJSIIEX̂�KIDEPPK_G�HL̂�EDVKX�DEXD�EX�LK]_S]KLCK�C_HSJG�EX�ER_S]HDSELI�HXSISL]�E[D�EF�HL̂�EF�8KFKLMHLDaI�KJP_ÊJKLD�PE_SCSKI�EX�PXHCDSCKIG�KJP_ÊKK�VHLMREEYIG�HLMbEX�HL̂�IDHDKJKLDI�R̂�HL̂�KJP_ÊKK�EX�H]KLD�EF�8KFKLMHLD�̀VKDVKX�EXH_�EX�̀XSDDKLG�HLM�NDT�HL̂�FKMKXH_G�IDHDK�EX�CEJJEL�_H̀�C_HSJ�EX�CH[IK�EF�HCDSEL�FEX�XKSLIDHDKJKLDG�RHCY�PĤG�REL[IG�HDDEXLK̂Ia�FKKIG�CEJPKLIHDEX̂�MHJH]KIG�CEIDIG�FXELD�PĤG�HL̂�FEXJ�EF�KU[SDHR_K�EX�MKC_HXHDEX̂�XK_SKFG�_SU[SMHDKM�MHJH]KIG�KJEDSELH_�MSIDXKIIG�PKXIELH_�SLZ[X̂G�P[LSDSQK�MHJH]KIG�PHSL�HLM�I[FFKXSL]G�JKMSCH_�KOPKLIKIG�MHJH]K�DE�XKP[DHDSELG�MHJH]K�FEX�PKXIELH_G�KJEDSELH_�EX�KCELEJSC�SLZ[X̂�EX�MHJH]K�EF�HL̂�YSLM)�.VSI�PXEQSISEL�SI�SLDKLMKM�R̂�DVK�0HXDSKI�DE�RK�H__cKLCEJPHIISL]�HLM�DE�HCD�HI�H�F[__�HLM�DEDH_�XK_KHIK�EF�HL̂�C_HSJIG�̀VKDVKX�IPKCSFSCH__̂�KL[JKXHDKM�VKXKSL�EX�LEDG�DVHD�0_HSLDSFF�JS]VD�VHQK�EX�VHQK�VHMG�DVHD�KOSIDI�EX�KQKX�VHI�KOSIDKM�XK_HDKM�DE�VSI�KJP_ÊJKLD�̀SDV�EX�IKPHXHDSEL�FXEJ�8KFKLMHLDI)�:):;�defghij�JKHLI�DVK�/[PKXSEX�5E[XD�EF�DVK�/DHDK�EF�5H_SFEXLSHG�5E[LD̂�EF�2EI�3L]K_KI)�:):<�dklmlnopniqj�JKHLI�DVK�LHJKM�8KFKLMHLDI�SL�DVK�3CDSELG�7HXHDVEL�0KDXE_K[J�2E]SIDSCI�/KXQSCKI�225�Nr702/sT�HLM�7HXHDVEL�0KDXE_K[J�5EJPHL̂�20)�:):(�dklmlnql�efgnqltj�JKHLI�*EM̂�2HLMX̂G�6IU)G�*EIV[H�8)�2KQSLKG�6IU)�HLM�uHXH�3)�5E_KG�6IU)�EF�DVK�_H̀�FSXJ�2SDD_KX�7KLMK_IELG�0)5)�:):=�dvmmlwixyl�kpilj�JKHLI�DVK�MHDK�R̂�̀VSCV�DVSI�/KDD_KJKLD�SI�FSLH__̂�HPPXEQKM�HI�PXEQSMKM�VKXKSLG�DVK�5E[XDaI�4SLH_�3PPXEQH_�+XMKX�RKCEJKI�RSLMSL]G�HLM�8KFKLMHLDI�VHQK�F[LMKM�DVK�/KDD_KJKLD�SL�HCCEXMHLCK�̀SDV�DVK�DKXJI�IKD�FEXDV�SL�DVSI�3]XKKJKLD)��4EX�P[XPEIKI�EF�DVSI�/KDD_KJKLD�3]XKKJKLDG�DVK�4SLH_�3PPXEQH_�+XMKX�RKCEJKI�RSLMSL]�HLM�6FFKCDSQK�[PEL�DVK�_HDKX�EFz�N:T�DVK�MĤ�HFDKX�DVK�_HID�MĤ�R̂�̀VSCV�H�LEDSCK�EF�HPPKH_�DE�DVK�5H_SFEXLSH�5E[XD�EF�3PPKH_�EF�DVK�4SLH_�3PPXEQH_�+XMKX�HLMbEX�EF�HL�EXMKX�XKZKCDSL]�HL̂�JEDSEL�DE�SLDKXQKLK�JĤ�RK�DSJK_̂�FS_KMG�HLM�LELK�SI�FS_KMG�̀VSCV�DVK�0HXDSKI�H]XKK�̀S__�RK�>=�CH_KLMHX�MĤI�HFDKX�DVK�LEDSCK�EF�HL�EXMKX�]XHLDSL]�FSLH_�HPPXEQH_�EF�DVK�/KDD_KJKLD�SI�IKXQKMG�PXEQSMKM�DVKXK�VHQK�RKKL�LE�HPPKH_I�FS_KM�̀SDVSL�DVHD�DSJKG�P_[I{�N;T�SF�I[CV�HL�HPPKH_�SI�FS_KMG�HLM�DVK�HPPKH_�SI�FSLH__̂�XKIE_QKM�HLM�XKI[_DI�SL�HFFSXJHDSEL�EF�DVK�4SLH_�3PPXEQH_�+XMKXG�
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CDE�FGH�GICEJ�CDE�KGLC�FGCE�IMJ�INKNOP�G�JEQRELC�IMJ�IRJCDEJ�JESNET�MI�CDE�5GKNIMJONG�5MRJC�MI�3UUEGKLV�FEWNLNMO�UGLLEL�GOF�OM�IRJCDEJ�JESNET�NL�JEQRELCEFX�Y<Z�NI�IRJCDEJ�JESNET�MI�CDE�5GKNIMJONG�5MRJC�MI�3UUEGKVL�FEWNLNMO�NL�JEQRELCEF[�CDE�FGH�GICEJ�CDE�JEQRELC�IMJ�JESNET�NL�FEONEF�TNCD�UJE\RFNWE�GOF]MJ�OM�IRJCDEJ�JESNET�MI�CDE�FEWNLNMO�WGO�̂E�JEQRELCEF[�MJ�Y=Z�NI�JESNET�NL�GWWEUCEF[�CDE�FGH�GICEJ�CDE�5GKNIMJONG�/RUJE_E�5MRJC�GIINJ_L�CDE�4NOGK�3UUJMSGK�+JFEJ)��.DE�6IIEWCNSE�8GCE�WGOOMC�MWWRJ[�GOF�8EIEOFGOCL�TNKK�OMC�̂E�M̂KNPGCEF�CM�IROF�CDNL�/ECCKE_EOC[�ROCNK�GOF�ROKELL�CDEJE�NL�OM�UMLLN̂NKNCH�MI�GO�GUUEGK[�TJNC[�MJ�IRJCDEJ�GUUEGK�CDGC�WMRKF�UMCEOCNGKKH�UJESEOC�CDNL�/ECCKE_EOC�3PJEE_EOC�IJM_�̂EWM_NOP�INOGK�GOF�N̂OFNOP)�:):>� àbcde�fgghijde�kldhbcmn�_EGOL�CDE�DEGJNOP�DEKF�CM�FECEJ_NOE�TDECDEJ�CDE�5MRJC�TNKK�EOCEJ�G�4NOGK�3UUJMSGK�+JFEJ�INOGKKH�GUUJMSNOP�CDNL�/ECCKE_EOC)�:):?� àbcde�fgghijde�ohplhn�_EGOL�CDE�5MRJCVL�EOCJH�MI�GO�MJFEJ�INOGKKH�GUUJMSNOP�CDE�/ECCKE_EOC�GOF�EOCEJNOP�\RFP_EOC�NO�GWWMJFGOWE�CDEJETNCD�LR̂LCGOCNGKKH�NO�CDE�IMJ_�GCCGWDEF�DEJECM�GL�qrsbtbu�v)�:):@� ẁcpbjbpxde�yluuelzlcu�{d|zlcun�_EGOL�CDE�G_MROC�UGHĜKE�IJM_�CDE�-EC�8NLCJN̂RCNMO�4ROF�CDGC�CDE�/ECCKE_EOC�3F_NONLCJGCMJ�TNKK�UGH�CM�EGWD�0GJCNWNUGCNOP�5KGLL�7E_̂ EJ[�GL�WGKWRKGCEF�URJLRGOC�CM�0GJGPJGUDL�=);)():�GOF�=);)();�̂EKMT)�:):A� �̀}lu�~b�uhbtxubic�axcpn�_EGOL�CDE�.MCGK�/ECCKE_EOC�3_MROC[�KELL�CDE�G_MROCL�GKKMCCEF�CM��Y:Z�CDE�5KGLL�5MROLEK�4EEL�3TGJF�YRU�CM��:<?[(BBZ[�Y;Z�CDE�5KGLL�5MROLEK�5MLCL�3TGJF�YRU�CM��:B[BBBZ[�Y<Z�CDE�/EJSNWE�3TGJF�IMJ�0KGNOCNII�YRU�CM��([BBBZ[�Y=Z�CDE�?(��MI�CDE�03�3�3TGJF�CM�̂E�UGNF�CM�CDE�5GKNIMJONG�2ĜMJ�GOF��MJ�IMJWE�8ESEKMU_EOC�3PEOWH�Y�2�83�Z�Y�;<[?>BZX�Y(Z�,OFNSNFRGK�/ECCKE_EOC�0GH_EOCL�CM�0GJCNWNUGCNOP�5KGLL�7E_̂ EJL�GOF�03�3�6_UKMHEEL�YGL�IRJCDEJ�LUEWNINEF�̂EKMTZX�GOF�Y>Z�/ECCKE_EOC�3F_NONLCJGCNMO�5MLCL�YRU�CM��A[?(BZ)��,OFNSNFRGK�/ECCKE_EOC�0GH_EOCL�CM�0GJCNWNUGCNOP�5KGLL�7E_̂ EJL�TNKK�̂E�UGNF�MRC�MI�CDE�-EC�8NLCJN̂RCNMO�4ROF)��:);B� }̀iub�l�i��ot�l�ubicn�_EGOL�GO�M̂\EWCNMO�CM�CDNL�/ECCKE_EOC�̂H�5KGLL�7E_̂ EJL�̂H�Y:Z�GUUEGJNOP�GC�CDE�4NOGK�3UUJMSGK��EGJNOP�GOF�WM__RONWGCNOP�GO�M̂\EWCNMO�CM�CDE�5MRJC�GOF]MJ�Y;Z�LR̂_NCCNOP�G�TJNCCEO�M̂\EWCNMO�CM�CDE�/ECCKE_EOC�3F_NONLCJGCMJ�̂H�CDE�9ELUMOLE�8EGFKNOE�GL�IRJCDEJ�LEC�IMJCD�NO�0GJGPJGUD�@);�̂EKMT�GOF�CDE�UJMUMLEF�5KGLL�-MCNWE�Y6�DN̂NC��3�Z)��
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:);:�CDEFGHI�EJ�KIFFLIMINFO�PQ�RSLTUU�DEFGHIV�WXYZ[�\]X�-P\̂_X�P̀�5aY[[�3_\̂PZ�/X\\aXWXZ\�b̂Z�cP\]�6Zdâ[]�YZe�/fYẐ[]�gXQ[̂PZ[h�\]Y\�\]X�/X\\aXWXZ\�3eŴẐ[\QY\PQ�îaa�WŶa�\P�5aY[[�7XWcXQ[�\P�YffQ̂[X�\]XW�P̀�\]̂[�/X\\aXWXZ\�b[jc[\YZ\̂Yaak�̂Z�\]X�̀PQW�Y\\Y_]Xe�]XQX\P�Y[�lmnGoGF�ph)�:);;��Cqprp�psTtuO�WXYZ[�.XZ�.]Pj[YZe�8PaaYQ[�bv<:w(@Bh�P̀�\]X�.P\Ya�/X\\aXWXZ\�3WPjZ\�\]Y\�\]X�0YQ\̂X[�]YgX�YaaP_Y\Xe�\P�03x3�fXZYa\̂X[�byz{zw�\]X�03x3�3iYQehw�?>|�P̀�i]̂_]�bv;<w?(Bh�îaa�cX�QXŴ\\Xe�\P�\]X�2}83�YZe�;>|�bv?wA;Bh�P̀�i]̂_]�îaa�QXWŶZ�̂Z�\]X�-X\�8̂[\Q̂cj\̂PZ�4jZe�YZe�cX�ê[\Q̂cj\Xe�PZ�Y�fQPQY\Xe�cY[̂[�cY[Xe�PZ�\]X�fYk�fXQ̂Pe[�XY_]�03x3�6WfaPkXX�iPQ~Xe�ejQ̂Zd�\]X�03x3�0XQ̂Pe)��.]̂[�fYkWXZ\�îaa�cX�_PZ[̂eXQXe�fYQ\�P̀�\]X�YWPjZ\�YaaP_Y\Xe�\P�fXZYa\̂X[�̂Z�\]X�,ZêĝejYa�/X\\aXWXZ\�0YkWXZ\[�\P�0YQ\̂_̂fY\̂Zd�5aY[[�7XWcXQ[)��5aY[[�7XWcXQ[�i]P�YQX�Ya[P�03x3�6WfaPkXX[�YZe�[jcŴ\�Y�9X�jX[\�̀PQ�6�_aj[̂PZ�îaa�QX_X̂gX�PZak�Y�fYkWXZ\�̀PQ�\]X̂Q�fQPQY\Xe�fPQ\̂PZ�P̀�\]X�;>|�P̀�\]X�03x3�3iYQe�YgŶaYcaX�̀PQ�ê[\Q̂cj\̂PZ�\P�03x3�6WfaPkXX[�bi]P�_YZZP\�Pf\�Pj\�P̀�\]X�03x3�fPQ\̂PZ�P̀�\]X�/X\\aXWXZ\h)���:);<�Cqprp�SLTGMUO�WXYZ[�YZk�YZe�Yaa�_aŶW[�0aŶZ\̂̀ �̀Y[[XQ\Xe�PQ�_Pjae�]YgX�Y[[XQ\Xe�̂Z�\]X�3_\̂PZ�jZeXQ�03x3�̀PQ�4ŶajQX�\P�0QPĝeX�3__jQY\X�,\XŴ�Xe�}YdX�/\Y\XWXZ\[�b5Ya)�2YcPQ�5PeX����;;(�YZe�;(A@w�X\�[X�)hw�PZ�cX]Yà�P̀�]̂W[Xàw�\]X�/\Y\X�P̀�5YầPQẐY�YZe�03x3�6WfaPkXX[�̀PQ�eYWYdX[�QX_PgXQYcaX�jZeXQ�03x3w�̂Z_ajêZd�_̂ĝa�fXZYa\̂X[w�̂Z\XQX[\w�Y\\PQZXk[��̀XX[w�_P[\[w�YZe�YZk�P\]XQ�QXâX̀�QX_PgXQYcaX�jZeXQ�5YầPQẐY�2YcPQ�5PeX���;(A@w�X\�[X�)���:);=��Cqprp�lM�LE�IIUO�WXYZ[�5aY[[�7XWcXQ[�XWfaPkXe�ejQ̂Zd�\]X�03x3�0XQ̂Pe)��03x3�6WfaPkXX[�_YZZP\�Pf\�Pj\�P̀�\]X�03x3�fPQ\̂PZ�P̀�\]̂[�/X\\aXWXZ\)��PiXgXQw�\]Xk�WYk�Pf\�Pj\�P̀�\]X�/X\\aXWXZ\�P̀�\]X�5aY[[�5aŶW[�fQPĝeXe�\]Xk�\̂WXak�[jcŴ\�Y�9X�jX[\�̀PQ�6�_aj[̂PZ)�:);>�Cqprp�qItGEuO�WXYZ[�\]X�fXQ̂Pe�̀QPW�3fQ̂a�(w�;B:A�\]QPjd]�\]X�XZe�P̀�;B;:�byz{zw�8X_XWcXQ�<:w�;B;:h)�:);(�Cqprp��ILITUIu�SLTGMUO�WXYZ[�\]X�03x3�5aŶW[�̀QPW�i]̂_]�0aŶZ\̂̀ ẁ�\]X�03x3�6WfaPkXX[w�YZe�\]X�/\Y\X�P̀�5YầPQẐY�YQX�̀jaak�QXaXY[̂Zd�\]X�9XaXY[Xe�0YQ\̂X[�jZeXQ�\]̂[�/X\\aXWXZ\�Q̀PW�3fQ̂a�(w�;B:A�\]QPjd]�\]X�XZe�P̀�\]X�03x3�0XQ̂Pew�̂Z_ajêZd�YZk�YZe�Yaa�_aŶW[�0aŶZ\̂̀ �̀Y[[XQ\Xe�PQ�_Pjae�]YgX�Y[[XQ\Xe�̂Z�\]X�3_\̂PZ�jZeXQ�03x3�cY[Xe�PZ�\]X�̀Y_\[�YaaXdXe�̂Z�0aŶZ\̂̀ �̀[�5PWfaŶZ\�P̀Q�4ŶajQX�\P�0QPĝeX�3__jQY\X�,\XŴ�Xe�}YdX�/\Y\XWXZ\[�b5Ya)�2YcPQ�5PeX����;;(�YZe�;(A@w�X\�[X�)h�YZe�PQ�cY[Xe�PZ�\]X�5aY[[�7XWcXQ�9XaXY[Xe�5aŶW[w�PZ�cX]Yà�P̀�]̂W[Xàw�\]X�/\Y\X�P̀�5YầPQẐY�YZe�
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03C3�6DEFGHIIJ�KGL�MNDNOIJ�LIPGQILNRFI�STMIL�03C3U�VTPFSMVTO�PVQVF�EITNFWVIJU�VTWILIJWU�NWWGLTIHJX�KIIJU�PGJWJU�NTM�NTH�GWYIL�LIFVIK�LIPGQILNRFI�STMIL�5NFVKGLTVN�2NRGL�5GMI�Z�;?A@U�IW�JI[)�:);(�\]̂_̀abcd�DINTJ�0FNVTWVKK�NTM�8IKITMNTWJ�NTM�\]̂_̀ed�JYNFF�DINT�IVWYIL�0FNVTWVKK�GL�8IKITMNTWJ)�:);@�\]f̂ag̀ahhd�GL�ijf̂cc�kbl_bcbg̀^̀ambn�DINTJ�0FNVTWVKK�9GRILW�oION)�:);A�\]̂_̀apal̂ àgq�jf̂cc�rbstb_cd�DINTJ�5FNJJ�7IDRILJ�uYG�MG�TGW�JSRDVW�N�WVDIFH�9I[SIJW�KGL�6vPFSJVGT�KLGD�WYVJ�/IWWFIDITW)���:)<B�\]_bfasaĝ_e�wll_xm̂f�ŷ b̀d�DINTJ�WYI�FNWIL�GK�WYI�MNWI�WYI�5GSLW�ITWILJ�WYI�0LIFVDVTNLH�3EELGQNF�+LMIL�GL�NTH�NDITMDITW�WYILIWG�PGTKVLDVTO�WYI�LIQVJIM�JIWWFIDITW�WILDJ�JIW�KGLWY�VT�WYVJ�3OLIIDITW)�:)<:�\]_bfasaĝ_e�wll_xm̂f�z_{b_d�DINTJ�WYI�FNWIL�GK�WYI�5GSLWXJ�ITWLH�GK�NT�GLMIL�ELIFVDVTNLVFH�NEELGQVTO�WYVJ�/IWWFIDITW�|JSRJWNTWVNFFH�VT�WYI�KGLD�NWWNPYIM�YILIWG�NJ�}~�atà����GL�NTH�NDITMDITW�WYILIWG�PGTKVLDVTO�WYI�LIQVJIM�JIWWFIDITW�WILDJ�JIW�KGLWY�VT�WYVJ�3OLIIDITW)���:)<;�\kbfb̂cb{�]̂_̀abcd�DINTJ�8IKITMNTWJ�7NLNWYGT�0IWLGFISD�2GOVJWVPJ�/ILQVPIJ�225�NTM�7NLNWYGT�0IWLGFISD�5GDENTH�20U�NTM�INPY�GK�WYIVL�LIJEIPWVQI�JSRJVMVNLVIJU�NKKVFVNWIJ�NTM�GL�ENLITWJU�NWWGLTIHJU�NTM�INPY�GK�WYIVL�LIJEIPWVQI�JSPPIJJGLJ�NTM�ELIMIPIJJGLJ�VT�VTWILIJW��NFF�GK�WYIVL�LIJEIPWVQI�GKKVPILJU�MVLIPWGLJU�IDEFGHIIJU�NMDVTVJWLNWGLJU�KVMSPVNLVIJU�WLSJWIIJU�RITIKVPVNLVIJ�NTM�NOITWJ��NTM�INPY�GK�WYIVL�ENJWU�ELIJITW�NTM�KSWSLI�GKKVPILJU�MVLIPWGLJU�JYNLIYGFMILJU�IDEFGHIIJU�NOITWJU�ELVTPVENFJU�YIVLJU�LIELIJITWNWVQIJU�NPPGSTWNTWJU�NSMVWGLJU�PGTJSFWNTWJU�VTJSLILJ�NTM�LIVTJSLILJ)�:)<<�\kb��bc̀�hx_�}~pf�caxgd�DINTJ�N�WVDIFH�uLVWWIT�LI[SIJW�RH�N�5FNJJ�7IDRIL�WG�IvPFSMI�YILJIFK�YVDJIFK�KLGD�WYI�/IWWFIDITWU�uYVPY�DSJW�RI�PGDEFIWIM�NTM�DNVFIM�VT�WYI�DNTTIL�JIW�KGLWY�VT�WYVJ�/IWWFIDITW�3OLIIDITW�NTM�WYI�-GWVPI�GK�/IWWFIDITW)�:)<=�\kbclxgcb�yb̂{fagbd�DINTJ�WYI�MNWI�KGLWH�KVQI�|=>��PNFITMNL�MNHJ�NKWIL�WYI�/IWWFIDITW�3MDVTVJWLNWGL�DNVFJ�WYI�-GWVPI�GK�/IWWFIDITW�WG�5FNJJ�7IDRILJU�GL�KGSLWIIT�|:=��PNFITMNL�MNHJ�NKWIL�WYI�LI�DNVFVTO�GK�NTH�-GWVPI�GK�/IWWFIDITW�WG�NTH�5FNJJ�7IDRILU�uYVPYIQIL�VJ�FNWILU�NTM�JYNFF�RI�WYI�FNJW�MNWI�GT�uYVPY�5FNJJ�7IDRILJ�DNH�WVDIFH�EGJWDNL��9I[SIJWJ�KGL�6vPFSJVGT�GL�-GWVPIJ�GK�+R�IPWVGT�WG�WYI�/IWWFIDITW)�
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:)<>�CDEFGHIE�JKLFMN�OPQRS�TUP�QOVWRT�TUP�5VWXT�QYQXZS�0[Q\RT\]]�]VX�U\S�P]]VXTS�\R�QSS\ST\R̂�Y\TU�TUP�_XVSP̀WT\VR�V]�TUP�3̀T\VR�QRZ�QS�̀VRS\ZPXQT\VR�]VX�PaP̀WT\R̂�TU\S�/PTT[POPRT�3̂XPPOPRT�QRZ�Q̂XPP\R̂�TV�Q�̂PRPXQ[�XP[PQSP�V]�Q[[�̀[Q\OS�Q̂Q\RST�8P]PRZQRTSb�YU\̀U�SUQ[[�RVT�PàPPZ�c>bBBB)��0[Q\RT\]]dS�/PXe\̀P�3YQXZ�\S�SWfgP̀T�TV�Q__XVeQ[�]XVO�TUP�5VWXT�QRZ�Y\[[�fP�_Q\Z�VR[h�]XVO�TUP�.VTQ[�/PTT[POPRT�3OVWRT)��3Rh�_VXT\VR�V]�TUP�/PXe\̀P�3YQXZ�RVT�QYQXZPZ�fh�TUP�5VWXT�Y\[[�fP�QZZPZ�TV�TUP�-PT�8\STX\fWT\VR�4WRZ�QRZ�Z\STX\fWTPZ�TV�0QXT\̀\_QT\R̂�5[QSS�7POfPXS)���:)<?��CDEiijEkEliN�OPQRS�TUP�Z\S_VS\T\VR�V]�TUP�3̀T\VR�_WXSWQRT�TV�TU\S�/PTT[POPRT�3̂XPPOPRT)�:)<@�CDEiijEkEli�JMkHlHmiFLiHnl�onmimN�OPQRS�TUP�XPQSVRQf[P�QRZ�RP̀PSSQXh�̀VSTS�\R̀WXXPZ�fh�TUP�/PTT[POPRT�3ZO\R\STXQTVX�QRZ�QYQXZPZ�fh�TUP�5VWXT�]XVO�TUP�.VTQ[�/PTT[POPRT�3OVWRTb�YU\̀U�OQh�RVT�PàPPZ�-\RP�.UVWSQRZ�/PePR�pWRZXPZ�4\]Th�8V[[QXS�qcAb@>Brb�WR[PSS�VTUPXY\SP�Q__XVePZ�fh�TUP�0QXT\PS�QRZ�5VWXT)��/PTT[POPRT�3ZO\R\STXQT\VR�5VSTS�\R̀[WZP�fWT�QXP�RVT�[\O\TPZ�TVs�TUP�̀VSTS�V]�5[QSS�-VT\̀Pb�QRh�XPtW\XPZ�XP_VXT\R̂�fh�TUP�/PTT[POPRT�3ZO\R\STXQTVX�TV�]PZPXQ[�QRZ�STQTP�Q̂PR̀\PSb�PSTQf[\SU\R̂�Q�tWQ[\]\PZ�SPTT[POPRT�]WRZ�]VX�8P]PRZQRTS�TV�ZP_VS\T�TUP�.VTQ[�/PTT[POPRT�3OVWRT�q]XVO�YU\̀U�TUP�/PTT[POPRT�3ZO\R\STXQTVX�Y\[[�_Qh�TUP�5VWXTuQ__XVePZ�5[QSS�5VWRSP[�4PPS�3YQXZb�TUP�5[QSS�5VWRSP[�5VSTS�3YQXZb�TUP�/PXe\̀P�3YQXZ�]VX�0[Q\RT\]]b�TUP�03v3�3YQXZb�/PTT[POPRT�3ZO\R\STXQT\VR�5VSTS�QRZ�,RZ\e\ZWQ[�/PTT[POPRT�0QhOPRTS�TV�0QXT\̀\_QT\R̂�5[QSS�7POfPXS�QRZ�03v3�6O_[VhPPSb�QS�S_P̀\]\PZ�UPXP\Rrw�XP̀P\e\R̂�QRZ�XPS_VRZ\R̂�TV�\RtW\X\PS�]XVO�5[QSS�7POfPXS�QfVWT�TUP�/PTT[POPRTw�̀Q[̀W[QT\R̂�QRZ�Z\STX\fWT\R̂�SPTT[POPRT�_QhOPRTS�TV�0QXT\̀\_QT\R̂�5[QSS�7POfPXS�QRZ�03v3�6O_[VhPPS�QS�S_P̀\]\PZ�UPXP\Rw�̀Q[̀W[QT\R̂b�_XV̀PSS\R̂b�QRZ�XPO\TT\R̂�Q[[�Y\TUUV[Z\R̂�TQaPS�VX�VTUPX�[P̂Q[[huXPtW\XPZ�TQaPS�q\]�QRhr�QRZ�UQRZ[\R̂�QRh�XPtW\XPZ�TQa�XP_VXT\R̂w�_XV̀PSS\R̂�QRh�-VT\̀PS�V]�+fgP̀T\VR�QRZ�9PtWPSTS�]VX�6à[WS\VRw�_XVe\Z\R̂�ZP̀[QXQT\VRS�QRZ�XP_VXT\R̂�TV�TUP�5VWXT�QRZ�0QXT\PSw�QRZ�_PX]VXO\R̂�Q[[�V]�TUP�TQSxS�]VX�YU\̀U�TUP�/PTT[POPRT�3ZO\R\STXQTVX�\S�XPTQ\RPZ�QS�]WXTUPX�S_P̀\]\PZ�fP[VY�QRZyVX�YU\̀U�TUP�/PTT[POPRT�3ZO\R\STXQTVX�OWST�_PX]VXO�_WXSWQRT�TV�VXZPXS�V]�TUP�5VWXT)��.UP�0QXT\PS�Q̂XPP�TUQT�TUP�/PTT[POPRT�3ZO\R\STXQT\VR�5VSTS�SUQ[[�fP�_Q\Z�Pà[WS\eP[h�]XVO�TUP�.VTQ[�/PTT[POPRT�3OVWRT�QRZ�TUQT�8P]PRZQRTS�SUQ[[�RVT�fP�XPS_VRS\f[P�]VX�TUP�_QhOPRT�V]�QRh�QZZ\T\VRQ[�/PTT[POPRT�3ZO\R\STXQT\VR�5VSTS�SP_QXQTP�]XVO�VX�\R�QZZ\T\VR�TV�TUVSP�_Q\Z�]XVO�TUP�.VTQ[�/PTT[POPRT�3OVWRT)�
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:)<A�CDEFFGEHEIF�JKHLILMFNOFPNQ�RSTUV�0WXSUYZ�/S[[\SRSU[�3]RYUYV[̂T[X̂V)��0WXSUYZ�/S[[\SRSU[�3]RYUYV[̂T[X̂V�YV�T�5T\Y_X̂UYT̀aTVS]�VS[[\SRSU[�T]RYUYV[̂T[X̂�[WT[�VbScYT\YdSV�YU�c\TVV�Tc[YXU�VS[[\SRSU[�T]RYUYV[̂T[YXU�TU]�WTV�aSSU�Tbb̂XeS]�[X�T]RYUYV[Ŝf�TU]�VgccSVV_g\\h�T]RYUYV[ŜS]f�UgRŜXgV�c\TVV�TU]�03i3�VS[[\SRSU[V�[ŴXgjWXg[�[WS�V[T[S�_X̂�hST̂V)��3]]Y[YXUT\�YU_X̂RT[YXU�ŜjT̂]YUj�0WXSUYZ�/S[[\SRSU[�3]RYUYV[̂T[X̂V�YV�TeTY\Ta\S�T[k�W[[bkllmmm)bWXSUYZc\TVVTc[YXU)cXRl�)�:)<(�CDEFFGEHEIF�JnNEEHEIFQ�PN�CDEFFGEHEIFQ�PN�CJnNEEHEIFQ�RSTUV�[WYV�/ScXU]�9SeYVS]�*XYU[�/[Ybg\T[YXU�X_�5\TVV�3c[YXU�/S[[\SRSU[�TU]�9S\STVS�SZScg[S]�ah�T\\�0T̂[YSV)�:)=B�CDEFFGEHEIF�opIK�JqqPpIFQ�RSTUV�[WS�aTUr�TccXgU[�SV[Ta\YVWS]�bĝVgTU[�[X�[WS�[ŜRV�X_�[WYV�/S[[\SRSU[�3ĵSSRSU[f�_̂XR�mWYcW�T\\�RXUYSV�bThTa\S�gU]Ŝ�[WS�[ŜRV�X_�[WYV�/S[[\SRSU[�VWT\\�aS�bTY]f�TV�VS[�_X̂[W�WŜSYU)�:)=:�CsPFOG�DEFFGEHEIF�JHPpIFQ�RSTUV�4Xĝ�tgU]̂S]�4Y_[h̀4YeS�.WXgVTU]�.mX�tgU]̂S]�-YUS[h�8X\\T̂V�uv=>>f;(Bwf�mWYcW�YV�[WS�RTZYRgR�TRXgU[�[WT[�7T̂T[WXU�0S[̂X\SgR�YV�b̂XeY]YUj�gU]Ŝ�[WYV�/S[[\SRSU[�3ĵSSRSU[�YU�X̂]Ŝ�[X�VS[[\S�[WS�3c[YXU�YU�Y[V�SU[ŶS[h)��.WS�.X[T\�/S[[\SRSU[�3RXgU[�VWT\\�cXUV[Y[g[S�[WS�SU[ŶS�cXUVY]ŜT[YXU�b̂XeY]S]�ah�7T̂T[WXU�0S[̂X\SgR�bĝVgTU[�[X�[WYV�/S[[\SRSU[�3ĵSSRSU[�TU]�7T̂T[WXU�0S[̂X\SgR�VWT\\�UX[�aS�̂SxgŶS]�[X�bTh�TUh�TRXgU[�TaXeS�[WS�.X[T\�/S[[\SRSU[�3RXgU[�YU�cXUUSc[YXU�mY[W�[WYV�/S[[\SRSU[)�:)=;�CyPLK�zOFEQ�RSTUV�[WS�]T[S�ah�mWYcW�TUh�cWScrV�YVVgS]�[X�0T̂[YcYbT[YUj�5\TVV�7SRaŜV�TU]�03i3�6Rb\XhSSV�VWT\\�aScXRS�eXY]f�{|}|f�XU�[WS�:A:V[�cT\SU]T̂�]Th�T_[Ŝ�RTY\YUj)�:)=<�C~�����OL�ENQ�RSTUV�TU�SZb̂SVV�mTYeŜf�[X�[WS�_g\\SV[�SZ[SU[�bŜRY[[S]�ah�\Tmf�X_�[WS�b̂XeYVYXUVf�̂YjW[V�TU]�aSUS_Y[V�X_�/Sc[YXU�:>=;�X_�[WS�5T\Y_X̂UYT�5YeY\�5X]Sf�X̂�TUh�X[WŜ�VYRY\T̂�b̂XeYVYXU�gU]Ŝ�_S]ŜT\�X̂�V[T[S�\Tmf�mWYcW�/Sc[YXU�b̂XeY]SVk���3�jSUŜT\�̂S\STVS�]XSV�UX[�SZ[SU]�[X�c\TYRV�[WT[�[WS�ĉS]Y[X̂�X̂�̂S\STVYUj�bT̂[h�]XSV�UX[�rUXm�X̂�VgVbSc[�[X�SZYV[�YU�WYV�X̂�WŜ�_TeX̂�T[�[WS�[YRS�X_�SZScg[YUj�[WS�Ŝ\STVS�TU]�[WT[f�Y_�rUXmU�ah�WYR�X̂�WŜf�mXg\]�WTeS�RT[ŜYT\\h�T__Sc[S]�WYV�X̂�WŜ�VS[[\SRSU[�mY[W�[WS�]Sa[X̂�X̂�̂S\STVS]�bT̂[h)�
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CD� EFGHIJKLD�;*(� /MN�1OPQRNS*�1TORUQRVV�:WXNPQ�YNZO�RS�O�VWP[NP\�]URWUR̂N_�QPOUS̀WPQ�_PRaNP�N[̀ TWbN_�Xb�8OPOQMWU�1NQPWTN][�3WZRSQRcS�0NPaRcNS�336�de8130fg�hMW�SǸOPOQN_�VPW[�QMN�cW[̀ OUb�WU�+]UN�()\�;)(B*��8OPOQMWU�1NQPWTN][�6W[̀ OUb�31�RS�QMN�̀OPNUQ�cW[̀ OUb�WV�8130�OU_�_WNS�UWQ�N[̀ TWb�OUb�UWUiNjN[̀ Q�N[̀ TWbNNS�RU�6OTRVWPURO*�;*;� 1PWcN_]POT�kRSQWPb�OU_�-UVWP[OT�9RScWaNPb�OU_�-UaNSQRZOQRWU*��1TORUQRVV�VRTN_�QMRS�TOhS]RQ�WU�8Ob�;(\�;);)*��1TORUQRVV�OTSW�S]X[RQQN_�O�UWQRcN�TNQQNP�QW�QMN�6OTRVWPURO�3OXWP�OU_�lWPmVWPcN�9NaNTẀ[NUQ�4ZNUcb�de3l94fg�WU�+]Tb�;>\�;)(B\�dQW�NjMO]SQ�MRS�PNn]RPN_�O_[RURSQPOQRaN�PN[N_RNS�QW�XPRUZ�O�14o4�cTOR[g�XNVWPN�VRTRUZ�QMRS�TOhS]RQ*��1TORUQRVVpS�ẀNPOQRaN�6W[̀ TORUQ�OTTNZNS�QhW�cO]SNS�WV�OcQRWU�VWPq�d(g�5ORT]PN�QW�1PWaR_N�4cc]POQN�-QN[R̂N_�lOZN�0QOQN[NUQS�d3OX*�6W_N�r�;;?gs�OU_�d;g�14o4�6RaRT�1NUOTQRNS�VWP�5ORT]PN�QW�1PWaR_N�4cc]POQN�-QN[R̂N_�lOZN�0QOQN[NUQS�d3OX*�6W_N�rr�;?BA\�NQ�SNn*g*�-U�S]̀ ẀPQ�WV�MRS�QhW�cO]SNS�WV�OcQRWU\�1TORUQRVV�OTTNZN_�QMOQ�9NVNU_OUQSp�hOZN�SQOQN[NUQS�_R_�UWQ�Occ]POQNTb�PNVTNcQ�QMN�OcQ]OT�WaNPQR[N�POQN�WV�̀Ob�dR*N*�QMN�O[W]UQ�WV�WaNPQR[N�cW[̀ NUSOQRWU�9NVNU_OUQS�OcQ]OTTb�̀OR_�VWP�NOcM�WaNPQR[N�MW]P�hWPmN_g*��8WPN�S̀NcRVRcOTTb\�1TORUQRVV�OTTNZN_�QMOQ�WU�NOcM�WccOSRWU�QMOQ�O�6TOSS�8N[XNP�NOPUN_�O�e:NZ�:OQN�4_t�0cMN_f�̀Ob[NUQ�OU_�hWPmN_�WaNPQR[N�RU�O�hWPmhNNm\�9NVNU_OUQ�hOS�PNn]RPN_�QW�cOTc]TOQN�OU_�̀Ob�WaNPQR[N�hOZNS�XOSN_�WU�eWUN�OU_�WUNiMOTV�QR[NS�QMN�PNZ]TOP�POQN�WV�̀Ob\f�OS�[OU_OQN_�Xb�3OXWP�6W_N�r�>()dOg*��kWhNaNP\�WU�S]cM�WccOSRWUS\�1TORUQRVV�OTTNZNS�QMN�hOZN�SQOQN[NUQS�QMOQ�9NVNU_OUQS�RSS]N_�QW�QMN�6TOSS�WUTb�PNVTNcQN_�QMN�NPPWUNW]S�WaNPQR[N�POQN�WV�(*>�QR[NS�QMN�XOSN�MW]PTb�POQN\�hMRcM�VORTN_�QW�OccW]UQ�VWP�OU_�RUcT]_N�O__RQRWUOT�cW[̀ NUSOQRWU�RUQW�QMN�WaNPQR[N�POQN�cOTc]TOQRWU*�/M]S\�1TORUQRVV�OTTNZNS�QMOQ�QMN�e:NZ�:OQN�4_t�0cMN_f�TRUNiRQN[�VORTN_�QW�SQOQN�OUb�Ò T̀RcOXTN�MW]PS�WP�QMN�cWPPNcQ�POQN�WV�̀Ob�VWP�QMNSN�WaNPQR[N�hOZNS*��4S�O�PNS]TQ\�1TORUQRVV�cWUQNU_S�QMOQ�9NVNU_OUQS�aRWTOQN_�3OXWP�6W_N�r�;;?dOgdBg�WU�NOcM�WccOSRWU�QMOQ�RQ�VORTN_�QW�̀PWaR_N�hOZN�SQOQN[NUQS�QMOQ�RUVWP[N_�QMN�N[̀ TWbNNS�WV�QMN�Occ]POQN�WaNPQR[N�POQN�WV�̀Ob�dR*N*\�QMN�O[W]UQ�WV�WaNPQR[N�OcQ]OTTb�̀OR_�VWP�NOcM�WaNPQR[N�MW]P�hWPmN_g*�9NVNU_OUQS�OUShNPN_�1TORUQRVVpS�6W[̀ TORUQ�WU�,cQWXNP�;<\�;);)\�ZNUNPOTTb�_NUbRUZ�1TORUQRVVpS�cTOR[S�OU_�OSSNPQRUZ�OVVRP[OQRaN�_NVNUSNS*��9NVNU_OUQS�_RS̀]QN�QMOQ�8130pS�hOZN�SQOQN[NUQS�hNPN�
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CDEFFGHEIJ�KH�ILEI�702/�KILJHMCNJ�OECPJQ�IK�FKRSPT�MCIL�2EUKH�5KQJ�NJFICKD�::>)��4GHILJHRKHJV�8JOJDQEDIN�FKDIJDQ�ILEI�JWJD�CO�0PECDICOO�FKGPQ�CQJDICOT�E�IJFLDCFEP�JHHKH�CD�NKRJ�JRSPKTJJNX�MEYJ�NIEIJRJDIN�ZMLCFL�8JOJDQEDIN�QCNSGIJ[V�LCN�FPECRN�NICPP�OECP�OKH�RGPICSPJ�HJENKDNV�CDFPGQCDY�MCILKGI�PCRCIEICKD�UJFEGNJ�LJ�FEDDKI�JNIEUPCNL�E�\]DKMCDY�EDQ�CDIJDICKDEP̂�WCKPEICKD�KH�JNIEUPCNL�ILEI�0PECDICOO�EDQ�KILJH�JRSPKTJJN�NGOOJHJQ�ED�\CD_GHT̂�EN�HJ̀GCHJQ�UT�2EUKH�5KQJ�NJFICKD�::>ZJ[)���3OIJH�EDNMJHCDY�0PECDICOOXN�5KRSPECDI�KD�+FIKUJH�:;V�:B:BV�ILJ�0EHICJN�JDYEYJQ�CD�NCYDCOCFEDI�MHCIIJD�QCNFKWJHT�HJPEIJQ�IK�ILJ�NFKSJ�EDQ�SEHERJIJHN�KO�ILJ�SGIEICWJ�5PENN�EDQ�SGIEICWJ�03a3�6RSPKTJJ�YHKGS)��0PECDICOO�HJNSKDQJQ�IK�HJ̀GJNIN�OKH�SHKQGFICKD�EDQ�8JOJDQEDIN�HJNSKDQJQ�IK�OKHR�EDQ�NSJFCEP�CDIJHHKYEIKHCJNV�HJ̀GJNIN�OKH�EQRCNNCKDV�EDQ�HJ̀GJNIN�OKH�SHKQGFICKD�KO�QKFGRJDINV�CDFPGQCDY�SHKWCQCDY�HJNSKDNCWJ�QKFGRJDIN�HJPEIJQ�IK�0PECDICOOXN�FPECRN)��8JOJDQEDINX�QKFGRJDI�SHKQGFICKD�CDFPGQJQ�HJNSKDNCWJ�QKFGRJDIN�EDQ�SKPCFCJN�HJPEIJQ�IK�0PECDICOOXN�FPECRN�ZbcdcV�7EHEILKD�0JIHKPJGRXN�SETHKPP�EDQ�KWJHICRJ�SKPCFCJNV�ESSPCFEUPJ�FKPPJFICWJ�UEHYECDCDY�EYHJJRJDIN�YKWJHDCDY�KWJHICRJ�EDQ�NLCOI�QCOOJHJDICEPNV�EDQ�0PECDICOOXN�CDQCWCQGEP�ICRJ�EDQ�SET�HJFKHQN�QGHCDY�ILJ�5PENN�0JHCKQ[)��3OIJH�ILJ�JeFLEDYJ�KO�MHCIIJD�QCNFKWJHTV�ILJ�0EHICJN�JDYEYJQ�CD�QCNFGNNCKDN�HJYEHQCDY�ILJ�PCRCIJQ�DEIGHJ�KO�0PECDICOOXN�IMK�FEGNJN�KO�EFICKD�EDQ�ILJ�JRSPKTJJN�EI�CNNGJ�MLK�JEHDJQ�fghi�\9JY�9EIJ�3Q_�/FLJQ̂�SETRJDIN�jkl�KWJHICRJ�CD�ILJ�NERJ�SET�SJHCKQ�QGHCDY�ILJ�5PENN�0JHCKQ)���+D�7EHFL�(@V�:B:(V�8JOJDQEDINX�FKGDNJP�EPNK�SHKWCQJQ�0PECDICOOXN�FKGDNJP�MCIL�ILJ�ESSHKeCREIJ�DGRUJH�KO�FGHHJDI�EDQ�OKHRJH�DKDmJeJRSI�JRSPKTJJN�JRSPKTJQ�UT�702/�CD�5EPCOKHDCE�MLKV�CD�ILJ�NERJ�SET�SJHCKQV�MKH]JQ�KWJHICRJ�EDQ�HJFJCWJQ�E�\9JYGPEH�9EIJ�3Q_�/FLJQ̂�SETRJDI�OHKR�7ET�:(V�:B(A�ILHKGYL�4JUHGEHT�(;V�:B:(�ZILJ�PENI�QEIJ�QEIE�MEN�EWECPEUPJ[�EPKDY�MCIL�ILJ�ESSHKeCREIJ�DGRUJH�KO�MKH]MJJ]N�CD�MLCFL�ILCN�KFFGHHJQ)��aCWJD�ILJ�PCRCIJQ�DEIGHJ�KO�ILJ�FPECRN�EDQ�JRSPKTJJN�EI�CNNGJV�ILJ�0EHICJN�FKDQGFIJQ�QJIECPJQV�EHRNmPJDYIL�DJYKICEICKDN�ILHKGYL�5PENN�5KGDNJP�EDQ�8JOJDNJ�5KGDNJP�UJIMJJD�7ET�?V�:B:(�ILHKGYL�*GDJ�:=V�:B:()��.LJ�0EHICJNX�QCNFGNNCKDN�MJHJ�UENJQ�nkhbo�jpnj�GSKD�ILJ�0EHICJN�SHCKH�JeFLEDYJ�KO�MHCIIJD�QCNFKWJHTV�QKFGRJDINV�EDQ�ILJ�5PENN�NIEICNICFN�SHKWCQJQ�UT�8JOJDQEDIN�EN�MJPP�EN�HJPJWEDI�FENJ�PEM�HJPEIJQ�IK�5EPCOKHDCEXN�MEYJ�NIEIJRJDI�HJ̀GCHJRJDIN)��3OIJH�NCYDCOCFEDI�DJYKICEICKDNV�CDFPGQCDY�RGPICSPJ�JeFLEDYJN�KO�MHCIIJD�KOOJHN�EDQ�FKGDIJHmKOOJHNV�EDQ�RGPICSPJ�IJPJSLKDJ�FKDOJHJDFJN�UJIMJJD�FKGDNJP�OKH�ILJ�0EHICJNV�ILJ�0EHICJN�MJHJ�JWJDIGEPPT�EUPJ�IK�HJEFL�ED�EYHJJRJDI�EN�IK�ILJ�]JT�IJHRN�KO�
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CDEF�0GCCHGIGJC*���0DKLCHM�NOCGLPNLQR�KJ�+SHM�AR�)B)(R�CDG�1NLCEGF�JKCEOEGQ�CDG�6KSLC�KO�CDG�TGJQEJU�0GCCHGIGJC�NJQ�OEHGQ�N�.KCEVG�KO�0GCCHGIGJC�NJQ�+KEJC�0CETSHNCEKJ�CK�WNVNCG�6HNFF�6GLCEOEVNCEKJ�9GNQHEJGF*��/DG�1NLCEGF�NHFK�LGXSGFCGQ�CDNC�CDG�6KSLC�YNVNCG�CDG�TGJQEJU�VNFG�QGNQHEJG�UEYGJ�CDG�TGJQEJU�FGCCHGIGJC�NJQ�CK�TGLIEC�CDG�TNLCEGF�CEIG�CK�VKITHGCG�CDEF�HKJUZOKLI�4ULGGIGJC*��,J�+SHM�)?R�)B)(R�CDG�6KSLC�EFFSGQ�NJ�,LQGL�YNVNCEJU�CDG�TGJQEJU�VHNFF�VGLCEOEVNCEKJ�IKCEKJ�QGNQHEJGF�EJ�HEUDC�KO�CDG�1NLCEGF[�TGJQEJU�FGCCHGIGJC*�)*;� \GJGOECF�KO�0GCCHGIGJC�CK�6HNFF�8GI]GLF�NJQ�14̂ 4�7ITHKMGGF*���1HNEJCEOO�NJQ�6HNFF�6KSJFGH�LGVKUJE_G�CDG�G̀TGJFG�NJQ�HGJUCD�KO�VKJCEJSGQ�TLKVGGQEJUF�JGVGFFNLM�CK�HECEUNCG�CDGEL�QEFTSCGF�CDLKSUD�CLENH�NJQ�NJM�TKFFE]HG�NTTGNHF*��1HNEJCEOO�DNF�NHFK�CNaGJ�EJCK�NVVKSJC�CDG�SJVGLCNEJCM�NJQ�LEFa�KO�CDG�KSCVKIG�KO�OSLCDGL�HECEUNCEKJR�CDG�HEIECGQ�FVKTG�KO�VHNEIF�NHHGUGQ�EJ�CDG�6KITHNEJCR�NF�PGHH�NF�CDG�QEOOEVSHCEGF�NJQ�QGHNMF�EJDGLGJC�EJ�FSVD�HECEUNCEKJ*��1HNEJCEOO�NJQ�6HNFF�6KSJFGH�NLG�HEaGPEFG�NPNLG�KO�CDG�]SLQGJF�KO�TLKKO�JGVGFFNLM�CK�GFCN]HEFD�HEN]EHECM�OKL�CDG�6HNFF�6HNEIF�NJQ�14̂ 4�6HNEIF�NFFGLCGQ�EJ�CDG�4VCEKJR�]KCD�UGJGLNHHM�NJQ�EJ�LGFTKJFG�CK�9GOGJQNJCF[�QGOGJFGFR�NJQ�CDG�TKCGJCENH�QEOOEVSHCEGF�EJ�GFCN]HEFDEJU�QNINUGF�OKL�6HNFF�8GI]GLF�NJQ�14̂ 4�7ITHKMGGF*��1HNEJCEOO�NJQ�6HNFF�6KSJFGH�DNYG�NHFK�CNaGJ�EJCK�NVVKSJC�9GOGJQNJCF[�NULGGIGJC�CK�GJCGL�EJCK�N�FGCCHGIGJC�CDNC�VKJOGLF�FS]FCNJCENH�LGHEGO�STKJ�6HNFF�8GI]GLF�NJQ�14̂ 4�7ITHKMGGF*��\NFGQ�KJ�CDG�OKLGUKEJUR�1HNEJCEOO�NJQ�6HNFF�6KSJFGH�DNYG�QGCGLIEJGQ�CDG�CGLIF�FGC�OKLCD�EJ�CDEF�0GCCHGIGJC�4ULGGIGJC�CK�]G�ONELR�NQGXSNCGR�NJQ�LGNFKJN]HG�NJQ�EJ�CDG�]GFC�EJCGLGFCF�KO�CDG�6HNFF�8GI]GLF�NJQ�14̂ 4�7ITHKMGGF*�)*<� 9GOGJQNJCF[�:GNFKJF�OKL�0GCCHGIGJC*��9GOGJQNJCF�]GHEGYG�1HNEJCEOO[F�EJQEYEQSNH�NJQ�LGTLGFGJCNCEYG�VHNEIF�NLG�PECDKSC�IGLEC�NJQ�QGJM�NHH�KO�CDG�NHHGUNCEKJF�KO�PLKJUQKEJU�NJQ�HEN]EHECM*�9GOGJQNJCF�]GHEGYGR�DKPGYGLR�CDNC�OSLCDGL�HECEUNCEKJ�PKSHQ�]G�TLKCLNVCGQR�]SLQGJFKIGR�G̀TGJFEYGR�NJQ�VKJCLNLM�CK�CDG�]GFC�EJCGLGFCF�KO�8130�NJQ�ECF�GITHKMGGF*��9GOGJQNJCF�DNYG�NHLGNQM�QGYKCGQ�FS]FCNJCENH�CEIGR�GJGLUMR�NJQ�LGFKSLVGF�CK�QGOGJQEJU�CDEF�HECEUNCEKJR�NJQ�SJHGFF�CDGLG�EF�N�FGCCHGIGJCR�CDNC�FECSNCEKJ�PEHH�VKJCEJSG*�-J�HEUDC�KO�CDEFR�9GOGJQNJCF�]GHEGYG�CDG�0GCCHGIGJC�EF�CDG�]GFC�PNM�CK�LGFKHYG�CDG�HECEUNCEKJ�PDEHG�IEJEIE_EJU�OSLCDGL�]SLQGJ�NJQ�G̀TGJQECSLGF*��
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CD� EFGHI�JK�IFEELFHFME�NOGFFHFMED�/PQ�1RSTUQV�RWSQQ�RV�XYZZY[V\�)*(� 6ZRVV�6QSTUXU]RTUŶ*��0YZQZ_�XYS�TPQ�̀aS̀YVQV�YX�TPUV�0QTTZQbQ̂Tc�TPQ�1RSTUQV�VTÙaZRTQ�R̂d�RWSQQ�TPRT�TPQ�6YaST�]QSTUX_�R�]ZRVV�YX�6ZRVV�8QbeQSV*���)*;� 4̀ ỲÛTbQ̂T�YX�6ZRVV�:Q̀SQVQ̂TRTUfQV*��0YZQZ_�XYS�TPQ�̀aS̀YVQV�YX�TPUV�0QTTZQbQ̂Tc�TPQ�1RSTUQV�VTÙaZRTQ�R̂d�RWSQQ�1ZRÛTUXX�:YeQST�gQWR�VPRZZ�eQ�R̀ ỲÛTQd�RV�SQ̀SQVQ̂TRTUfQ�XYS�TPQ�6ZRVV*�)*)� 4̀ ỲÛTbQ̂T�YX�6ZRVV�6YâVQZ*��0YZQZ_�XYS�TPQ�̀aS̀YVQV�YX�TPUV�0QTTZQbQ̂Tc�TPQ�1RSTUQV�VTÙaZRTQ�R̂d�RWSQQ�TPRT�hSUR̂�+*�8R̂iÛc�7Vj*�R̂d�1QTQS�+*�6RSZVŶc�7Vj*�YX�TPQ�ZR[�XUSb�3Rae_�8R̂iÛ�k�3Rae_c�331�VPRZZ�eQ�R̀ ỲÛTQd�RV�6ZRVV�6YâVQZ�XYS�TPQ�6ZRVV*���)*<� 4̀ ỲÛTbQ̂T�YX�0QTTZQbQ̂T�4dbÛUVTSRTYS*��0YZQZ_�XYS�TPQ�̀aS̀YVQV�YX�TPUV�0QTTZQbQ̂Tc�TPQ�1RSTUQV�VTÙaZRTQ�R̂d�RWSQQ�TPRT�1PYQ̂Ul�0QTTZQbQ̂T�4dbÛUVTSRTYSV�VPRZZ�eQ�SQTRÛQd�TY�VQSfQ�RV�0QTTZQbQ̂T�4dbÛUVTSRTYS*��/PQ�0QTTZQbQ̂T�4dbÛUVTSRTYS�VPRZZ�eQ�SQV̀ŶVUeZQ�XYS�QVTReZUVPÛW�R�TYZZmXSQQ�TQZQ̀PŶQ�̂abeQS�R̂d�R�1YVT�,XXU]Q�hYl�XYS�SQ]QÙT�YX�6ZRVV�8QbeQS�]YbbâU]RTUŶVn�SQfUQ[ÛW�R̂d�SQV̀ŶdÛW�TY�6ZRVV�8QbeQS�ÛjaUSUQVn�QVTReZUVPÛW�TPQ�̂abeQS�YX�SQZQfR̂T�̀R_�̀QSUYdV�R̀ Z̀_ÛW�TY�QR]P�6ZRVV�8QbeQS�eRVQd�Ŷ�9QXQ̂dR̂ToV�SQ]YSdVn�SQVYZfÛW�R̂_�dUV̀aTQV�YS�jaQVTUŶV�SQWRSdÛW��6ZRVV�8QbeQS�-̂XYSbRTUŶ�R̂d�TPQ�]RZ]aZRTUŶ�YX�-̂dUfUdaRZ�0QTTZQbQ̂T�1R_bQ̂TV�R̂d�̀R_�̀QSUYd�]RZ]aZRTUŶV�XYS�6ZRVV�8QbeQSV�R̂d�14p4�7b̀ ZY_QQV�qÛ�R]]YSdR̂]Q�[UTP�1RSRWSR̀P�(B*(*<�eQZY[rn�TSR̂VZRTÛW�TPQ�.YTU]Q�YX�0QTTZQbQ̂T�ÛTY�0̀R̂UVPn�̀SQ̀RSÛWc�̀SÛTÛW�R̂d�bRUZÛW�7̂WZUVP�R̂d�0̀R̂UVP�fQSVUŶV�YX�TPQ�.YTU]Q�YX�0QTTZQbQ̂T�qstutc�Fvwxyxz�Nr�TY�6ZRVV�8QbeQSVn�SQ]QUfÛW�R̂d�SQfUQ[ÛW�:QjaQVTV�XYS�7l]ZaVUŶ�R̂d�.YTU]QV�YX�,e{Q]TUŶc�UX�R̂_c�VaebUTTQd�e_�6ZRVV�8QbeQSVn�]RZ]aZRTÛW�-̂dUfUdaRZ�0QTTZQbQ̂T�1R_bQ̂TVn�̀SYfUdÛW�[QQiZ_�[SUTTQ̂�VTRTaV�SQ̀YSTV�TY�9QXQ̂VQ�6YâVQZ�R̂d�6ZRVV�6YâVQZn�̀SYfUdÛW�R�daQ�dUZUWQ̂]Q�dQ]ZRSRTUŶ�XYS�VaebUVVUŶ�TY�TPQ�6YaST�̀SUYS�TY�TPQ�5ÛRZ�4̀ S̀YfRZ�|QRSÛWn�bRUZÛW�-̂dUfUdaRZ�0QTTZQbQ̂T�1R_bQ̂TV�TY�1RSTU]ÙRTÛW�6ZRVV�8QbeQSV�R̂d�14p4�7b̀ ZY_QQVn�TUbQZ_�̀R_ÛW�TPQ�14p4�4[RSdc�0QSfU]Q�4[RSdc�6ZRVV�6YâVQZ�5QQV�4[RSd�R̂d�6ZRVV�6YâVQZ�6YVTV�4[RSd�TYc�SQV̀Q]TUfQZ_c�TPQ�3}94c�1ZRÛTUXXc�R̂d�6ZRVV�6YâVQZ�̀aSVaR̂T�TY�TPQ�TQSbV�YX�TPUV�0QTTZQbQ̂T�4WSQQbQ̂Tn�̀SÛTÛW�R̂d�̀SYfUdÛW�1RSTU]ÙRTÛW�6ZRVV�8QbeQSVc�1ZRÛTUXX�R̂d�6ZRVV�6YâVQZ�[UTP�-:0�5YSbV�(BAA�RV�SQjaUSQd�âdQS�TPUV�0QTTZQbQ̂T�R̂d�R̀ Z̀U]ReZQ�ZR[n�̀SYfUdÛW�R�daQ�dUZUWQ̂]Q�dQ]ZRSRTUŶ�XYS�VaebUVVUŶ�TY�TPQ�6YaST�àŶ�TPQ�]Yb̀ ZQTUŶ�YX�TPQ�0QTTZQbQ̂Tn�UVVaÛW�TPQ�
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CDEFGHIJ�EHIEK�LCDJG�MN�MHI�6FOPLNQDPF�0MFMI�6NDMQNOOIQ�FDJ�FDR�NSOPTFMPNDG�QIOFMIJ�MHIQIMNU�FDJ�LNQ�GCEH�NMHIQ�MFGKG�FG�MHI�1FQMPIG�VCMCFOOR�FTQII*��/HI�0IMMOIVIDM�4JVPDPGMQFMNQ�GHFOO�KIIW�MHI�1FQMPIG�MPVIOR�FWWQPGIJ�NL�MHI�WIQLNQVFDEI�NL�FOO�0IMMOIVIDM�4JVPDPGMQFMNQ�QIGWNDGPSPOPMPIG*��4DR�OITFOOR�VFDJFMIJ�MFX�QIWNQMGU�MFX�LNQVGU�MFX�LPOPDTGU�NQ�NMHIQ�MFX�JNECVIDMG�QIYCPQIJ�SR�FJVPDPGMQFMPND�NL�MHPG�0IMMOIVIDM�4TQIIVIDM�GHFOO�SI�WQIWFQIJ�SR�MHI�0IMMOIVIDM�4JVPDPGMQFMNQ*��4DR�IXWIDGIG�PDECQQIJ�PD�ENDDIEMPND�ZPMH�GCEH�WQIWFQFMPND�GHFOO�SI�F�0IMMOIVIDM�4JVPDPGMQFMPND�6NGM*��/HI�1FQMPIG�FTQII�MN�ENNWIQFMI�PD�MHI�0IMMOIVIDM�4JVPDPGMQFMPND�WQNEIGG�FDJ�MN�VFKI�FOO�QIFGNDFSOI�ILLNQMG�MN�ENDMQNO�FDJ�VPDPVP[I�0IMMOIVIDM�4JVPDPGMQFMPND�6NGMG*��7FEH�NL�MHI�1FQMPIG�QIWQIGIDM�MHIR�JN�DNM�HF\I�FDR�LPDFDEPFO�PDMIQIGM�PD�MHI�0IMMOIVIDM�4JVPDPGMQFMNQ�NQ�NMHIQZPGI�HF\I�F�QIOFMPNDGHPW�ZPMH�MHI�0IMMOIVIDM�4JVPDPGMQFMNQ�MHFM�ENCOJ�EQIFMI�F�ENDLOPEM�NL�PDMIQIGM*��.N�WIQGND�GHFOO�HF\I�FDR�EOFPV�FTFPDGM�MHI�:IOIFGIJ�1FQMPIGU�1OFPDMPLLU�6OFGG�6NCDGIO�NQ�MHI�0IMMOIVIDM�4JVPDPGMQFMNQ�SFGIJ�ND�MHI�VFPOPDTGU�JPGMQPSCMPNDG�NQ�WFRVIDMG�VFJI�PD�FEENQJFDEI�ZPMH�MHPG�0IMMOIVIDM�4TQIIVIDM*�<*=� 6NDJPMPNDFO�.FMCQI�NL�0MPWCOFMPND�LNQ�6IQMPLPEFMPND*��0NOIOR�LNQ�MHI�WCQWNGIG�NL�MHPG�0IMMOIVIDMU�MHI�1FQMPIG�GMPWCOFMI�FDJ�FTQII�MN�MHI�EIQMPLPEFMPND�NL�MHI�6OFGG�6OFPVG�FGGIQMIJ�ND�SIHFOL�NL�MHI�6OFGG�8IVSIQG*��0HNCOJ�LNQ�ZHFMI\IQ�QIFGND�MHI�0IMMOIVIDM�DNM�SIENVI�ILLIEMP\IU�MHI�LFEM�MHFM�MHI�1FQMPIG�ZIQI�ZPOOPDT�MN�GMPWCOFMI�MN�EIQMPLPEFMPND�FG�WFQM�NL�MHI�0IMMOIVIDM�GHFOO�HF\I�DN�SIFQPDT�NDU�FDJ�GHFOO�DNM�SI�FJVPGGPSOI�PD�ENDDIEMPND�ZPMHU�MHI�PGGCI�NL�ZHIMHIQ�MHI�6OFGG�6OFPVG�NQ�6OFGG�GHNCOJ�SI�EIQMPLPIJ�PD�F�DND]0IMMOIVIDM�ENDMIXM�PD�MHI�4EMPND�NQ�PD�FDR�NMHIQ�OFZGCPM*��8FQFMHND�1IMQNOICV�IXWQIGGOR�QIGIQ\IG�MHI�QPTHM�MN�NWWNGI�EOFPV�NQ�EOFGG�EIQMPLPEFMPND�PD�MHPG�NQ�FDR�NMHIQ�FEMPND�GHNCOJ�MHPG�0IMMOIVIDM�DNM�SIENVI�LPDFOU�ILLIEMP\I�FDJ�SPDJPDT�̂_̀àU�PL�MHI�7LLIEMP\I�9FMI�PG�DNM�QIFEHIJb*�cd� efghijklmnifg�mgj�hknnokpkgn�jihnliqrnifgd�)*(� 0IMMOIVIDM�sFOCI�1QN\PJIJ�SR�9ILIDJFDMG*��/HI�VFXPVCV�\FOCI�MHFM�9ILIDJFDMG�FQI�WQN\PJPDT�CDJIQ�MHPG�0IMMOIVIDM�4TQIIVIDM�PD�NQJIQ�MN�GIMMOI�MHI�4EMPND�PG�MHI�/NMFO�0IMMOIVIDM�4VNCDM�NL�5NCQ�tCDJQIJ�5PLMR]5P\I�/HNCGFDJ�/ZN�tCDJQIJ�.PDIMR�9NOOFQG�̂u)==U;ABb*�/HI�/NMFO�0IMMOIVIDM�4VNCDM�GHFOO�ENDGMPMCMI�MHI�IDMPQI�ENDGPJIQFMPND�WQN\PJIJ�SR�9ILIDJFDMG�WCQGCFDM�MN�MHPG�0IMMOIVIDM�4TQIIVIDM�FDJ�9ILIDJFDMG�GHFOO�DNM�SI�QIYCPQIJ�MN�WFR�FDR�FVNCDM�FSN\I�MHI�/NMFO�0IMMOIVIDM�4VNCDM�PD�ENDDIEMPND�ZPMH�MHPG�0IMMOIVIDM�LNQ�FDR�WCQWNGI*����
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=*;� 9CDEFCGHECIJ�IK�ELM�8IJMENFO�1IFECIJ�IK�ELM�/IENP�0MEEPMQMJE�4QIHJE*���/LM�/IENP�0MEEPMQMJE�4QIHJE�RS=))T;ABU�DLNPP�GM�HDMV�EI�WNOX�R(U�ELM�6PNDD�6IHJDMP�5MMD�4YNFV�NJV�6PNDD�6IHJDMP�6IDED�4YNFVZ�R;U�ELM�0MEEPMQMJE�4VQCJCDEFNECIJ�6IDEDZ�R<U�1PNCJECKK[D�0MF\C]M�4YNFVZ�R=U�ELM�14̂ 4�4YNFVZ�NJV�R)U�-JVC\CVHNP�0MEEPMQMJE�1NOQMJED*�=*;*(�6PNDD�6IHJDMP�5MMD�4YNFV�NJV�6PNDD�6IHJDMP�6IDED�4YNFV*��/LM�0MEEPMQMJE�4VQCJCDEFNEIF�DLNPP�WNO�ELM�6PNDD�6IHJDMP�5MMD�4YNFV�NJV�6PNDD�6IHJDMP�6IDED�4YNFV�KFIQ�ELM�/IENP�0MEEPMQMJE�4QIHJE*��9MKMJVNJED�N_FMM�JIE�EI�IWWIDM�NJO�NWWPC]NECIJ�GO�6PNDD�6IHJDMP�KIF�N�6PNDD�6IHJDMP�5MMD�4YNFV�JIE�EI�M̀]MMV�,JM�aHJVFMV�/LCFEOb0M\MJ�/LIHDNJV�5C\M�aHJVFMV�9IPPNFD�RS(<?T)BBUT�YLC]L�YCPP�GM�VCDEFCGHEMV�EI�3NHGO�8NJcCJ�d�3NHGOT�331*��9MKMJVNJED�KHFELMF�N_FMM�JIE�EI�IWWIDM�NJO�NWWPC]NECIJ�GO�6PNDD�6IHJDMP�KIF�N�6PNDD�6IHJDMP�6IDED�4YNFV�JIE�EI�M̀]MMV�/MJ�/LIHDNJV�9IPPNFD�RS(BTBBBU�YLC]L�YCPP�GM�VCDEFCGHEMV�EI�3NHGO�8NJcCJ�d�3NHGOT�331*��/LM�0MEEPMQMJE�4VQCJCDEFNEIF�DLNPP�WNO�ELM�6IHFEbNWWFI\MV�6PNDD�6IHJDMP�5MMD�4YNFV�NJV�6PNDD�6IHJDMP�6IDED�4YNFV�YCELCJ�EMJ�R(BU�]NPMJVNF�VNOD�KIPPIYCJ_�ELM�VNEM�IJ�YLC]L�9MKMJVNJED�KHJV�ELM�0MEEPMQMJE*��6PNDD�6IHJDMP�N_FMMD�EI�WFI\CVM�ELM�0MEEPMQMJE�4VQCJCDEFNEIF�YCEL�NJ�M̀M]HEMV�-:0�5IFQ�ebA�GMKIFM�ELM�6PNDD�6IHJDMP�5MMD�4YNFV�NJV�6PNDD�6IHJDMP�6IDED�4YNFV�NFM�CDDHMV*��/LM�0MEEPMQMJE�4VQCJCDEFNEIF�DLNPP�CDDHM�NJ�-:0�5IFQ�(BAA�EI�6PNDD�6IHJDMP�KIF�ELM�WNOQMJED�QNVM�WHFDHNJE�EI�ELCD�1NFN_FNWL*��-J�ELM�M\MJE�ELNE�ELM�6IHFE�NYNFVD�PMDD�ELNJ�ELM�KHPP�NQIHJE�FMfHMDEMV�KIF�ELM�6PNDD�6IHJDMP�5MMD�4YNFV�NJVgIF�6PNDD�6IHJDMP�6IDED�4YNFVT�ELM�HJbNYNFVMV�NQIHJE�YCPP�GM�QNVM�N\NCPNGPM�KIF�VCDEFCGHECIJ�ND�WNFE�IK�ELM�.ME�9CDEFCGHECIJ�5HJV�NJV�VCDEFCGHEMV�EI�1NFEC]CWNECJ_�6PNDD�8MQGMFD*��/LCD�0MEEPMQMJE�CD�JIE�]IJECJ_MJE�HWIJ�ELM�6IHFE�NYNFVCJ_�6PNDD�6IHJDMP�NJO�WNFEC]HPNF�NQIHJE�CJ�NEEIFJMOD[�KMMD�NJV�]IDED*�9MKMJVNJED[�VMPC\MFO�IK�ELM�/IENP�0MEEPMQMJE�4QIHJE�EI�ELM�0MEEPMQMJE�4VQCJCDEFNEIF�ND�DWM]CKCMV�CJ�ELCD�0MEEPMQMJE�DLNPP�]IQWPMEM�9MKMJVNJED[�IGPC_NECIJ�EI�KHJV�ELM�0MEEPMQMJET�CJ]PHVCJ_�YCELIHE�PCQCENECIJ�9MKMJVNJED[�IGPC_NECIJ�EI�WNO�ELM�6IHFEbNYNFVMV�6PNDD�6IHJDMP�5MMD�4YNFV�NJV�6PNDD�6IHJDMP�6IDED�4YNFV*���=*;*;�0MEEPMQMJE�4VQCJCDEFNECIJ�6IDED*��/LM�0MEEPMQMJE�4VQCJCDEFNEIF�DLNPP�GM�WNCV�0MEEPMQMJE�4VQCJCDEFNECIJ�6IDED�KFIQ�ELM�/IENP�0MEEPMQMJE�4QIHJET�CJ�NJ�NQIHJE�JIE�EI�M̀]MMV�.CJM�/LIHDNJV�0M\MJ�aHJVFMV�5CKEO�9IPPNFD�RSAT?)BU*��0LIHPV�ELM�0MEEPMQMJE�4VQCJCDEFNECIJ�6IDED�M̀]MMV�SAT?)BT�ELM�1NFECMD�N_FMM�ELNE�DH]L�NVVCECIJNP�FMNDIJNGPO�CJ]HFFMV�NJV�JM]MDDNFO�]IDED�DLNPP�GM�WNCV�
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CDEFGHIJCFK�LMNO�PQC�/NPRF�0CPPFCOCSP�4ONGSPT�HGUVCEP�PN�6NGMP�RWWMNJRF*��/QC�0CPPFCOCSP�4XOISIHPMRPNM�HQRFF�MCECIJC�PQC�0CPPFCOCSP�4XOISIHPMRPINS�6NHPH�YIPQIS�PCS�Z(B[�ERFCSXRM�XRKH�LNFFNYIS\�PQC�XRPC�NS�YQIEQ�9CLCSXRSPH�LGSX�PQC�0CPPFCOCSP*��-S�PQC�CJCSP�PQRP�PQC�6NGMP�RYRMXH�FCHH�PQRS�PQC�LGFF�RONGSP�HCP�RHIXC�LNM�0CPPFCOCSP�4XOISIHPMRPINS�6NHPHT�PQC�GS]RYRMXCX�RONGSP�YIFF�UC�ORXC�RJRIFRUFC�LNM�XIHPMIUGPINS�RH�WRMP�NL�PQC�.CP�9IHPMIUGPINS�5GSX�RSX�XIHPMIUGPCX�PN�1RMPIEIWRPIS\�6FRHH�8COUCMH*�=*;*<�1FRISPILL̂H�0CMJIEC�4YRMX*��/QC�0CPPFCOCSP�4XOISIHPMRPNM�HQRFF�WRK�1FRISPILL̂H�0CMJIEC�4YRMX�LMNO�PQC�/NPRF�0CPPFCOCSP�4ONGSP*��9CLCSXRSPH�R\MCC�SNP�PN�NWWNHC�RSK�RWWFIERPINS�UK�1FRISPILL�LNM�R�0CMJIEC�4YRMX�SNP�PN�CDECCX�R�PNPRF�NL�5IJC�/QNGHRSX�9NFFRMH�Z_>TBBB[T�RH�ENSHIXCMRPINS�LNM�QIH�6NOWFCPC�RSX�̀CSCMRF�:CFCRHC�NL�6FRIOH�RSX�LNM�QIH�PIOC�RSX�CLLNMP�IS�WMNHCEGPIS\�PQC�4EPINS�JIR�6FRHH�6NGSHCF*��/QC�0CPPFCOCSP�4XOISIHPMRPNM�HQRFF�WRK�PQC�0CMJIEC�4YRMX�PN�1FRISPILL�YIPQIS�PCS�Z(B[�ERFCSXRM�XRKH�LNFFNYIS\�PQC�XRPC�NS�YQIEQ�9CLCSXRSPH�LGSX�PQC�0CPPFCOCSP*��1FRISPILL�R\MCCH�PN�WMNJIXC�PQC�0CPPFCOCSP�4XOISIHPMRPNM�YIPQ�RS�CDCEGPCX�-:0�5NMO�a]A�UCLNMC�PQC�0CMJIEC�4YRMX�IH�IHHGCX*��/QC�0CPPFCOCSP�4XOISIHPMRPNM�HQRFF�IHHGC�RWWMNWMIRPC�PRD�LNMOZH[�PN�1FRISPILL�LNM�PQIH�WRKOCSP*��1FRISPILL�HQRFF�UC�HNFCFK�RSX�FC\RFFK�MCHWNSHIUFC�LNM�WRKIS\�RSK�RSX�RFF�RWWFIERUFC�PRDCH�NS�PQC�0CMJIEC�4YRMX�RSX�HQRFF�QNFX�9CLCSXRSPH�RSX�:CFCRHCX�1RMPICH�QRMOFCHH�LMNO�RSK�EFRIO�NM�FIRUIFIPK�LNM�PRDCHT�WCSRFPICHT�NM�ISPCMCHP�RMIHIS\�RH�R�MCHGFP�NL�PQC�0CMJIEC�4YRMX*��-S�PQC�CJCSP�PQC�6NGMP�RYRMXH�FCHH�PQRS�PQC�LGFF�RONGSP�MCbGCHPCX�LNM�PQC�0CMJIEC�4YRMXT�PQC�GS]RYRMXCX�RONGSP�YIFF�UC�ORXC�RJRIFRUFC�LNM�XIHPMIUGPINS�RH�WRMP�NL�PQC�.CP�9IHPMIUGPINS�5GSX�RSX�XIHPMIUGPCX�PN�1RMPIEIWRPIS\�6FRHH�8COUCMH*��1FRISPILL�HQRFF�SNP�QRJC�PQC�MI\QP�PN�MCJNcC�QIH�R\MCCOCSP�PN�PQC�0CPPFCOCSP�NS�PQC�\MNGSXH�PQC�6NGMP�XNCH�SNP�RWWMNJC�RSK�NM�RFF�NL�PQC�MCbGCHPCX�0CMJIEC�4YRMX*�=*;*=�14̀ 4�4YRMX*��/QC�0CPPFCOCSP�4XOISIHPMRPNM�HQRFF�WRK�PQC�14̀ 4�4YRMX�Z_<(T)@B[�LMNO�PQC�/NPRF�0CPPFCOCSP�4ONGSP�RSX�XIHPMIUGPC�PQC�14̀ 4�4YRMX�YIPQIS�PCS�Z(B[�ERFCSXRM�XRKH�RLPCM�PQC�XRPC�YQCS�9CLCSXRSPH�LGSX�PQC�0CPPFCOCSP�LNFFNYIS\�PQC�7LLCEPIJC�9RPC*��0WCEILIERFFKT�YIPQIS�PCS�Z(B[�ERFCSXRM�XRKH�RLPCM�PQC�XRPC�YQCS�9CLCSXRSPH�LGSX�PQC�0CPPFCOCSPT�PQC�0CPPFCOCSP�4XOISIHPMRPNM�HQRFF�ORIF�R�EQCEc�WRKRUFC�PN�PQC�6RFILNMSIR�3RUNM�d�aNMcLNMEC�9CJCFNWOCSP�4\CSEK�LNM�HCJCSPK]LIJC�WCMECSP�Z?>e[�NL�PQC�14̀ 4�4YRMX�NM�/YCSPK]/QMCC�/QNGHRSX�0CJCS�fGSXMCX�0IDPK�9NFFRMH�Z_;<T?)B[*��/QC�MCORISIS\�PYCSPK]LIJC�WCMECSP�Z;>e[�NM�0CJCS�/QNGHRSX�.ISC�fGSXMCX�
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/CDEFG�9HIIJKL�MN)OA;BP�HQ�FRD�14S4�4CJKT�LRJII�UD�VEWIXTDT�CVFRVE�FRD�.DF�9VLFKVUXFVHE�5XET�QHK�TVLFKVUXFVHE�FH�14S4�7YZIHGDDL�JL�ZJKF�HQ�FRD�ZDEJIFVDL�WHYZHEDEF�HQ�FRD�-ETV[VTXJI�0DFFIDYDEF�1JGYDEFL*��� =*;*>�-ETV[VTXJI�0DFFIDYDEF�1JGYDEFL*��/RD�0DFFIDYDEF�4TYVEVLFKJFHK�LRJII�ZJG�FRD�-ETV[VTXJI�0DFFIDYDEF�1JGYDEFL�QKHY�FRD�.DF�9VLFKVUXFVHE�5XET�JET�CVII�YJVI�FRDY�UG�5VKLF�6IJLL�2*0*�8JVI�FH�6IJLL�8DYUDKL\�IJLF�]EHCE�YJVIVÊ�JTTKDLL�CVFRVE�FDE�M(BP�WJIDETJK�TJGL�QHIIHCVÊ�FRD�TJFD�CRDE�9DQDETJEFL�QXET�FRD�0DFFIDYDEF�JL�LZDWVQVDT�VE�1JKĴKJZR�(B*(*;�M5XETVÊ�FRD�0DFFIDYDEFP�UDIHC*��4EG�WRDW]L�VLLXDT�FH�1JKFVWVZJFVÊ�6IJLL�8DYUDKL�LRJII�KDYJVE�[JIVT�JET�ED̂HFVJUID�QHK�HED�RXETKDT�JET�DV̂RFG�M(@BP�WJIDETJK�TJGL�QKHY�FRD�TJFD�HQ�FRDVK�VLLXJEWD�JET�FRDE�LRJII�UDWHYD�[HVT�HE�FRD�(@(LF�TJG�JQFDK�YJVIVÊO�_̀àO�FRD�bHVT�9JFD*��/RD�1JKFVDL�ĴKDD�FRJF�JEG�XEWIJVYDT�QXETL�VE�FRD�0DFFIDYDEF�5XET�4WWHXEF�JL�J�KDLXIF�HQ�FRD�QJVIXKD�FH�WJLR�-ETV[VTXJI�0DFFIDYDEF�1JGYDEF�WRDW]L�UG�FRD�bHVT�9JFD�LRJII�UD�FKJELYVFFDT�UG�FRD�0DFFIDYDEF�4TYVEVLFKJFHK�FH�FRD�6JIVQHKEVJ�0FJFD�6HEFKHIIDK�2EWIJVYDT�1KHZDKFG�5XET*� =*;*>*(� 0DFFIDYDEF�1JGYDEF�6JIWXIJFVHEc��-ETV[VTXJI�0DFFIDYDEF�1JGYDEFL�FH�1JKFVWVZJFVÊ�6IJLL�8DYUDKL�JET�ZJGYDEFL�FH�14S4�7YZIHGDDL�QHK�FRDVK�ZKHKJFDT�ZHKFVHE�HQ�FRD�14S4�4CJKT�CVII�UD�ZJVT�VQO�JET�HEIG�VQO�FRD�6HXKF�VLLXDL�FRD�5VEJI�4ZZKH[JI�,KTDK�JET�FRDKD�VL�EH�ZHLLVUVIVFG�HQ�JE�JZZDJI�HK�J�QXKFRDK�JZZDJI�FRJF�WHXIT�ZKD[DEF�FRVL�0DFFIDYDEF�4̂KDDYDEF�QKHY�UDWHYVÊ�QVEJI�JET�UVETVÊ�JWWHKTVÊ�FH�VFL�FDKYL�M_̀àO�JII�WHETVFVHEL�HQ�FRD�7QQDWFV[D�9JFD�JKD�YDF�JLVTD�QKHY�QXETVÊ�UG�9DQDETJEFLP*��J*� 1JG�1DKVHT�6JIWXIJFVHEL�QHK�-ETV[VTXJI�0DFFIDYDEF�1JGYDEFL�FH�1JKFVWVZJFVÊ�6IJLL�8DYUDKLc��9DQDETJEFL�CVII�VTDEFVQG�FRD�EXYUDK�HQ�ZJG�ZDKVHTL�DJWR�HQ�FRD�1JKFVWVZJFVÊ�6IJLL�8DYUDKL�CHK]DT�TXKVÊ�FRD�6IJLL�1DKVHT�Md/HFJI�6IJLL�1JG�1DKVHTLdP�CRDKDO�VE�FRD�LJYD�ZJG�ZDKVHTO�FRD�DYZIHGDDL�CHK]DT�H[DKFVYD�JET�KDWDV[DT�J�e:D̂XIJK�:JFD�4Tf*g�ZJGYDEF*��-E�VTDEFVQGVÊ�FRD�EXYUDK�HQ�ZJG�ZDKVHTL�YDDFVÊ�FRDLD�WKVFDKVJ�JET�TDFDKYVEVÊ�CRH�VL�J�6IJLL�8DYUDKO�9DQDETJEFL\�UXLVEDLL�KDWHKTL�VTDEFVQGVÊ�FRVL�VEQHKYJFVHE�FRKHX̂R�9DQDETJEFL\�UDLF�DQQHKFL�CVII�̂H[DKE�JET�JKD�ZKDLXYDT�FH�UD�JWWXKJFD�JET�WHKKDWF*��4EG�WRJIIDÊDL�KD̂JKTVÊ�DLFVYJFDT�ZJG�ZDKVHTL�JLLV̂EDT�FH�DJWR�6IJLL�8DYUDK�MCRVWR�CVII�UD�LZDWVQVDT�VE�FRD�6IJLL�.HFVWDP�YXLF�UD�KJVLDT�ZKVHK�FH�FRD�:DLZHELD�9DJTIVED�JET�QVEJIIG�TDWVTDT�UG�FRD�0DFFIDYDEF�4TYVEVLFKJFHK�ZKVHK�FH�FRD�5VEJI�
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4CCDEFGH�IJGDKLM*��4NOJD�OGPKLM�KLOE�QELRKSJDGOKEL�GLT�KLNEDUGOKEL�GLS�SEQVUJLOGOKEL�CDEFKSJS�WT�9JNJLSGLORX�1GDOKQKCGOKLM�6HGRR�8JUWJDR�GLSYED�EOZJD�QVDDJLO�ED�NEDUJD�JUCHETJJR�EN�9JNJLSGLORX�OZJ�0JOOHJUJLO�4SUKLKRODGOED[R�SJOJDUKLGOKEL�EN�CGT�CJDKES�QGHQVHGOKELR�NED�KLSKFKSVGH�RJOOHJUJLO�CGTUJLOR�OE�JGQZ�1GDOKQKCGOKLM�6HGRR�8JUWJD�\KHH�WJ�NKLGH�GLS�WKLSKLM*��/ZJ�FGHVJ�EN�JGQZ�CGT�CJDKES�RZGHH�WJ�SJOJDUKLJS�WT�OZJ�0JOOHJUJLO�4SUKLKRODGOED�WT�SKFKSKLM�OZJ�.JO�9KRODKWVOKEL�5VLS�]HJRR�OZJ�;>̂ �EN�OZJ�14_4�4\GDS�OE�WJ�SKRODKWVOJS�OE�14_4�7UCHETJJR̀�WT�OZJ�OEOGH�LVUWJD�EN�CGT�CJDKESR�\EDPJS�WT�GHH�1GDOKQKCGOKLM�6HGRR�8JUWJDR�SVDKLM�OZJ�6HGRR�1JDKES�\ZJDJX�KL�OZJ�RGUJ�CGT�CJDKESX�OZJRJ�JUCHETJJR�\EDPJS�EFJDOKUJ�GLS�DJQJKFJS�G�a:JMVHGD�:GOJ�4Sb*c�CGTUJLO�]d6HGRR�1GT�1JDKES�eGHVJd̀*��/E�SJOJDUKLJ�OZJ�-LSKFKSVGH�0JOOHJUJLO�1GTUJLO�NED�JGQZ�1GDOKQKCGOKLM�6HGRR�8JUWJDX�OZJ�0JOOHJUJLO�4SUKLKRODGOED�\KHH�UVHOKCHT�OZJ�KLSKFKSVGHfR�/EOGH�6HGRR�1GT�1JDKESR�WT�OZJ�6HGRR�1GT�1JDKES�eGHVJ*�/ZJ�-LSKFKSVGH�0JOOHJUJLO�1GTUJLOR�\KHH�LEO�WJ�RVWbJQO�OE�\KOZZEHSKLMR�WJQGVRJ�1HGKLOKNN[R�O\E�QHGKUR�NED�\GMJ�ROGOJUJLO�CJLGHOKJR�GLS�14_4�CJLGHOKJR�GDJ�REHJHT�NED�OZJ�DJQEFJDT�EN�CJLGHOKJRX�GLS�LEO�\GMJR*�W*� 6GHQVHGOKELR�NED�1GTUJLOR�OE�14_4�7UCHETJJR�NED�/ZJKD�1EDOKEL�EN�14_4�4\GDSg��5ED�14_4�7UCHETJJRX�9JNJLSGLOR�\KHH�KSJLOKNT�OZJ�LVUWJD�EN�CGT�CJDKESR�JGQZ�14_4�7UCHETJJ�\EDPJS�SVDKLM�OZJ�14_4�1JDKES�\ZJDJX�KL�OZJ�RGUJ�CGT�CJDKESX�OZJRJ�JUCHETJJR�\EDPJS�EFJDOKUJ�GLS�DJQJKFJS�G�a:JMVHGD�:GOJ�4Sb*c�CGTUJLO�]d/EOGH�14_4�1GT�1JDKESRd̀*��]5ED�CVDCERJR�EN�OZKR�QGRJX�GLS�GR�RCJQKNKJS�KL�OZJ�SJNKLKOKELR�GWEFJX�OZJ�6HGRR�1JDKES�GLS�14_4�1JDKES�GDJ�OZJ�RGUJ*̀�-L�KSJLOKNTKLM�OZJ�LVUWJD�EN�CGT�CJDKESR�UJJOKLM�OZJRJ�QDKOJDKG�GLS�SJOJDUKLKLM�\ZE�KR�G�14_4�7UCHETJJX�9JNJLSGLOR[�WVRKLJRR�DJQEDSR�KSJLOKNTKLM�OZKR�KLNEDUGOKEL�OZDEVMZ�9JNJLSGLOR[�WJRO�JNNEDOR�\KHH�MEFJDL�GLS�GDJ�CDJRVUJS�OE�WJ�GQQVDGOJ�GLS�QEDDJQO*��4LT�QZGHHJLMJR�DJMGDSKLM�JROKUGOJS�CGT�CJDKESR�GRRKMLJS�OE�JGQZ�14_4�7UCHETJJ�UVRO�WJ�DGKRJS�CDKED�OE�OZJ�:JRCELRJ�9JGSHKLJ�GLS�NKLGHHT�SJQKSJS�WT�OZJ�0JOOHJUJLO�4SUKLKRODGOED�CDKED�OE�OZJ�5KLGH�4CCDEFGH�IJGDKLM*��4NOJD�OGPKLM�KLOE�QELRKSJDGOKEL�GLT�KLNEDUGOKEL�GLS�SEQVUJLOGOKEL�CDEFKSJS�WT�9JNJLSGLORX�14_4�7UCHETJJR�GLSYED�EOZJD�QVDDJLO�ED�NEDUJD�JUCHETJJR�EN�9JNJLSGLORX�OZJ�0JOOHJUJLO�4SUKLKRODGOED[R�SJOJDUKLGOKEL�EN�CGT�CJDKES�QGHQVHGOKELR�NED�JGQZ�14_4�7UCHETJJ�\KHH�WJ�NKLGH�GLS�WKLSKLM*���/ZJ�FGHVJ�EN�JGQZ�14_4�1GT�1JDKES�RZGHH�WJ�SJOJDUKLJS�WT�OZJ�0JOOHJUJLO�4SUKLKRODGOED�WT�SKFKSKLM�OZJ�;>̂ �EN�OZJ�14_4�4\GDS�GHHEQGOJS�NED�14_4�7UCHETJJR�]hijiX�k@XA;B̀�WT�OZJ�/EOGH�14_4�1GT�1JDKESR�NED�GHH�14_4�
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7CDEFGHHI�JK14L4�1MG�1HNOFP�QMERHKS*��4�6EMII�8HCTHN�UVF�OI�MEIF�M�14L4�7CDEFGHH�UOEE�NHWHOXH�M�DMGCHYZ�[FN�ZVHON�DNFNMZHP�DFNZOFY�F[�ZVH�14L4�4UMNP�HXHY�O[�I\VH�FDZ]FRZI�F[�ZVH�6EMII�IHZZEHCHYZ�MYP�UOEE�TH�TFRYP�TG�ZVH�NHEHMIH�F[�ZVH�14L4�6EMOCI�NHEHMIHP�ZVNFR̂V�ZVOI�0HZZEHCHYZ*��4YG�WVHW_I�OIIRHP�ZF�14L4�7CDEFGHHI�IVMEE�NHCMOY�XMEOP�MYP�YĤFZOMTEH�[FN�FYH�VRYPNHP�MYP�HÔVZG�J(ABS�WMEHYPMN�PMGI�[NFC�ZVH�PMZH�F[�ZVHON�OIIRMYWH�MYP�ZVHY�IVMEE�THWFCH�XFOP�FY�ZVH�(A(IZ�PMG�M[ZHN�CMOEOŶ �̀abcb̀�ZVH�QFOP�9MZH*��/VH�1MNZOHI�M̂NHH�ZVMZ�MYG�RYWEMOCHP�[RYPI�MI�M�NHIREZ�F[�ZVH�[MOERNH�ZF�WMIV�OYPOXOPRME�14L4�4UMNP�DMGCHYZI�TG�ZVH�QFOP�9MZH�IVMEE�TH�ZNMYICOZZHP�TG�ZVH�0HZZEHCHYZ�4PCOYOIZNMZFN�ZF�ZVH�6MEO[FNYOM�0ZMZH�6FYZNFEEHN�2YWEMOCHP�1NFDHNZG�5RYP*�=*;*>*;� /Md�/NHMZCHYZ�F[�0HZZEHCHYZ�1MGCHYZI*��7MWV�-YPOXOPRME�0HZZEHCHYZ�1MGCHYZ�IVMEE�TH�WFCDNOIHP�HYZONHEG�F[�YFY]ZMdMTEH�WFYIOPHNMZOFY�[FN�DHYMEZOHI�MYP�OYZHNHIZ�MYP�[FN�UVOWV�MY�-:0�5FNC�(B))�UOEE�OIIRH*��/VH�1MNZOHI�CM_H�YF�NHDNHIHYZMZOFYI�MI�ZF�ZVH�ZMd�ZNHMZCHYZ�FN�EĤME�H[[HWZ�F[�ZVH�DMGCHYZI�WMEEHP�[FN�OY�ZVOI�0HZZEHCHYZ�4̂NHHCHYZ�MYP�6EMII�8HCTHNI�MYP�14L4�7CDEFGHHI�MNH�YFZ�NHEGOŶ�FY�MYG�IZMZHCHYZ�FN�NHDNHIHYZMZOFY�TG�ZVH�1MNZOHI�OY�ZVOI�NĤMNP*��1MNZOWODMZOŶ�6EMII�8HCTHNI�MYP�14L4�7CDEFGHHI�UOEE�TH�IFEHEG�NHIDFYIOTEH�[FN�ZVH�DMGCHYZ�F[�MYG�ZMdHI�MYP�DHYMEZOHI�MIIHIIHP�FY�ZVH�DMGCHYZI�PHIWNOTHP�VHNHOY*�=*;*>*<� 6ONWREMN�;<B�9OIWEMOCHN*�/VH�1MNZOHI�MW_YFUEHP̂H�MYP�M̂NHH�ZVMZ�J(S�YF�DNFXOIOFY�F[�ZVOI�0HZZEHCHYZ̀�MYP�YF�UNOZZHY�WFCCRYOWMZOFY�FN�POIWEFIRNH�THZUHHY�FN�MCFŶ�ZVH�1MNZOHÌ�6EMII�6FRYIHE�FN�9H[HYIH�6FRYIHE�MYP�FZVHN�MPXOIHNÌ�OI�FN�UMI�OYZHYPHP�ZF�TH̀�YFN�IVMEE�MYG�IRWV�WFCCRYOWMZOFY�FN�POIWEFIRNH�WFYIZOZRZH�FN�TH�WFYIZNRHP�FN�TH�NHEOHP�RDFY�MÌ�ZMd�MPXOWH�UOZVOY�ZVH�CHMYOŶ�F[�2YOZHP�0ZMZHI�/NHMIRNG�9HDMNZCHYZ�6ONWREMN�;<B�J<(�65:�1MNZ�(B̀�MI�MCHYPHPSe�J;S�ZVH�MW_YFUEHP̂OŶ�DMNZG�JMS�VMI�NHEOHP�HdWERIOXHEG�RDFY�VOÌ�VHǸ�FN�OZI�FUỲ�OYPHDHYPHYZ�EĤME�MYP�ZMd�WFRYIHE�[FN�MPXOWH�JOYWERPOŶ�ZMd�MPXOWHS�OY�WFYYHWZOFY�UOZV�ZVOI�0HZZEHCHYZ̀�JTS�VMI�YFZ�HYZHNHP�OYZF�ZVOI�0HZZEHCHYZ�TMIHP�RDFY�ZVH�NHWFCCHYPMZOFY�F[�MYG�FZVHN�DMNZG�FN�MYG�MZZFNYHG�FN�MPXOIFN�ZF�MYG�FZVHN�DMNZG̀�MYP�JWS�OI�YFZ�HYZOZEHP�ZF�NHEG�RDFY�MYG�WFCCRYOWMZOFY�FN�POIWEFIRNH�TG�MYG�MZZFNYHG�FN�MPXOIHN�ZF�MYG�FZVHN�DMNZG�ZF�MXFOP�MYG�ZMd�DHYMEZG�ZVMZ�CMG�TH�OCDFIHP�FY�ZVH�MW_YFUEHP̂OŶ�DMNZGe�MYP�J<S�YF�MZZFNYHG�FN�MPXOIHN�ZF�MYG�FZVHN�DMNZG�VMI�OCDFIHP�MYG�EOCOZMZOFY�ZVMZ�DNFZHWZI�ZVH�WFY[OPHYZOMEOZG�F[�MYG�IRWV�MZZFNYHGfI�FN�MPXOIHNfI�ZMd�IZNMZĤOHI�JNĤMNPEHII�F[�UVHZVHN�IRWV�EOCOZMZOFY�
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CD�EFGHEEI�JCKLCKGM�NOPK�LCDQEPDNRF�JI�STF�HQUKPVEFLGCKG�OHRSI�PW�STF�SHX�SRFHSYFKS�PR�SHX�DSRNQSNRF�PW�HKI�SRHKDHQSCPKZ�CKQENLCKG�HKI�SRHKDHQSCPK�QPKSFYOEHSFL�JI�STCD�0FSSEFYFKS*�[\� ]̂ _̂ à̂ a\�>*;� :FEFHDF*��4D�PW�STF�7WWFQSCbF�9HSF�HKL�9FWFKLHKSDc�WNKLCKG�PW�STF�/PSHE�0FSSEFYFKS�4YPNKSZ�1EHCKSCWWZ�1HRSCQCOHSCKG�6EHDD�8FYJFRDZ�14d4�7YOEPIFFD�HKL�STF�0SHSF�PW�6HECWPRKCH�eHQSCKG�STRPNGT�1EHCKSCWW�HD�CSD�HNSTPRCfFL�14d4�RFORFDFKSHSCbFM�RFEFHDF�STF�:FEFHDFL�1HRSCFD�WRPY�HEE�6EHDD�6EHCYD�HKL�14d4�6EHCYD�WPR�STF�LNRHSCPK�PW�STF�6EHDD�1FRCPL�HKL�14d4�1FRCPLZ�RFDOFQSCbFEI*��/TF�6EHDD�1FRCPL�HKL�14d4�1FRCPL�CKQENLF�STF�OFRCPL�WRPY�4ORCE�?Z�();B�STRPNGT�STF�FKL�PW�()(;*��/TF�6EHDD�8FYJFR�:FEFHDFL�6EHCYD�CKQENLF�HEE�QEHCYD�WPR�HKI�LFJSDZ�ECHJCECSCFDZ�LFYHKLDZ�PJECGHSCPKDZ�GNHRHKSFFDZ�OFKHESCFDZ�LHYHGFDZ�CKSFRFDSZ�HSSPRKFIDc�WFFDZ�QPDSDZ�HKLgPR�PSTFR�HYPNKSD�PR�RFECFW�RFQPbFRHJEF�NKLFR�DSHSF�PR�PSTFR�HOOECQHJEF�EHV�STHS�1EHCKSCWW�HDDFRSFL�PR�QPNEL�THbF�HDDFRSFL�CK�STF�4QSCPK�h�PK�JFTHEW�PW�TCYDFEW�HKL�STF�ONSHSCbF�6EHDD�8FYJFRD�h�JHDFL�PK�STF�WHQSD�HEEFGFL�CK�1EHCKSCWWcD�6PYOEHCKS�HKLgPR�HRCDCKG�PNS�PW�H�QEHCY�WPR�5HCENRF�SP�1RPbCLF�4QQNRHSF�-SFYCfFL�iHGF�0SHSFYFKSD�e3HJ*�6PLF�j�((?MZ�VTFSTFR�WPR�FQPKPYCQ�PR�KPKkFQPKPYCQ�LHYHGFDZ�RFDSCSNSCPKZ�CKlNKQSCbF�RFECFW�PR�DSHSNSPRI�OFKHESCFD*��/TF�14d4�:FEFHDFL�6EHCYD�CKQENLF�HKI�HKL�HEE�QEHCYD�1EHCKSCWW�HDDFRSFL�PR�QPNEL�THbF�HDDFRSFL�CK�STF�4QSCPK�NKLFR�14d4�JHDFL�PK�STF�WHQSD�HEEFGFL�CK�1EHCKSCWWcD�6PYOEHCKS�WPR�5HCENRF�SP�1RPbCLF�4QQNRHSF�-SFYCfFL�iHGF�0SHSFYFKSD�e6HE*�3HJPR�6PLF�jj�((?�HKL�(?BAZ�FS�DFm*M�HKLgPR�JHDFL�PK�STF�6EHDD�8FYJFR�:FEFHDFL�6EHCYDZ�PK�JFTHEW�PW�TCYDFEWZ�STF�0SHSF�PW�6HECWPRKCH�HKL�14d4�7YOEPIFFD�WPR�LHYHGFD�RFQPbFRHJEF�NKLFR�14d4Z�CKQENLCKG�QCbCE�OFKHESCFDZ�CKSFRFDSZ�HSSPRKFIDc�WFFDZ�QPDSDZ�HKL�HKI�PSTFR�RFECFW�RFQPbFRHJEF�NKLFR�6HECWPRKCH�3HJPR�6PLF�j�(?BAZ�FS�DFm*���-S�CD�STF�CKSFKS�PW�STF�1HRSCFD�STHS�STF�5CKHE�4OORPbHE�,RLFR�FKSFRFL�JI�STF�6PNRS�DTHEE�THbF�WNEE�nop�qrstuvwv�etxoxZ�ORFQENDCbFM�FWWFQS�HKL�JF�WCKHE�HKL�JCKLCKG�NOPK�1HRSCQCOHSCKG�6EHDD�8FYJFRDZ�14d4�7YOEPIFFD�HKL�STF�0SHSF�PW�6HECWPRKCH�RFGHRLCKG�STF�6EHDD�8FYJFR�:FEFHDFL�6EHCYD�HKL�14d4�:FEFHDFL�6EHCYD*��>*(� 1EHCKSCWW�:PJFRS�yFGHcD�6PYOEFSF�HKL�dFKFRHE�:FEFHDF*��-K�QPKDCLFRHSCPK�WPR�STF�ORPYCDFD�HKL�OHIYFKSD�DFS�WPRST�CK�STCD�0FSSEFYFKS�4GRFFYFKSZ�SP�VTCQT�1EHCKSCWW�CD�PSTFRVCDF�KPS�FKSCSEFLZ�1EHCKSCWW�:PJFRS�yFGH�HGRFFD�SP�ORPbCLF�H�6PYOEFSF�HKL�dFKFRHE�:FEFHDF�HKL�H�;>=(�iHCbFR�SP�STF�:FEFHDFL�1HRSCFDZ�HKL�FHQT�PW�STFYZ�NOPK�STF�7WWFQSCbF�9HSF�PQQNRRCKG*����
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1CDEFGEHH�IJKL�FJG�MDENK�DFO�PEQRG�GJ�HECK�DF�DISEFELGPDGENK�TRDPQK�MEGR�GRK�7UVDC�7SWCJOSKFG�,WWJPGVFEGO�6JSSELLEJF�XY77,6Z[�JP�GRK�.DGEJFDC�3D\JP�:KCDGEJFL�]JDPI�XY.3:]Z[̂�LV\_KTG�GJ�GRK�TJFIEGEJF�GRDG�1CDEFGEHH�DQPKKL�FJG�GJ�LKK̀ �̂JP�EF�DFO�MDO�J\GDEF�JP�DTTKWĜ�DFO�SJFKGDPO�DMDPÎ�PKTJNKPO�JP�LKGGCKSKFG�GRKPKHPJS�DFI�DQPKKL�GRDG�RK�VFIKPLGDFIL�GRDG�LVTR�CESEGDGEJF�IJKL�FJG�EF�DFO�MDO�PKLGPETG�REL�D\ECEGO�GJ�HECK�DFI�WVPLVK�LVTR�TRDPQK�TJFLELGKFG�MEGR�GRK�TJFHEIKFGEDCEGO�J\CEQDGEJFL�LKG�HJPGR�EF�GREL�0KGGCKSKFG�4QPKKSKFG*��1CDEFGEHH�DCLJ�IJKL�FJG�MDENK�DFO�PEQRGL�MEGR�PKLWKTG�GĴ�JP�PKCKDLK�:KCKDLKI�1DPGEKL�HPJŜ�DFO�TCDESL�HJP�6DCEHJPFED�aJP̀KPLb�6JSWKFLDGEJF�\KFKHEGL�XKcTKWG�GRDG�1CDEFGEHH�RKPK\O�PKCKDLKL�DFI�MDENKL�DFO�TCDESL�GRDĜ�DL�D�PKLVCG�JH�REL�LKWDPDGEJF̂�RK�EL�KFGEGCKI�GJ�DIIEGEJFDC�\KFKHEGL�JP�WDOSKFGL[*��5VPGRKP̂�1CDEFGEHH�IJKL�FJG�PKCKDLK�DFO�TCDES�HJP�VFKSWCJOSKFG�TJSWKFLDGEJF�\KFKHEGL*��5EFDCCÔ�1CDEFGEHH�IJKL�FJG�PKCKDLK�DFO�TCDES�GRDG�TDFFJG�\K�PKCKDLKI�\O�WPENDGK�TJFGPDTĜ�JP�HJP�\PKDTR�JH�GRK�GKPSL�JH�GRK�0KGGCKSKFG�4QPKKSKFG�\KGMKKF�1CDEFGEHH�DFI�9KHKFIDFGL*�=*(*)� .J�1KFIEFQ�JP�5VGVPK�3DMLVEGL�\O�1CDEFGEHH*��,GRKP�GRDF�GREL�4TGEJF�DFI�1CDEFGEHHbL�PKCDGKI�+VCO�(=̂�(B)A�14d4�CKGGKP�LV\SEGGKI�\O�1CDEFGEHH�DFI�REL�TJVFLKC�GJ�GRK�3a94̂�1CDEFGEHH�PKWPKLKFGL�RK�IJKL�FJG�RDNK�DFO�WKFIEFQ�CDMLVEGL̂�DISEFELGPDGENK�TJSWCDEFGL�JP�TRDPQKL�DQDEFLG�9KHKFIDFGL�JP�GRK�:KCKDLKI�1DPGEKL�EF�DFO�CJTDĈ�LGDGK̂�JP�HKIKPDC�TJVPG�JP�DISEFELGPDGENK�DQKFTO*��1CDEFGEHH�HVPGRKP�DT̀FJMCKIQKL�GRDG�DCC�TCDESL�PDELKI�EF�GRK�4TGEJF�LRDCC�\K�HVCCO�DFI�HEFDCCO�KcGEFQVELRKI�\O�NEPGVK�JH�GREL�0KGGCKSKFG�4QPKKSKFG�DFI�GRK�6JVPGbL�5EFDC�4WWPJNDC�,PIKP*��1CDEFGEHH�DCLJ�PKWPKLKFGL�RK�MECC�FJG�\PEFQ�DFO�DTGEJF�EF�GRK�HVGVPK�EF�MRETR�1CDEFGEHH�LKK̀L�JP�SDO�LKK̀�GJ�PKTJNKP�DFO�IDSDQKL�HPJS�9KHKFIDFGL�JP�GRK�:KCKDLKI�1DPGEKL�MRDGLJKNKP�PKCDGEFQ�GJ�JP�DPELEFQ�HPJS�1CDEFGEHHbL�REPEFQ̂�KSWCJOSKFG�MEGR�JP�LKWDPDGEJF�HPJS�9KHKFIDFGL�JP�DFO�:KCKDLKI�1DPGÔ�JGRKP�GRDF�DF�DTGEJF�GJ�KFHJPTK�1CDEFGEHHbL�PEQRGL�VFIKP�GREL�0KGGCKSKFG�4QPKKSKFG*��ef� ghijkll�mih�lkknopq�ghkrosopthu�tgghivtr�im�wxk�lkwwrkskpwf�>*)� 8JGEJF�HJP�1PKCESEFDPO�4WWPJNDC*��4L�LJJF�DL�WPDTGETD\CK�DHGKP�KcKTVGEJF�JH�GREL�0KGGCKSKFG�4QPKKSKFĜ�1CDEFGEHH�MECC�LV\SEG�GREL�0KGGCKSKFG�4QPKKSKFG�GJ�GRK�6JVPG�HJP�1PKCESEFDPO�4WWPJNDĈ�DL̀EFQ�GRK�6JVPG�GJ�ELLVK�D�1PKCESEFDPO�4WWPJNDC�,PIKP�DWWPJNEFQ�GRK�0KGGCKSKFĜ�LV\LGDFGEDCCO�EF�GRK�HJPS�DGGDTRKI�DL�kyz{|{}�~*��1CDEFGEHHbL�LV\SELLEJF�MECC�EFTCVIK�GREL�0KGGCKSKFG�4QPKKSKFĜ�EFTCVIEFQ�kyz{|{}��t�ĵ�DFI�DFO�SJGEJFL̂�SKSJPDFID�DFI�KNEIKFTK�DL�SDO�\K�FKTKLLDPO�HJP�GRK�6JVPG�GJ�IKGKPSEFK�GRDG�GREL�0KGGCKSKFG�4QPKKSKFG�EL�HDEP̂�DIKUVDGK�DFI�PKDLJFD\CK*�
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>)(� 2C83�-DEFGH)���0IJKILME�ED�5LNFODJMFL�2LPDJ�5DQH�KHGEFDM�(>AARNST�5NLKK�5DIMKHN�UFNN�VJDWFQH�L�GDVX�DO�EYFK�/HEENHZHME�3[JHHZHME�ED�EYH�2C83�GDMGIJJHMENX�UFEY�5NLKK�5DIMKHN\K�OFNFM[�DO�EYH�ZDEFDM�ODJ�0JHNFZFMLJX�3VVJDWLN)�5NLKK�5DIMKHN�UFNN�LNKD�OFNH�L�QHGNLJLEFDM�FM�KIVVDJE�DO�0NLFMEFOO\K�ZDEFDM�ODJ�0JHNFZFMLJX�3VVJDWLN�GDMOFJZFM[�EYLE�5NLKK�5DIMKHN�YLK�KIPZFEEHQ�EYH�/HEENHZHME�3[JHHZHME�ED�EYH�2C83�FM�GDZVNFLMGH�UFEY�5LNFODJMFL�2LPDJ�5DQH�KHGEFDM�(>AARNS)�.YH�0LJEFHK�FMEHMQ�ED�LMQ�PHNFHWH�EYH�MDEFGH�VIJKILME�ED�EYH�VJDGHQIJHK�QHKGJFPHQ�FM�EYFK�0LJL[JLVY�GDZVNFHK�UFEY�EYH�JH]IFJHZHMEK�DO�EYH�03̂ 3T�LMQ�EYH�0LJEFHK�UFNN�JH]IHKE�EYH�5DIJE�LQ_IQFGLEH�EYH�WLNFQFEX�DO�EYH�MDEFGH�FM�EYH�ZDEFDM�ODJ�4FMLN�3VVJDWLN�DO�EYH�/HEENHZHME)�à� bcddecfcgd�ghdijc�klhjcmnlcba�?):� 5NLKK�,MODJZLEFDM)��-D�ZDJH�EYLM�EUHMEXoDMH�R(:S�GLNHMQLJ�QLXK�LOEHJ�HMEJX�DO�EYH�0JHNFZFMLJX�3VVJDWLN�+JQHJT�8HOHMQLMEK�KYLNN�VJDWFQH�EYH�/HEENHZHME�3QZFMFKEJLEDJ�UFEY�EYH�5NLKK�,MODJZLEFDM�ODJ�VIJVDKHK�DO�ZLFNFM[�EYH�-DEFGH�DO�/HEENHZHME�ED�5NLKK�7HZPHJK)�?)(� -DEFGH�PX�4FJKE�5NLKK�1)/)�7LFN)��1VDM�JHGHFVE�DO�EYH�5NLKK�,MODJZLEFDMT�EYH�/HEENHZHME�3QZFMFKEJLEDJ�UFNN�GDMQIGE�L�MLEFDMLN�GYLM[H�DO�LQQJHKK�KHLJGY�ODJ�EYH�ZDKE�GIJJHME�LQQJHKK�DO�LNN�ODJZHJ�HZVNDXHH�5NLKK�7HZPHJK�LMQ�UFNN�IVQLEH�KIGY�LQQJHKKHK�LK�MHGHKKLJX)��4DIJEHHM�R:<S�GLNHMQLJ�QLXK�LOEHJ�JHGHFVE�DO�EYH�5NLKK�,MODJZLEFDMT�EYH�/HEENHZHME�3QZFMFKEJLEDJ�KYLNN�ZLFN�EYH�-DEFGH�DO�/HEENHZHME�Rcpqrsrt�uST�FM�6M[NFKY�LMQ�/VLMFKY�NLM[IL[HKT�ED�LNN�5NLKK�7HZPHJK�PX�4FJKE�5NLKK�1)/)�7LFN)��.YH�LQQJHKK�FQHMEFOFHQ�PX�EYH�/HEENHZHME�3QZFMFKEJLEDJ�LK�EYH�GIJJHME�ZLFNFM[�LQQJHKK�KYLNN�PH�VJHKIZHQ�ED�PH�EYH�PHKE�ZLFNFM[�LQQJHKK�ODJ�HLGY�5NLKK�7HZPHJ)�?);� 1MQHNFWHJLPNH�-DEFGHK)��3MX�-DEFGH�DO�/HEENHZHME�JHEIJMHQ�ED�EYH�/HEENHZHME�3QZFMFKEJLEDJ�LK�MDMoQHNFWHJLPNH�EYJDI[Y�EYH�9HKVDMKH�8HLQNFMH�KYLNN�PH�JHoZLFNHQ�ED�EYH�ODJULJQFM[�LQQJHKK�LOOFvHQ�EYHJHED)��,O�MD�ODJULJQFM[�LQQJHKK�FK�VJDWFQHQT�EYH�/HEENHZHME�3QZFMFKEJLEDJ�KYLNN�VHJODJZ�L�LMQ�L�KwFV�EJLGH�ED�NDGLEH�L�MHU�LQQJHKK)��,O�EYDKH�ZHLKIJHK�LJH�MDE�KIGGHKKOINT�EYH�/HEENHZHME�3QZFMFKEJLEDJ�KYLNN�YLWH�MD�OIJEYHJ�DPNF[LEFDM�ED�ZLFN�EYH�-DEFGH�DO�/HEENHZHME�ED�L�5NLKK�7HZPHJ)��5NLKK�7HZPHJK�ED�UYDZ�EYH�-DEFGH�DO�/HEENHZHME�FK�JHoKHME�KYLNN�YLWH�ODIJEHHM�R:<S�GLNHMQLJ�QLXK�EYHJHLOEHJ�DJ�IMEFN�EYH�9HKVDMKH�8HLQNFMH�YLK�HvVFJHQT�UYFGYHWHJ�FK�NLEHJT�ED�ZLFN�EYH�9H]IHKE�ODJ�6vGNIKFDM�DJ�-DEFGH�DO�+P_HGEFDM�ED�EYH�/HEENHZHME�3QZFMFKEJLEDJ)��.YH�QLEH�DO�EYH�VDKEZLJw�DM�EYH�JHEIJM�HMWHNDVH�KYLNN�PH�EYH�HvGNIKFWH�ZHLMK�IKHQ�ED�QHEHJZFMH�UYHEYHJ�L�5NLKK�7HZPHJ�YLK�EFZHNX�
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CDEFGH�IEJKIGL�:GMNGJO�PQL�7RSFNJEQT�QL�.QOESG�QP�,UVGSOEQT�QT�QL�UGPQLG�OIG�LGFGWDTO�HGDHFETG*��-P�D�6FDJJ�8GCUGLXJ�.QOESG�QP�0GOOFGCGTO�EJ�LGONLTGH�OQ�OIG�0GOOFGCGTO�4HCETEJOLDOQL�CQLG�OIDT�QTSG�DJ�TQTYHGFEWGLDUFGZ�OIGT�DT�DHHEOEQTDF�.QOESG�QP�0GOOFGCGTO�JIDFF�TQO�UG�LGYCDEFGH*��-PZ�PQL�DT[�LGDJQTZ�D�.QOESG�QP�0GOOFGCGTO�EJ�TQTYHGFEWGLDUFGZ�OIG�0GOOFGCGTO�4HCETEJOLDOQL�\EFF�TQO�CDEF�DT�-THEWEHNDF�0GOOFGCGTO�1D[CGTO�OQ�OIG�6FDJJ�8GCUGL*��:DOIGLZ�OIG�0GOOFGCGTO�4HCETEJOLDOQL�\EFF�IQFH�OIG�-THEWEHNDF�0GOOFGCGTO�1D[CGTO�NTOEF�OIG�]QEH�9DOG�OQ�CD̂G�EO�DWDEFDUFG�OQ�OIG�6FDJJ�8GCUGL�N_QT�LGMNGJOZ�\EOI�_LQQP�QP�EHGTOEO[*��-P�OIG�_D[CGTO�EJ�TQO�SFDECGH�U[�OIG�]QEH�9DOGZ�OIG�PNTHJ�JIDFF�UG�HGFEWGLGH�OQ�OIG�6DFEPQLTED�0ODOG�6QTOLQFFGL�2TSFDECGH�1LQ_GLO[�5NTH�ET�OIG�TDCG�QP�OIG�6FDJJ�8GCUGL�DFQT̀�\EOI�OIG�PNTHJ�PQL�NTSDJIGH�SIGŜJ*�?*<� .QOESG�0DOEJPEGJ�9NG�1LQSGJJ*��6QC_FEDTSG�\EOI�OIG�TQOESG�_LQSGHNLGJ�J_GSEPEGH�ET�OIEJ�0GOOFGCGTO�4̀LGGCGTO�JIDFF�SQTJOEONOG�HNG�DTH�JNPPESEGTO�TQOESG�OQ�6FDJJ�8GCUGLJ�QP�OIEJ�0GOOFGCGTO�DTH�JIDFF�JDOEJP[�OIG�LGMNELGCGTOJ�QP�HNG�_LQSGJJ*��.QOIET̀�GFJG�JIDFF�UG�LGMNELGH�QPZ�QL�HQTG�U[Z�OIG�1DLOEGJZ�6FDJJ�6QNTJGF�QL�9GPGTJG�6QNTJGF�OQ�_LQWEHG�TQOESG�QP�OIG�_LQ_QJGH�0GOOFGCGTO*��-T�OIG�GWGTO�OIG�_LQSGHNLGJ�ET�OIEJ�0GOOFGCGTO�4̀LGGCGTO�DLG�PQFFQ\GH�DTH�OIG�ETOGTHGH�LGSE_EGTO�QP�D�.QOESG�QP�0GOOFGCGTO�JOEFF�HQGJ�TQO�LGSGEWG�OIG�.QOESGZ�OIG�ETOGTHGH�LGSE_EGTO�JIDFF�LGCDET�D�6FDJJ�8GCUGL�DTH�\EFF�UG�UQNTH�U[�DFF�OGLCJ�QP�OIG�0GOOFGCGTO�DTH�DT[�5ETDF�4__LQWDF�,LHGL�GTOGLGH�U[�OIG�6QNLO�EP�OIG�0GOOFGCGTO�UGSQCGJ�7PPGSOEWG*���ab� cdefghidgj�ked�eclmno�eil�pnh�eqrgflmnob�@*;� :GMNGJOJ�PQL�7RSFNJEQT�s,_OY,NOJt*��/IG�.QOESG�QP�0GOOFGCGTO�JIDFF�JODOG�OIDO�6FDJJ�8GCUGLJ�\IQ�\EJI�OQ�GRSFNHG�OIGCJGFWGJ�PLQC�OIG�0GOOFGCGTO�CNJO�JNUCEO�D�\LEOOGT�:GMNGJO�PQL�7RSFNJEQT�OQ�OIG�0GOOFGCGTO�4HCETEJOLDOQL�U[�OIG�:GJ_QTJG�9GDHFETG*��/Q�UG�WDFEHZ�OIG�:GMNGJO�PQL�7RSFNJEQT�TGGH�TQO�NJG�J_GSEPES�FDT̀ND̀GZ�UNO�CNJO�UG�IDTH�JÈTGH�DTH�SQTODET�JNPPESEGTO�ETPQLCDOEQT�OQ�WGLEP[�OIG�GC_FQ[GGXJ�EHGTOEO[�sG*̀*Z�OIG�ETHEWEHNDFXJ�PNFF�TDCGZ�DHHLGJJZ�DTH�GC_FQ[GG�TNCUGL�QL�FDJO�PQNL�HÈEOJ�QP�IGLKIEJ�JQSEDF�JGSNLEO[�TNCUGLt�DTH�SQTPELC�OIDO�OIG�ETHEWEHNDF�\EJIGJ�OQ�UG�GRSFNHGH�PLQC�OIG�0GOOFGCGTO�DTH�DT[�_D[CGTO�DTH�LGFGDJG�DJJQSEDOGH�\EOI�OIG�JGOOFGCGTO�QP�OIG�6FDJJ�6FDECJ�DJ�JGO�PQLOI�ET�OIEJ�4̀LGGCGTO*��-P�OIG�0GOOFGCGTO�4HCETEJOLDOQL�LGSGEWGJ�D�_NL_QLOGH�:GMNGJO�PQL�7RSFNJEQT�OIDO�EJ�NTSFGDL�QL�ETSQC_FGOG�ET�OIEJ�LG̀DLHZ�OIG�0GOOFGCGTO�4HCETEJOLDOQL�JIDFF�CD̂G�UGJO�GPPQLOJ�OQ�_LQC_OF[�PQFFQ\�N_�\EOI�OIG�ETHEWEHNDF�OQ�QUODET�SFDLEPESDOEQT�DTH�DT[�DHHEOEQTDF�ETPQLCDOEQT�
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CDDEDE�FGHIG�JI�JKD�:DLFICLD�9DMENHCD*�-O�JKD�:DPQDLJ�OIG�7RSNQLHIC�HL�CIJ�FILJTMGUDE�VW�JKD�:DLFICLD�9DMENHCD�MCE�GDJQGCDE�JI�JKD�0DJJNDTDCJ�4ETHCHLJGMJIG�MJ�JKD�LFDSHOHDE�MEEGDLLX�HJ�YHNN�CIJ�VD�EDDTDE�M�JHTDNW�MCE�ZMNHE�:DPQDLJ�OIG�7RSNQLHIC�OGIT�JKD�6NMLL*��/KD�EMJD�IO�JKD�FILJTMGU�IC�JKD�GDJQGC�TMHNHC[�DCZDNIFD�LKMNN�VD�JKD�DRSNQLHZD�TDMCL�QLDE�JI�EDJDGTHCD�YKDJKDG�M�:DPQDLJ�OIG�7RSNQLHIC�KML�VDDC�JHTDNW�LQVTHJJDE*��4CW�6NMLL�8DTVDG�YKI�LQVTHJL�M�JHTDNW�MCE�ZMNHE�:DPQDLJ�OIG�7RSNQLHIC�OGIT�JKD�6NMLL�YHNN�CIJ�VD�DCJHJNDE�JI�MCW�TICDJMGW�GDSIZDGW�QCEDG�JKD�0DJJNDTDCJ�MCE�YHNN�CIJ�VD�VIQCE�VW�JKD�JDGTL�IO�JKD�0DJJNDTDCJ�ML�HJ�GDNMJDL�JI�JKD�6NMLL�8DTVDG\L�GDNDMLDE�6NMLL�6NMHTLX�YHJK�JKD�DRSDFJHIC�JKMJ�HO�JKD�6NMLL�8DTVDG�HL�MNLI�M�14]4�7TFNIWDDX�L̂KD�YHNN�SICJHCQD�JI�VD�VIQCE�VW�JKD�GDNDMLD�IO�JKD�14]4�6NMHTL�_VDSMQLD�6NMLL�8DTVDGL�SMCCIJ�IFJ�IQJ�IO�JKD�14]4�FIGJHIC�IO�JKD�0DJJNDTDCJ̀*��4CW�6NMLL�8DTVDG�YKI�LQVTHJL�M�JHTDNW�MCE�ZMNHE�:DPQDLJ�OIG�7RSNQLHIC�YHNN�CIJ�KMZD�MCW�GH[KJ�JI�IVaDSJX�MFFDMNX�IG�SITTDCJ�IC�JKD�0DJJNDTDCJ*��6NMLL�8DTVDGL�YKI�OMHN�JI�LQVTHJ�M�JHTDNW�MCE�ZMNHE�:DPQDLJ�OIG�7RSNQLHIC�IC�IG�VDOIGD�JKD�:DLFICLD�9DMENHCD�LKMNN�VD�TDTVDGL�IO�JKD�6NMLL�_H*D*X�M�1MGJHSHFMJHC[�6NMLL�8DTVDG̀�MCE�YHNN�VD�VIQCE�VW�MNN�JDGTL�IO�JKD�0DJJNDTDCJ�MCE�JKD�5HCMN�4FFGIZMN�,GEDG�DCJDGDE�HC�JKHL�4SJHIC*��.I�NMJDG�JKMC�OIQGJDDC�_;)̀�SMNDCEMG�EMWL�MOJDG�JKD�:DLFICLD�9DMENHCDX�JKD�0DJJNDTDCJ�4ETHCHLJGMJIG�LKMNN�FGIZHED�9DODCLD�6IQCLDN�YHJK�M�SITFNDJD�NHLJ�IO�MNN�6NMLL�8DTVDGL�YKI�KMZD�LQVTHJJDE�JHTDNW�MCE�ZMNHE�:DPQDLJL�OIG�7RSNQLHICX�HCSNQEHC[�JKDHG�OQNN�CMTD�MCE�LISHMN�LDSQGHJW�CQTVDG�IG�DTFNIWDD�CQTVDG*��/KD�0DJJNDTDCJ�4ETHCHLJGMJIG�LKMNN�FGIZHED�6NMLL�6IQCLDN�YHJK�M�LQTTMGW�GDFIGJ�JKMJ�HCSNQEDL�ICNW�JKD�CQTVDG�IO�:DPQDLJL�OIG�7RSNQLHIC�GDSDHZDE�VW�JKD�0DJJNDTDCJ�4ETHCHLJGMJIG*�@*(� .IJHSDL�IO�,VaDSJHICL*��/KD�.IJHSD�IO�0DJJNDTDCJ�LKMNN�LJMJD�JKMJ�6NMLL�8DTVDGL�YKI�YHLK�JI�IVaDSJ�JI�JKD�0DJJNDTDCJ�KMZD�JKD�IFFIGJQCHJW�JI�EI�LI�VW�_;̀�MFFDMGHC[�MJ�JKD�5HCMN�4FFGIZMN�bDMGHC[�MCE�SITTQCHSMJHC[�JKDHG�IVaDSJHIC�JI�JKD�6IQGJ�MCÊIG�_(̀�LQVTHJJHC[�M�YGHJJDC�.IJHSD�IO�,VaDSJHIC�JI�JKD�0DJJNDTDCJ�4ETHCHLJGMJIG�VW�JKD�:DLFICLD�9DMENHCD*��,CNW�1MGJHSHFMJHC[�6NMLL�8DTVDGL�_H*D*X�6NMLL�8DTVDGL�YKI�EI�CIJ�IFJ�IQJ̀�MGD�FDGTHJJDE�JI�IVaDSJ�JI�JKD�0DJJNDTDCJ�4[GDDTDCJ*��/KD�6NMLL�.IJHSD�YHNN�GDPQDLJX�VQJ�CIJ�GDPQHGDX�JKMJ�6NMLL�8DTVDGL�YKI�YHLK�JI�LQVTHJ�M�YGHJJDC�.IJHSD�IO�,VaDSJHIC�HCSNQED�JKDHGc�_;̀�OQNN�CMTDX�MEEGDLLX�MCE�DTFNIWDD�CQTVDG�IG�NMLJ�OIQG�EH[HJL�IO�JKDHG�LISHMN�LDSQGHJW�CQTVDGd�MCE�_(̀�KMCE�LH[C�JKD�.IJHSD�IO�,VaDSJHIC*��/KD�6NMLL�.IJHSD�YHNN�MNLI�GDPQDLJ�JKMJ�6NMLL�8DTVDGL�LQVTHJJHC[�M�YGHJJDC�.IJHSD�IO�,VaDSJHIC�_<̀�LJMJD�JKD�SMLD�CMTD�
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CDE�DFGHIJK�LMNMK�OPQNRS�TNUV�WM�XVRVSYPZ�[NSRP\N]̂�_PUL̀SLà�bNRWLaǸc�__dc�NS�V\MK�6CeI�.f*�(B0/6g;A=B)K�hIDEiDj�iD�3fe�4DjIkIe�0FhIJifJ�6fFJlK�CDE�lmI�HCeie�nfJ�lmI�fHoIplifD*��6kCee�8IGHIJe�Ef�Dfl�DIIE�lf�eFHGil�C�qJillID�.flipI�fn�,HoIplifD�lf�ChhICJ�Cl�lmI�5iDCk�4hhJfrCk�sICJiDj�lf�rfipI�lmIiJ�fHoIplifD�lf�lmI�6fFJl*��6kCee�8IGHIJe�qmf�nCik�lf�eFHGil�C�.flipI�fn�,HoIplifD�CDEtfJ�ChhICJ�Cl�lmI�5iDCk�4hhJfrCk�sICJiDj�lf�pfGGFDipClI�lmIiJ�fHoIplifD�lf�lmI�6fFJl�emCkk�HI�EIIGIE�lf�mCrI�qCirIE�CDu�fHoIplifDe�CDE�emCkk�HI�nfJIpkfeIE�nJfG�GCviDj�CDu�fHoIplifDe�lf�lmI�0IllkIGIDl�nfkkfqiDj�lmI�5iDCk�4hhJfrCk�sICJiDj*��/mI�0IllkIGIDl�4EGiDielJClfJ�emCkk�nfJqCJE�Ckk�qJillID�fHoIplifDe�lf�6kCee�6fFDeIk�CDE�9InIDeI�6fFDeIk�qilmiD�<�ECue�fn�JIpIihl*�@*<� .f�0fkipilClifD�fn�7wpkFeifDe�fJ�,HoIplifDe*��/mI�1CJliIe�CjJII�lf�FeI�lmIiJ�HIel�InnfJle�lf�pCJJu�fFl�lmI�lIJGe�fn�lmie�0IllkIGIDl*��4l�Df�liGI�emCkk�CDu�fn�lmI�1CJliIe�fJ�lmIiJ�pfFDeIk�eIIv�lf�efkipil�fJ�flmIJqieI�IDpfFJCjI�6kCee�8IGHIJe�lf�eFHGil�C�.flipI�fn�,HoIplifD�lf�fJ�:IxFIel�nfJ�7wpkFeifD�nJfG�lmI�0IllkIGIDl�fJ�lf�ChhICk�nJfG�lmI�6fFJlye�5iDCk�4hhJfrCk�,JEIJ*��6kCee�6fFDeIk�emCkk�Dfl�JIhJIeIDl�6kCee�8IGHIJe�qilm�JIehIpl�lf�CDu�fHoIplifDe�fJ�ChhICke�lf�lmie�0IllkIGIDl*�@*=� ,hlifD�lf�/IJGiDClI�0IllkIGIDl*��9InIDECDleK�Cl�lmIiJ�efkI�EiepJIlifDK�emCkk�mCrI�lmI�JijmlK�HFl�Dfl�lmI�fHkijClifDK�lf�JIrfvI�lmI�0IllkIGIDl�in�lID�hIJpIDl�z;B{|�fJ�GfJI�fn�lmI�lflCk�DFGHIJ�fn�6kCee�8IGHIJe�liGIku�eFHGil�C�:IxFIel�nfJ�7wpkFeifD*��9InIDECDle�emCkk�IwIJpieI�lmIiJ�JIrfpClifD�JijmlK�in�Cl�CkkK�qilmiD�nfFJlIID�z;=|�pCkIDECJ�ECue�fn�lmI�:IehfDeI�9ICEkiDI�Hu�hJfriEiDj�qJillID�DflipI�lf�6kCee�6fFDeIk*��-n�9InIDECDle�IwIJpieI�C�Jijml�lf�rfiE�lmI�0IllkIGIDl�hFJeFCDl�lf�lmie�1CJCjJChmK�lmie�0IllkIGIDl�4jJIIGIDl�CDE�CDu�JIkClIE�eIllkIGIDl�EfpFGIDle�emCkk�HI�DFkk�CDE�rfiEK�CDE�CDu�pkCee�pIJliniIE�nfJ�eIllkIGIDl�hFJhfeIe�qikk�HI�rCpClIE*��-D�eFpm�CD�IrIDlK�DIilmIJ�lmie�0IllkIGIDl�4jJIIGIDlK�JIkClIE�eIllkIGIDl�EfpFGIDleK�DfJ�lmI�DIjfliClifDe�kICEiDj�lf�lmI�0IllkIGIDl�GCu�HI�FeIE�Ce�IriEIDpI�nfJ�CDu�hFJhfeIK�CDE�9InIDECDle�emCkk�JIlCiD�lmI�Jijml�lf�pmCkkIDjI�Ckk�pkCiGe�CDE�CkkIjClifDe�iD�lmI�CplifDK�lf�CeeIJl�Ckk�ChhkipCHkI�EInIDeIeK�CDE�lf�EiehFlI�lmI�hJfhJiIlu�fn�pkCee�pIJlinipClifD�fD�Ckk�ChhkipCHkI�jJfFDEe*��}~� �������������������������~�A*;� 0IllkIGIDl�4EGiDielJClfJ�9IpkCJClifD�iD�0FhhfJl�fn�5iDCk�4hhJfrCk*��.f�nIqIJ�lmCD�lmiJlu�z<B|�pCkIDECJ�ECue�hJifJ�lf�lmI�5iDCk�4hhJfrCk�sICJiDjK�lmI�0IllkIGIDl�4EGiDielJClfJ�emCkk�hJfriEI�lmI�1CJliIe�qilm�C�EIpkCJClifD�fn�EFI�EikijIDpI�EIlCikiDj�lmI�CplifDe�lCvID�Hu�lmI�0IllkIGIDl�
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4CDEFEGHIJHKI�HK�JCDEFEGHLI�HML�0LHHNLDLFH�HK�CJHLO�PIKKQ�KQ�DJENEFR�SEHM�ILRJIC�HK�HML�DJENEFR�KQ�HML�.KHETL�KQ�0LHHNLDLFHO�JNN�JHHLDPHG�HK�NKTJHL�6NJGG�8LDULIGO�JFC�CLHJENEFR�JNN�EFTVIILC�JFC�JFHETEPJHLC�0LHHNLDLFH�4CDEFEGHIJHEKF�6KGHG*��6NJGG�6KVFGLN�GMJNN�UL�ILGPKFGEUNL�QKI�SKIWEFR�SEHM�HML�4CDEFEGHIJHKI�HK�HEDLNX�GVUDEH�HML�CLTNJIJHEKF�KQ�CVL�CENERLFTL�HK�HML�6KVIH*��A*(� 8KHEKF�QKI�5EFJN�4PPIKYJN*��4G�GKKF�JG�PIJTHETJUNL�JQHLI�HML�:LGPKFGL�9LJCNEFLO�1NJEFHEQQ�SENN�QENL�J�DKHEKF�QKI�5EFJN�4PPIKYJNO�JGWEFR�HML�6KVIH�HK�EGGVL�J�5EFJN�4PPIKYJN�,ICLI�GVUGHJFHEJNNX�EF�HML�QKID�JHHJTMLC�JG�Z[\]̂]_�̀*��1NJEFHEQQaG�GVUDEGGEKF�SENN�EFTNVCL�JFX�DKHEKFGO�DLDKIJFCJ�JFC�LYECLFTL�JG�DJX�UL�FLTLGGJIX�QKI�HML�6KVIH�HK�CLHLIDEFL�HMJH�HMEG�0LHHNLDLFH�4RILLDLFH�EG�QJEIO�JCLbVJHL�JFC�ILJGKFJUNL*�A*<� 5EFJN�4PPIKYJN�cLJIEFR*��/ML�1JIHELG�SENN�ILbVLGH�HMJH�HML�6KVIH�MKNC�J�5EFJN�4PPIKYJN�cLJIEFR�JPPIKdEDJHLNX�;(B�CJXG�JQHLI�HML�1ILNEDEFJIX�4PPIKYJN�9JHL�KI�JG�GKKF�HMLILJQHLI�JG�HML�6KVIHaG�TJNLFCJI�PLIDEHGO�SMLIL�KUeLTHEKFGO�EQ�JFXO�DJX�UL�MLJIC�JFC�HML�6KVIH�GMJNN�CLHLIDEFL�SMLHMLI�HML�0LHHNLDLFH�GMKVNC�UL�QEFJNNX�JPPIKYLCO�JFC�EQ�GKO�HML�JDKVFHG�PJXJUNL�QKIf�g;h�6NJGG�6KVFGLN�5LLG�4SJICi�g(h�HML�6NJGG�6KVFGLN�6KGHG�4SJICi�g<h�1NJEFHEQQaG�0LIYETL�4SJICi�g=h�-FCEYECVJN�0LHHNLDLFH�1JXDLFHGi�JFC�g>h�0LHHNLDLFH�4CDEFEGHIJHEKF�6KGHG*�A*=� 7FHIX�KQ�5EFJN�4PPIKYJN�,ICLI*��-Q�HML�6KVIH�JPPIKYLG�HMEG�0LHHNLDLFH�JH�HML�5EFJN�4PPIKYJN�cLJIEFRO�HML�1JIHELG�GMJNN�ILbVLGH�HMJH�HML�6KVIH�LFHLI�J�5EFJN�4PPIKYJN�,ICLIO�GVUGHJFHEJNNX�EF�HML�QKID�KQ�Z[\]̂]_�̀*��4QHLI�RIJFHEFR�QEFJN�JPPIKYJN�KQ�HML�0LHHNLDLFH�JFC�LFHLIEFR�eVCRDLFHO�HML�6KVIH�GMJNN�ILHJEF�eVIEGCETHEKF�KYLI�HML�1JIHELG�HK�LFQKITL�JFC�EDPNLDLFH�HML�HLIDG�KQ�HML�eVCRDLFH*�jkl� mnopqprsZtpqu�svZ�rZsswZoZqsl�;B*;�5VFCEFR�JFC�4NNKTJHEKF�KQ�0LHHNLDLFH*�;B*;*;�0LHHNLDLFH�4TTKVFHEFR*��.K�DKIL�HMJF�HLF�g;Bh�TJNLFCJI�CJXG�JQHLI�HML�5EFJN�4PPIKYJN�,ICLIO�HML�0LHHNLDLFH�4CDEFEGHIJHKI�SENN�PIKYECL�HML�1JIHELG�SEHM�JF�JTTKVFHEFR�KQ�JNN�JFHETEPJHLC�PJXDLFHG�QIKD�HML�0LHHNLDLFH�5VFC�4TTKVFHO�EFTNVCEFRf�g;h�HML�HKHJN�JDKVFH�KQ�-FCEYECVJN�0LHHNLDLFH�1JXDLFHGi�g(h�HML�14x4�4SJICi�g<h�1NJEFHEQQaG�0LIYETL�4SJICi�g=h�HML�6NJGG�6KVFGLN�5LLG�4SJICi�g>h�HML�6NJGG�6KVFGLN�6KGHG�4SJICi�JFC�g)h�0LHHNLDLFH�4CDEFEGHIJHEKF�6KGHGO�JNN�JG�GPLTEQELC�EF�HMEG�0LHHNLDLFH�4RILLDLFH�JFC�JPPIKYLC�UX�HML�6KVIH*�
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;B*;*(�5CDEFDG�HIJ�0JHHKJLJDH*��MFHIFD�NFNHJJD�O;>P�QRKJDERS�ERTU�NVKKVWFDG�HIJ�ERHJ�WIJD�RKK�QVDEFHFVDU�VN�HIJ�7NNJQHFXJ�9RHJ�IRXJ�YJJD�URHFUNFJE�ORUFEJ�NSVL�NCDEFDG�YT�9JNJDERDHUPZ�9JNJDERDHU�UIRKK�NCDE�HIJ�0JHHKJLJDH�YT�[SVXFEFDG�HIJ�/VHRK�0JHHKJLJDH�4LVCDH�HV�HIJ�0JHHKJLJDH�4ELFDFUHSRHVS*���;B*;*<�9FUHSFYCHFDG�/IJ�0JHHKJLJDH\�/IJ�0JHHKJLJDH�4ELFDFUHSRHVS�UIRKK�EJ[VUFH�HIJ�NCDEU�FD�HIJ�0JHHKJLJDH�5CDE�4QQVCDH�RDE�WFKK�EFUYCSUJ�HIJ�NCDEU�FD�HIJ�LRDDJS�RDE�RH�HIJ�HFLJU�UJH�NVSHI�FD�HIFU�0JHHKJLJDH�4GSJJLJDHZ�FDQKCEFDG�[RTFDG�HIJ�-DEFXFECRK�0JHHKJLJDH�1RTLJDHUZ�6KRUU�6VCDUJK�5JJU�4WRSEZ�6KRUU�6VCDUJK�6VUHU�4WRSEZ�0JHHKJLJDH�4ELFDFUHSRHFVD�6VUHUZ�1KRFDHFNN]U�0JSXFQJ�4WRSEZ�RDE�14̂ 4�4WRSE�WFHIFD�HJD�O;BP�QRKJDERS�ERTU�NVKKVWFDG�HIJ�ERHJ�VD�WIFQI�9JNJDERDHU�NCDE�HIJ�0JHHKJLJDH*�;B*;*=�:JUVKXFDG�9FU[CHJU�:JGRSEFDG�6KRUU�-DNVSLRHFVD�_�1RT�1JSFVEU\�9JNJDERDH]U�YCUFDJUU�SJQVSEU�WFKK�GVXJSD�NVS�[CS[VUJU�VN�RELFDFUHJSFDG�HIJ�UJHHKJLJDH*��9JNJDERDH�WFKK�CUJ�FHU�YJUH�JNNVSHU�HV�FEJDHFNTZ�QVKKJQHZ�RDE�[SVXFEJ�RQQCSRHJ�6KRUU�-DNVSLRHFVD�HV�HIJ�0JHHKJLJDH�4ELFDFUHSRHVS*��9JNJDERDHU]�YCUFDJUU�SJQVSEU�RSJ�[SJUCLJE�HV�YJ�RQQCSRHJ�RDE�QVSSJQH*����7RQI�6KRUU�8JLYJS]U�JUHFLRHJE�[RT�[JSFVEU�WVS̀JE�ECSFDG�HIJ�6KRUU�1JSFVE�WIJSJZ�FD�HIJ�URLJ�[RT�[JSFVEZ�HIJ�JL[KVTJJ�WVS̀JE�VXJSHFLJ�RDE�SJQJFXJE�R�a:JGCKRS�:RHJ�4Eb*c�[RTLJDH�WFKK�YJ�U[JQFNFJE�FD�HIJ�6KRUU�.VHFQJ*��6KRUU�8JLYJSU�QRD�QIRKKJDGJ�HIJ�JUHFLRHJE�[RT�[JSFVEU�YT�UCYLFHHFDG�FDNVSLRHFVD�RDE�EVQCLJDHRHFVD�HV�HIJ�0JHHKJLJDH�4ELFDFUHSRHVS�VD�VS�YJNVSJ�HIJ�:JU[VDUJ�9JREKFDJ�HV�UC[[VSH�HIJ�QIRKKJDGJ*��/IJ�0JHHKJLJDH�4ELFDFUHSRHVS�WFKK�DVHFNT�6KRUU�6VCDUJK�RDE�9JNJDERDHU]�QVCDUJK�VN�RDT�QIRKKJDGJU�RDE�GFXJ�9JNJDERDHU�HIJ�V[[VSHCDFHT�HV�FDXJUHFGRHJ�HIJ�QIRKKJDGJ*��/IJ�0JHHKJLJDH�4ELFDFUHSRHVS]U�EJHJSLFDRHFVD�WFKK�YJ�NFDRK�RDE�YFDEFDG�RDE�LCUH�YJ�LREJ�[SFVS�HV�HIJ�5FDRK�4[[SVXRK�dJRSFDG*��-D�SJUVKXFDG�EFU[CHJUZ�RDT�HFLJKT�RDE�UCQQJUUNCK�QIRKKJDGJU�WFKK�[VHJDHFRKKT�RNNJQH�VDKT�IVW�HIJ�.JH�9FUHSFYCHFVD�5CDE�FU�R[[VSHFVDJE�HV�1RSHFQF[RHFDG�6KRUU�8JLYJSU�RDE�14̂ 4�7L[KVTJJU�YCH�QRDDVH�SJUCKH�FD�9JNJDERDHU�[RTFDG�RDT�GSJRHJS�RLVCDH�HV�NCDE�HIFU�0JHHKJLJDH�HIRD�HIJ�LReFLCL�/VHRK�0JHHKJLJDH�4LVCDH�U[JQFNFJE�FD�HIFU�0JHHKJLJDH�4GSJJLJDH*�6KRUU�8JLYJSUZ�14̂ 4�7L[KVTJJUZ�RDE�VHIJS�QCSSJDH�VS�NVSLJS�JL[KVTJJU�IRXJ�DV�SFGIH�HV�RUUJSH�RDT�QKRFL�HIRH�HIJT�WJSJ�FL[SV[JSKT�JeQKCEJE�NSVL�HIJ�0JHHKJLJDH�VS�HIRH�HIJFS�FDEFXFECRK�[RTLJDH�WRU�FL[SV[JSKT�QRKQCKRHJE�HISVCGI�FGDVSRDQJZ�VXJSUFGIHZ�JSSVS�VS�VHIJSWFUJ�RNHJS�HIJ�
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0CDDECFCGD�4HFIGIJDKLDMKNJ�HIJDKIOPDIMG�MQ�-GHIRIHPLE�0CDDECFCGD�1LSFCGDJ�IG�LTTMKHLGTC�UIDV�DVIJ�4WKCCFCGD�LGH�DVC�6MPKDNJ�5IGLE�4XXKMRLE�,KHCK*���;B*(�.M�7QQCTD�MG�7FXEMSCC�YCGCQIDJ*�/VC�-GHIRIHPLE�0CDDECFCGD�1LSFCGDJ�FLHC�DM�1LKDITIXLDIGW�6ELJJ�8CFOCKJ�LGH�14Z4�1LSFCGDJ�FLHC�DM�14Z4�7FXEMSCCJ�PGHCK�DVIJ�4WKCCFCGD�JVLEE�GMD�OC�PDIEI[CH�DM�TLETPELDC�LGS�LHHIDIMGLE�OCGCQIDJ�PGHCK�LGS�6MEECTDIRC�YLKWLIGIGW�4WKCCFCGDJ\�PGIMG]JXMGJMKCH�OCGCQIDJ\�LGĤMK�OCGCQID�XELGJ�DM�UVITV�LGS�1LKDITIXLDIGW�6ELJJ�8CFOCKJ�MK�6ELJJ�8CFOCKJ�MK�14Z4�7FXEMSCCJ�FLS�OC�CEIWIOEC\�IGTEPHIGW\�OPD�GMD�EIFIDCH�DM_��XKMQID]JVLKIGW�XELGJ\�OMGPJ�XELGJ\�=B;̀ab�XELGJ\�JDMTa�XPKTVLJC�XELGJ\�RLTLDIMG�XELGJ\�JITa�ECLRC�XELGJ\�1/,�XELGJ\�LGH�LGS�MDVCK�OCGCQID�XELG*��:LDVCK\�ID�IJ�DVC�1LKDICJN�IGDCGDIMG�DVLD�DVIJ�4WKCCFCGD�UIEE�GMD�LQQCTD�LGS�KIWVDJ\�TMGDKIOPDIMGJ\�MK�LFMPGDJ�DM�UVITV�LGS�1LKDITIXLDIGW�6ELJJ�8CFOCKJ\�6ELJJ�8CFOCKJ�LGH�14Z4�7FXEMSCCJ�FLS�OC�CGDIDECH�PGHCK�LGS�OCGCQID�XELGJ*��ccd� efghijjklimng�opmqfgfmlgd��;;*;�.M�4HFIJJIMG�MQ�3ILOIEIDS*��9CQCGHLGDJ\�MG�OCVLEQ�MQ�DVCFJCERCJ�LGH�DVC�KCJXCTDIRC�:CECLJCH�1LKDICJ\�JXCTIQITLEES�HCGS�LEE�MQ�DVC�LEECWLDIMGJ�IG�DVC�MXCKLDIRC�6MFXELIGD�LGH�IG�DVC�+PES�(>\�(B;A�14Z4�ECDDCK�1ELIGDIQQ�QIECH�UIDV�DVC�3r94�XKIMK�DM�OKIGWIGW�DVC�4TDIMG*��9CQCGHLGDJ�QPKDVCK�HCGS�DVC�LEECWLDIMGJ�DVLD�DVC�6ELJJ�8CFOCKJ�LGH�14Z4�7FXEMSCCJ�UCKC�VLKFCH�OS�DVC�TMGHPTD�LEECWCH�IG�DVC�4TDIMG*��/VIJ�0CDDECFCGD�4WKCCFCGD�IJ�L�TMFXKMFIJC�MQ�VIWVES�HIJXPDCH�TELIFJ*��.MDVIGW�TMGDLIGCH�IG�DVIJ�0CDDECFCGD�4WKCCFCGD�LGH�GM�HMTPFCGDJ�KCQCKKCH�DM�VCKCIG�LGH�GM�LTDIMG�DLaCG�DM�TLKKS�MPD�DVIJ�0CDDECFCGD�4WKCCFCGD�FLS�OC�TMGJDKPCH�MK�PJCH�LJ�LG�LHFIJJIMG�OS�MK�LWLIGJD�9CQCGHLGDJ�MK�LGS�MQ�DVC�:CECLJCH�1LKDICJ�MQ�LGS�QLPED\�UKMGWHMIGW\�MK�EILOIEIDS�UVLDJMCRCK*��9CQCGHLGDJ�KCJCKRC�DVC�KIWVD�DM�LJJCKD�LGS�LGH�LEE�LRLIELOEC�HCQCGJCJ�DM�DVC�6ELIFJ�IG�DVIJ�4TDIMG�IG�DVC�CRCGD�DVIJ�0CDDECFCGD�HMCJ�GMD�OCTMFC�QIGLE�LGH�OIGHIGW�QMK�LGS�KCLJMG*�;;*(�.PEEIQITLDIMG�MQ�0CDDECFCGD�4WKCCFCGD*��-G�DVC�CRCGD_�̀;b�DVC�6MPKD�HMCJ�GMD�CGDCK�MK�LFCGH�DVC�1KCEIFIGLKS�4XXKMRLE�,KHCK�LJ�XKMRIHCH�VCKCIGs�̀(b�DVC�6MPKD�HMCJ�GMD�CGDCK�L�5IGLE�4XXKMRLE�,KHCK�LJ�XKMRIHCH�VCKCIGs�MK�̀<b�DVC�DVC�7QQCTDIRC�9LDC�HMCJ�GMD�MTTPK�QMK�LGS�MDVCK�KCLJMG\�DVIJ�0CDDECFCGD�4WKCCFCGD�JVLEE�OC�GPEE�LGH�RMIH�LGH�LGS�MKHCK�CGDCKCH�OS�DVC�6MPKD�IG�QPKDVCKLGTC�MQ�DVIJ�0CDDECFCGD�JVLEE�OC�DKCLDCH�LJ�RMIH�QKMF�DVC�OCWIGGIGW*��-G�JPTV�TLJC\�DVC�1LKDICJ�JVLEE�OC�KCDPKGCH�DM�DVCIK�KCJXCTDIRC�JDLDPJCJ�LJ�MQ�DVC�HLDC�LGH�DIFC�IFFCHILDCES�XKIMK�DM�DVC�CtCTPDIMG�MQ�DVIJ�0CDDECFCGD�
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4CDEEFEGH�IGJ�HKE�1IDHLEM�MKINN�ODPQEEJ�LG�INN�DEMOEQHM�IM�LR�HKLM�0EHHNEFEGH�4CDEEFEGH�KIJ�GPH�SEEG�ETEQUHEJV�ETQEOH�HKIH�IGW�0EHHNEFEGH�4JFLGLMHDIHLPG�6PMHM�INDEIJW�LGQUDDEJ�SW�HKE�0EHHNEFEGH�4JFLGLMHDIHPD�MKINN�SE�OILJ�SW�HKE�1IDHLEM�LG�EXUIN�MKIDEM*��-G�HKE�EYEGH�IG�IOOEIN�LM�RLNEJ�RDPF�HKE�6PUDHZM�5LGIN�4OODPYIN�,DJED�PD�RDPF�IG�PDJED�DE[EQHLGC�IGW�FPHLPG�HP�LGHEDYEGEV�PD�IGW�PHKED�IOOENNIHE�DEYLE\�LM�MPUCKHV�0EHHNEFEGH�IJFLGLMHDIHLPG�MKINN�SE�MHIWEJ�OEGJLGC�RLGIN�DEMPNUHLPG�PR�HKE�IOOEIN�IGJ�9EREGJIGH�\LNN�GPH�SE�DEXULDEJ�HP�RUGJ�HKLM�0EHHNEFEGH�UGHLN�IGJ�UGNEMM�HKE�7RREQHLYE�9IHE�LM�DEIQKEJ*�;;*<�7TKLSLHM�IGJ�]EIJLGCM*��/KE�HEDFM�PR�HKLM�0EHHNEFEGH�4CDEEFEGH�LGQNUJE�HKE�HEDFM�MEH�RPDHK�LG�̂_̀abacd�efg�IHHIQKEJV�\KLQK�IDE�LGQPDOPDIHEJ�SW�HKLM�DEREDEGQE�IM�HKPUCK�RUNNW�MEH�RPDHK�KEDELG*��4NN�̂_̀abacd�efg�HP�HKLM�0EHHNEFEGH�4CDEEFEGH�IDE�IG�LGHECDIN�OIDH�PR�HKE�0EHHNEFEGH*��/KE�JEMQDLOHLYE�KEIJLGCM�PR�IGW�OIDICDIOKM�PD�MEQHLPGM�PR�HKLM�0EHHNEFEGH�4CDEEFEGH�IDE�LGMEDHEJ�RPD�QPGYEGLEGQE�PGNW�IGJ�JP�GPH�QPGMHLHUHE�I�OIDH�PR�HKLM�0EHHNEFEGH�4CDEEFEGH*�;;*=�-GHEDLF�0HIW�PR�1DPQEEJLGCM*��/KE�1IDHLEM�ICDEE�HP�MHIW�INN�ODPQEEJLGCM�LG�HKE�4QHLPGV�ETQEOH�MUQK�ODPQEEJLGCM�GEQEMMIDW�HP�LFONEFEGH�IGJ�QPFONEHE�HKE�0EHHNEFEGHV�OEGJLGC�HKE�5LGIN�4OODPYIN�]EIDLGC�HP�SE�QPGJUQHEJ�SW�HKE�6PUDH*�;;*>�4FEGJFEGH�PD�8PJLRLQIHLPG*��/KLM�0EHHNEFEGH�4CDEEFEGH�FIW�SE�IFEGJEJ�PD�FPJLRLEJ�PGNW�SW�I�\DLHHEG�LGMHDUFEGH�MLCGEJ�SW�9EREGME�6PUGMEN�IGJ�6NIMM�6PUGMEN�PD�HKELD�MUQQEMMPDMhLGhLGHEDEMH*�;;*?�7GHLDE�4CDEEFEGH*��/KLM�0EHHNEFEGH�4CDEEFEGH�IGJ�HKE�IHHIQKEJ�̂ _̀abacd�efg�QPGMHLHUHE�HKE�EGHLDE�ICDEEFEGH�IFPGC�HKE�1IDHLEMV�IGJ�GP�PDIN�PD�\DLHHEG�DEODEMEGHIHLPGMV�\IDDIGHLEM�PD�LGJUQEFEGHM�KIYE�SEEG�FIJE�HP�IGW�1IDHW�QPGQEDGLGC�HKLM�0EHHNEFEGH�4CDEEFEGH�PD�LHM�̂_̀abacd�efg�PHKED�HKIG�HKE�DEODEMEGHIHLPGMV�\IDDIGHLEM�IGJ�QPYEGIGHM�QPGHILGEJ�IGJ�FEFPDLINLiEJ�LG�HKE�0EHHNEFEGH�4CDEEFEGH�IGJ�̂_̀abacd�efg*�;;*@�4UHKPDLiIHLPG�HP�7GHED�-GHP�0EHHNEFEGH�4CDEEFEGH*��9EREGME�6PUGMEN�IGJ�6NIMM�6PUGMEN�\IDDIGH�IGJ�DEODEMEGH�HKEW�IDE�ETODEMMNW�IUHKPDLiEJ�SW�HKE�1IDHLEM�\KPF�HKEW�DEODEMEGH�HP�GECPHLIHE�HKLM�0EHHNEFEGH�4CDEEFEGH�IGJ�HP�HIjE�INN�IOODPODLIHE�IQHLPGM�DEXULDEJ�PD�OEDFLHHEJ�HP�SE�HIjEG�SW�MUQK�1IDHLEM�OUDMUIGH�HP�HKLM�0EHHNEFEGH�4CDEEFEGH�HP�ERREQHUIHE�LHM�HEDFM*��/KE�OEDMPG�MLCGLGC�HKLM�0EHHNEFEGH�4CDEEFEGH�PG�SEKINR�PR�8IDIHKPG�1EHDPNEUF�3PCLMHLQM�0EDYLQEM�336�IGJ�8IDIHKPG�1EHDPNEUF�6PFOIGW�31�DEODEMEGHM�IGJ�\IDDIGHM�HKIH�MkKE�LM�IUHKPDLiEJ�HP�MLCG�HKLM�0EHHNEFEGH�
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Settlement Agreement shall be effective for all purposes as though the signatures contained therein 

were original signatures. 

IT IS SO AGREED: 

Dated: , 2022 
ROBERT VEGA 
PLAINTIFF 

Dated: , 2022 By: 

Name: 

Title: 
DEFENDANT MARATHON PETROLEUM 
LOGISTICS SERVICES LLC 

Dated: ,2022 By: 

Name: 

Title: 
DEFENDANT MARATHON PETROLEUM 
COMPANY LP 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

Dated:  _______________, 2022 

BRIAN J. MANKIN 
PETER J. CARLSON 
LAUBY MANKIN & LAUBY, LLP 

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
ROBERT VEGA 

Dated:  _______________, 2022 

JODY LANDRY 
JOSHUA LEVINE 
KARA COLE 

Attorneys for Defendants 
MARATHON PETROLEUM LOGISTICS 
SERVICES LLC and MARATHON 
PETROLEUM COMPANY LP 

END OF DOCUMENT 

December 15

December 15
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JOSH LEVINE
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BRIAN J. MANKIN, Bar No. 216228 
brian@lmlfirm.com 
PETER J. CARLSON, Bar No. 295611 
peter@lmlfirm.com 
LAUBY MANKIN & LAUBY, LLP 
4590 Allstate Drive 
Riverside, CA  92501 
Telephone: 951.320.1444 
Fax No.: 951.320.1445 

Attorneys for ROBERT VEGA 
 

JODY A. LANDRY, Bar No. 125743 
jlandry@littler.com 
JOSHUA D. LEVINE, Bar No. 239563 
jdlevine@littler.com 
KARA A. COLE, Bar No. 306515 
kcole@littler.com  
LITTLER MENDELSON, P.C. 
501 W. Broadway, Suite 900 
San Diego, CA  92101.3577 
Telephone: 619.232.0441 
Fax No.: 619.232.4302 

Attorneys for Defendant 
MARATHON PETROLEUM LOGISTICS 
SERVICES LLC and MARATHON PETROLEUM 
COMPANY LP 

 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

ROBERT VEGA, individually, on a 
representative basis, and on behalf of all 
others similarly situated; 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

MARATHON PETROLEUM LOGISTICS 
SERVICES LLC, a Delaware Limited 
Liability Company; MARATHON 
PETROLEUM COMPANY LP, a 
Delaware Limited Partnership; and DOES 
1 through 20, inclusive; 

Defendants. 

Case No.  20STCV19405 

ASSIGNED FOR ALL PURPOSES TO 
JUDGE MAREN NELSON DEPT. 17 

SECOND REVISED JOINT STIPULATION 
OF CLASS AND PAGA 
REPRESENTATIVE ACTION 
SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE 

 
 

 
Trial Date:  TBD 
Complaint Filed:  May 21, 2020 
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This Second Revised Joint Stipulation of Class and PAGA Representative Action Settlement 

and Release (the “Settlement Agreement” or “Settlement”) is made and entered into by and between 

the following parties: Plaintiff Robert Vega (“Vega” or “Plaintiff”), individually, on a representative 

basis, and on behalf of all others similarly situated whom he seeks to represent for settlement purposes, 

and Defendants Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services LLC (“MPLS”) and Marathon Petroleum 

Company LP (collectively “Defendants” or “Marathon Petroleum”) (collectively, the “Parties”).  

Subject to the approval of the Court, the Parties agree that the above-captioned Action (defined below) 

is compromised and settled pursuant to the terms and conditions set forth below.  

1. DEFINITIONS. 

Unless otherwise defined, capitalized terms used in this Settlement Agreement shall have the 

meanings set forth below: 

1.1 “Action” means the matter captioned Robert Vega v. Marathon Petroleum Logistics 

Services LLC, et al., Case No. 20STCV19405, pending in Los Angeles Superior Court. 

1.2 “Class Claims” means all claims for any debts, liabilities, demands, obligations, 

guarantees, penalties, damages, interest, attorneys’ fees, costs, and/or other amounts or relief 

recoverable under state or other applicable law that Plaintiff asserted or could have asserted in the 

Action – on behalf of himself and the putative Class Members – based on the facts alleged in Plaintiff’s 

Complaint and/or arising out of a claim for Failure to Provide Accurate Itemized Wage Statements 

(Lab. Code § 226), whether for economic or non-economic damages, restitution, injunctive relief or 

statutory penalties.      

1.3 “Class Counsel” means Brian J. Mankin, Esq. and Peter J. Carlson, Esq. of the law 

firm Lauby Mankin & Lauby, LLP. 

1.4 “Class Counsel Costs Award” means the expenses and costs incurred by Class 

Counsel for Class Counsel’s litigation and resolution of this Action, as awarded by the Court, which 

may not exceed Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000).   

1.5 “Class Counsel Fees Award” means the attorneys’ fees for Class Counsel’s litigation 

and resolution of this Action, as awarded by the Court, which may not exceed One Hundred Thirty-

Seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($137,500).one-third of the Total Settlement Amount, or Fifty-
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Five Thousand Dollars ($55,000).  Any attorneys’ fees or litigation costs not awarded by the Court 

will be added to the Net Distribution Fund and distributed to Participating Class Members.   

1.6 “Class Information” means the full name, last known address, social security number, 

and pay periods worked by Class Members and PAGA Employees where, in the same pay period, s/he 

worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” payment (sometimes also referred to as a 

“Regular Rate Adj Sched” payment).  Defendants will compile a Confidential Microsoft Excel 

spreadsheet containing the Class Information developed in good faith using best efforts from its 

records and provide it to the Settlement Administrator as a Confidential document pursuant to the 

Stipulated Protective Order in this Action.  Because Class Members’ sensitive personal information is 

included in the Class Information, the Settlement Administrator shall maintain the Class Information 

securely and in confidence pursuant to the Protective Order in this case.  Access to such Class 

Information shall be limited to employees of the Settlement Administrator with a need to use the Class 

Information for administration of the Settlement. The Settlement Administrator will take all necessary 

measures to adequately secure the information. 

1.7 “Class Members” or “Class” means all current and former non-exempt employees 

employed by Defendant Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services LLC in the State of California who, 

in the same pay period, worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” payment from April 6, 

2019 through the end of 2021 (i.e., December 31, 2021). Defendant’s records reflect that 

approximately 349 individuals would qualify as “Class Members” and they worked approximately 

8,897 pay periods from the start of the Class/PAGA Period (i.e., April 6, 2019) through the end of 

December 2021the Preliminary Approval Date.  

1.8 “Class Member Released Claims” means the Class Claims from which Participating 

Class Members are fully releasing the Released Parties under this Settlement from April 6, 2019 

through the end of the Class Period, including all claims for any debts, liabilities, demands, obligations, 

guarantees, penalties, damages, interest, attorneys’ fees, costs, and/or other amounts or relief 

recoverable under state or other applicable law that Plaintiff asserted or could have asserted in the 

Action – on behalf of himself and the putative Class Members – based on the facts alleged in Plaintiff’s 

Complaint and/or arising out of a claim for Failure to Provide Accurate Itemized Wage Statements 
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(Lab. Code § 226), whether for economic or non-economic damages, restitution, injunctive relief or 

statutory penalties. 

1.9 “Class Period” means the period from April 6, 2019 through the end of 2021 (i.e., 

December 31, 2021)the Preliminary Approval Date.  

1.10 “Complaint” means the operative Complaint in the Action. 

1.11 “Complete and General Release” means an irrevocable and unconditional release 

given only by the named Plaintiff in the Action (i.e., Vega), releasing the Released Parties from any 

and all charges, complaints, claims, causes of action, debts, sums of money, controversies, agreements, 

promises, damages and liabilities of any kind or nature whatsoever, both at law and equity, known or 

unknown, suspected or unsuspected, arising from conduct occurring during or related to Plaintiff’s 

employment and/or the Action, including but not limited to all of the Class Claims and including 

without limitation all actions, claims and grievances, whether actual or potential, known or unknown, 

related, incidental to or arising out of any act or omission committed or omitted by the Released Parties 

during or related to Plaintiff’s employment with or separation from Marathon Petroleum, including 

any and all actions, claims and grievances, whether actual or potential, known or unknown, related, 

incidental that arose or may have arisen before or through the end of the Class Period and/or arising 

out of Plaintiff’s employment with Marathon Petroleum and/or the cessation thereof.  This release 

includes a waiver of California Civil Code section 1542.  This release by Plaintiff also includes, but is 

not limited to, a release of all claims under (a) the California Civil Code, (b) the California Fair 

Employment and Housing Act, (c) Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 

2000e et. seq., (d) the Employment Act of 1967, (e) the Civil Rights Act of 1991, (f) the Civil Rights 

Act of 1866 and 1870, (g) 42 U.S.C. § 1981, as amended, (h) Executive Order 11246, (i) the Americans 

with Disabilities Act 42 U.S.C. § 12101, et. seq., as amended, (j) the Family and Medical Leave Act, 

as amended, (k) the Equal Pay Act of 1963, as amended, (l) the Immigration and Reform Control Act, 

as amended, (m) any other state, federal, and local law, regulation and ordinance dealing with 

discrimination in employment, disability, wrongful discharge, and retaliation for exercising any right 

or participating or engaging in any activity, (n) the Occupational Safety and Health Act, as amended, 

(o) the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, as amended, (p) the Employment Retirement Income Security 
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Act of 1974, as amended (except vested benefits), (q) the Worker Adjustment and Benefit Protection 

Act of 1990, as amended, (r) the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act, as amended, (s) 

any federal, state or common law claim or cause of action for breach of contract, wrongful discharge, 

constructive discharge, retaliation, defamation, slander, libel, intentional or negligent infliction of 

emotional distress, misrepresentation, fraud, promissory estoppel, any other tort or negligence claim, 

or obligations arising out of any of Defendant’s employment policies or practices, employee 

handbooks, and/or any statements by any employee or agent of Defendant whether oral or written, and 

(t) any federal, state or common law claim or cause of action for reinstatement, back pay, bonus, 

attorneys’ fees, compensatory damages, costs, front pay, any form of equitable or declaratory relief, 

liquidated damages, emotional distress, personal injury, punitive damages, pain and suffering, medical 

expenses, damage to reputation, damage for personal, emotional or economic injury or damage of any 

kind. This provision is intended by the Parties to be all-encompassing and to act as a full and total 

release of any claims, whether specifically enumerated herein or not, that Plaintiff might have or have 

had, that exists or ever has existed related to his employment with or separation from Defendants. 

1.12 “Court” means the Superior Court of the State of California, County of Los Angeles. 

1.13 “Defendants” means the named Defendants in the Action, Marathon Petroleum 

Logistics Services LLC (“MPLS”) and Marathon Petroleum Company LP. 

1.14 “Defense Counsel” means Jody Landry, Esq., Joshua D. Levine, Esq. and Kara A. 

Cole, Esq. of the law firm Littler Mendelson, P.C. 

1.15 “Effective Date” means the date by which this Settlement is finally approved as 

provided herein, the Court’s Final Approval Order becomes binding, and Defendants have funded the 

Settlement in accordance with the terms set forth in this Agreement.  For purposes of this Settlement 

Agreement, the Final Approval Order becomes binding and Effective upon the later of: (1) the day 

after the last day by which a notice of appeal to the California Court of Appeal of the Final Approval 

Order and/or of an order rejecting any motion to intervene may be timely filed, and none is filed, which 

the Parties agree will be 65 calendar days after the notice of an order granting final approval of the 

Settlement is served, provided there have been no appeals filed within that time, plus; (2) if such an 

appeal is filed, and the appeal is finally resolved and results in affirmation of the Final Approval Order, 
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the day after the last date for filing a request for further review of the California Court of Appeals’ 

decision passes and no further review is requested; (3) if further review of the California Court of 

Appeal’s decision is requested, the day after the request for review is denied with prejudice and/or no 

further review of the decision can be requested, or (4) if review is accepted, the day after the California 

Supreme Court affirms the Final Approval Order.  The Effective Date cannot occur, and Defendants 

will not be obligated to fund this Settlement, until and unless there is no possibility of an appeal, writ, 

or further appeal that could potentially prevent this Settlement Agreement from becoming final and 

binding. 

1.16 “Final Approval Hearing” means the hearing held to determine whether the Court 

will enter a Final Approval Order finally approving this Settlement. 

1.17 “Final Approval Order” means the Court’s entry of an order finally approving the 

Settlement and entering judgment in accordance therewith substantially in the form attached hereto as 

Exhibit C. 

1.18 “Individual Settlement Payment” means the amount payable from the Net 

Distribution Fund that the Settlement Administrator will pay to each Participating Class Member, as 

calculated pursuant to Paragraphs 4.2.5.1 and 4.2.5.2 below. 

1.19  “Net Distribution Fund” means the Total Settlement Amount, less the amounts 

allotted to: (1) the Class Counsel Fees Award (up to $137,50055,000), (2) the Class Counsel Costs 

Award (up to $10,000), (3) the Service Award for Plaintiff (up to $5,000), (4) the 75% of the PAGA 

Award to be paid to the California Labor and Workforce Development Agency (“LWDA”) 

($23,7607,500); (5) Individual Settlement Payments to Participating Class Members and PAGA 

Employees (as further specified below); and (6) Settlement Administration Costs (up to $9,7506,000).  

Individual Settlement Payments to Participating Class Members will be paid out of the Net 

Distribution Fund.  

1.20 “Notice of Objection” means an objection to this Settlement by Class Members by (1) 

appearing at the Final Approval Hearing and communicating an objection to the Court and/or (2) 

submitting a written objection to the Settlement Administrator by the Response Deadline as further 

set forth in Paragraph 8.2 below and the proposed Class Notice (Exhibit “A”).  
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1.21 “Notice of Settlement” or “Class Notice” means the Notice of Class Action 

Settlement (in both English and Spanish versions) that the Settlement Administrator will mail to Class 

Members to apprise them of this Settlement (substantially in the form attached hereto as Exhibit A). 

1.22  “PAGA Award” means Ten Thousand Dollars ($31,68010,000) of the Total 

Settlement Amount that the Parties have allocated to PAGA penalties (i.e., the PAGA Award), 75% 

of which ($23,7607,500) will be remitted to the LWDA and 25% ($7,9202,500) of which will remain 

in the Net Distribution Fund and be distributed on a prorated basis based on the pay periods each 

PAGA Employee worked during the PAGA Period.  This payment will be considered part of the 

amount allocated to penalties in the Individual Settlement Payments to Participating Class Members.  

Class Members who are also PAGA Employees and submit a Request for Exclusion will receive only 

a payment for their prorated portion of the 25% of the PAGA Award available for distribution to 

PAGA Employees (who cannot opt out of the PAGA portion of the Settlement).   

1.23 “PAGA Claims” means any and all claims Plaintiff asserted or could have asserted in 

the Action under PAGA for Failure to Provide Accurate Itemized Wage Statements (Cal. Labor Code 

§§ 226 and 2698, et seq.), on behalf of himself, the State of California and PAGA Employees for 

damages recoverable under PAGA, including civil penalties, interest, attorneys’ fees, costs, and any 

other relief recoverable under California Labor Code § 2698, et seq.   

1.24  “PAGA Employees” means Class Members employed during the PAGA Period.  

PAGA Employees cannot opt out of the PAGA portion of this Settlement. However, they may opt out 

of the Settlement of the Class Claims provided they timely submit a Request for Exclusion. 

1.25 “PAGA Period” means the period from April 6, 2019 through the end of 2021 (i.e., 

December 31, 2021)the Preliminary Approval Date. 

1.26 “PAGA Released Claims” means the PAGA Claims from which Plaintiff, the PAGA 

Employees, and the State of California are fully releasing the Released Parties under this Settlement 

from April 6, 2019 through the end of the PAGA Period, including any and all claims Plaintiff asserted 

or could have asserted in the Action under PAGA based on the facts alleged in Plaintiff’s Complaint 

for Failure to Provide Accurate Itemized Wage Statements (Cal. Labor Code §§ 226 and 2698, et seq.) 

and/or based on the Class Member Released Claims, on behalf of himself, the State of California and 
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PAGA Employees for damages recoverable under PAGA, including civil penalties, interest, attorneys’ 

fees, costs, and any other relief recoverable under California Labor Code § 2698, et seq. 

1.27 “Parties” means Plaintiff and Defendants and “Party” shall mean either Plaintiff or 

Defendants. 

1.28 “Plaintiff” or “Class Representative” means Plaintiff Robert Vega. 

1.29 “Participating Class Members” means Class Members who do not submit a timely 

Request for Exclusion from this Settlement.   

1.30 “Preliminary Approval Date” means the later of the date the Court enters the 

Preliminary Approval Order or any amendment thereto confirming the revised settlement terms set 

forth in this Agreement. 

1.31 “Preliminary Approval Order” means the later of the Court’s entry of an order 

preliminarily approving this Settlement (substantially in the form attached hereto as Exhibit B) or any 

amendment thereto confirming the revised settlement terms set forth in this Agreement.   

1.32 “Released Parties” means Defendants Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services LLC 

and Marathon Petroleum Company LP, and each of their respective subsidiaries, affiliates and/or 

parents, attorneys, and each of their respective successors and predecessors in interest; all of their 

respective officers, directors, employees, administrators, fiduciaries, trustees, beneficiaries and agents; 

and each of their past, present and future officers, directors, shareholders, employees, agents, 

principals, heirs, representatives, accountants, auditors, consultants, insurers and reinsurers. 

1.33 “Request for Exclusion” means a timely written request by a Class Member to exclude 

herself/himself from the Settlement, which must be completed and mailed in the manner set forth in 

this Settlement Agreement and the Notice of Settlement. 

1.34 “Response Deadline” means the date forty-five (45) calendar days after the Settlement 

Administrator mails the Notice of Settlement to Class Members, or fourteen (14) calendar days after 

the re-mailing of any Notice of Settlement to any Class Member, whichever is later, and shall be the 

last date on which Class Members may timely postmark Requests for Exclusion or Notices of 

Objection to the Settlement. 
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1.35 “Service Award” means the amount the Court awards Plaintiff for his efforts in 

assisting with the prosecution of the Action and as consideration for executing this Settlement 

Agreement and agreeing to a general release of all claims against Defendants, which shall not exceed 

$5,000.  Plaintiff’s Service Award is subject to approval from the Court and will be paid only from 

the Total Settlement Amount.  Any portion of the Service Award not awarded by the Court will be 

added to the Net Distribution Fund and distributed to Participating Class Members.   

1.36  “Settlement” means the disposition of the Action pursuant to this Settlement 

Agreement. 

1.37 “Settlement Administration Costs” means the reasonable and necessary costs 

incurred by the Settlement Administrator and awarded by the Court from the Total Settlement Amount, 

which may not exceed Nine Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Six Thousand Dollars ($9,7506,000), 

unless otherwise approved by the Parties and Court.  Settlement Administration Costs include but are 

not limited to: the costs of Class Notice, any required reporting by the Settlement Administrator to 

federal and state agencies, establishing a qualified settlement fund for Defendants to deposit the Total 

Settlement Amount (from which the Settlement Administrator will pay the Court-approved Class 

Counsel Fees Award, the Class Counsel Costs Award, the Service Award for Plaintiff, the PAGA 

Award, Settlement Administration Costs and Individual Settlement Payments to Participating Class 

Members and PAGA Employees, as specified herein); receiving and responding to inquiries from 

Class Members about the Settlement; calculating and distributing settlement payments to Participating 

Class Members and PAGA Employees as specified herein; calculating, processing, and remitting all 

withholding taxes or other legally-required taxes (if any) and handling any required tax reporting; 

processing any Notices of Objection and Requests for Exclusion; providing declarations and reporting 

to the Court and Parties; and performing all of the tasks for which the Settlement Administrator is 

retained as further specified below and/or which the Settlement Administrator must perform pursuant 

to orders of the Court.  The Parties agree that the Settlement Administration Costs shall be paid 

exclusively from the Total Settlement Amount and that Defendants shall not be responsible for the 

payment of any additional Settlement Administration Costs separate from or in addition to those paid 

from the Total Settlement Amount. 
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1.38 “Settlement Administrator” means Phoenix Settlement Administrators.  Phoenix 

Settlement Administrators is a California-based settlement administrator that specializes in class 

action settlement administration and has been approved to administer, and successfully administered, 

numerous class and PAGA settlements throughout the state for years.  Additional information 

regarding Phoenix Settlement Administrators is available at: http://www.phoenixclassaction.com/ . 

1.39 “Settlement Agreement” or “Settlement” or “Agreement” means this Second 

Revised Joint Stipulation of Class Action Settlement and Release executed by all Parties. 

1.40 “Settlement Fund Account” means the bank account established pursuant to the terms 

of this Settlement Agreement, from which all monies payable under the terms of this Settlement shall 

be paid, as set forth herein. 

1.41 “Total Settlement Amount” means Four Hundred Fifty-Five Thousand Two Hundred 

Ninety Dollars ($455,290)One Hundred and Sixty-Five Thousand Dollars ($165,000), which is the 

maximum amount that Marathon Petroleum is providing under this Settlement Agreement in order to 

settle the Action in its entirety.  The Total Settlement Amount shall constitute the entire consideration 

provided by Marathon Petroleum pursuant to this Settlement Agreement and Marathon Petroleum 

shall not be required to pay any amount above the Total Settlement Amount in connection with this 

Settlement. 

1.42 “Void Date” means the date by which any checks issued to Participating Class 

Members and PAGA Employees shall become void, i.e., on the 181st calendar day after mailing. 

1.43 “1542 Waiver” means an express waiver, to the fullest extent permitted by law, of the 

provisions, rights and benefits of Section 1542 of the California Civil Code, or any other similar 

provision under federal or state law, which Section provides:   

A general release does not extend to claims that the creditor or releasing party 

does not know or suspect to exist in his or her favor at the time of executing the 

release and that, if known by him or her, would have materially affected his or 

her settlement with the debtor or released party. 
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2. RECITALS. 

2.1 The Parties. 

Plaintiff Robert Vega is a former, unionized transport driver employed by Marathon Petroleum 

Logistics Services LLC (“MPLS”) who separated from the company on June 10, 2019.  Marathon 

Petroleum Company LP is the parent company of MPLS and does not employ any non-exempt 

employees in California. 

2.2 Procedural History and Informal Discovery and Investigation.  Plaintiff filed this 

lawsuit on May 21, 2020.  Plaintiff also submitted a notice letter to the California Labor and Workforce 

Development Agency (“LWDA”) on July 25, 2019, (to exhaust his required administrative remedies 

to bring a PAGA claim) before filing this lawsuit.  Plaintiff’s operative Complaint alleges two causes 

of action for: (1) Failure to Provide Accurate Itemized Wage Statements (Lab. Code § 226); and (2) 

PAGA Civil Penalties for Failure to Provide Accurate Itemized Wage Statements (Lab. Code §§ 2698, 

et seq.). 

In support of his two causes of action, Plaintiff alleged that Defendants’ wage statements did 

not accurately reflect the actual overtime rate of pay (i.e. the amount of overtime compensation 

Defendants actually paid for each overtime hour worked).  More specifically, Plaintiff alleged that on 

each occasion that a Class Member earned a “Reg Rate Adj Sched” payment and worked overtime in 

a workweek, Defendant was required to calculate and pay overtime wages based on “one and one-half 

times the regular rate of pay,” as mandated by Labor Code § 510(a).  However, on such occasions, 

Plaintiff alleges the wage statements that Defendants issued to the Class only reflected the erroneous 

overtime rate of 1.5 times the base hourly rate, which failed to account for and include additional 

compensation into the overtime rate calculation. Thus, Plaintiff alleges that the “Reg Rate Adj Sched” 

line-item failed to state any applicable hours or the correct rate of pay for these overtime wages.  As a 

result, Plaintiff contends that Defendants violated Labor Code § 226(a)(9) on each occasion that it 

failed to provide wage statements that informed the employees of the accurate overtime rate of pay 

(i.e., the amount of overtime actually paid for each overtime hour worked). 

Defendants answered Plaintiff’s Complaint on October 23, 2020, generally denying Plaintiff’s 

claims and asserting affirmative defenses.  Defendants dispute that MPLS’s wage statements were 
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inaccurate or that MPLS otherwise failed to comply with Labor Code section 226.  Furthermore, 

Defendants contend that even if Plaintiff could identify a technical error in some employees’ wage 

statements (which Defendants dispute), his claims still fail for multiple reasons, including without 

limitation because he cannot establish a “knowing and intentional” violation or establish that Plaintiff 

and other employees suffered an “injury” as required by Labor Code section 226(e).   

After answering Plaintiff’s Complaint on October 23, 2020, the Parties engaged in significant 

written discovery related to the scope and parameters of the putative Class and putative PAGA 

Employee group.  Plaintiff responded to requests for production and Defendants responded to form 

and special interrogatories, requests for admission, and requests for production of documents, 

including providing responsive documents related to Plaintiff’s claims.  Defendants’ document 

production included responsive documents and policies related to Plaintiff’s claims (e.g., Marathon 

Petroleum’s payroll and overtime policies, applicable collective bargaining agreements governing 

overtime and shift differentials, and Plaintiff’s individual time and pay records during the Class 

Period).  After the exchange of written discovery, the Parties engaged in discussions regarding the 

limited nature of Plaintiff’s two causes of action and the employees at issue who earned both “Reg 

Rate Adj Sched” payments and overtime in the same pay period during the Class Period.   On March 

18, 2021, Defendants’ counsel also provided Plaintiff’s counsel with the approximate number of 

current and former non-exempt employees employed by MPLS in California who, in the same pay 

period, worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj Sched” payment from May 21, 2019 

through February 13, 2021 (the last date data was available) along with the approximate number of 

workweeks in which this occurred. 

 Given the limited nature of the claims and employees at issue, the Parties conducted detailed, 

arms-length negotiations through Class Counsel and Defense Counsel between May 7, 2021 through 

June 25, 2021.  The Parties’ discussions were based inter alia upon the Parties prior exchange of 

written discovery, documents, and the Class statistics provided by Defendants as well as relevant case 

law related to California’s wage statement requirements.  After significant negotiations, including 

multiple exchanges of written offers and counter-offers, and multiple telephone conferences between 

counsel for the Parties, the Parties were eventually able to reach an agreement as to the key terms of 
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this Settlement.   Shortly afterward, on July 9, 2021, the Parties notified the Court of the pending 

Settlement and filed a Notice of Settlement and Joint Stipulation to Vacate Class Certification 

Deadlines.  The Parties also requested that the Court vacate the pending case deadline given the 

pending settlement and to permit the parties time to complete this long-form Agreement.  On July 27, 

2021, the Court issued an Order vacating the pending class certification motion deadlines in light of 

the Parties’ pending settlement. 

2.3 Benefits of Settlement to Class Members and PAGA Employees.   

Plaintiff and Class Counsel recognize the expense and length of continued proceedings 

necessary to litigate their disputes through trial and any possible appeals.  Plaintiff has also taken into 

account the uncertainty and risk of the outcome of further litigation, the limited scope of claims alleged 

in the Complaint, as well as the difficulties and delays inherent in such litigation.  Plaintiff and Class 

Counsel are likewise aware of the burdens of proof necessary to establish liability for the Class Claims 

and PAGA Claims asserted in the Action, both generally and in response to Defendants’ defenses, and 

the potential difficulties in establishing damages for Class Members and PAGA Employees.  Plaintiff 

and Class Counsel have also taken into account Defendants’ agreement to enter into a settlement that 

confers substantial relief upon Class Members and PAGA Employees.  Based on the foregoing, 

Plaintiff and Class Counsel have determined the terms set forth in this Settlement Agreement to be 

fair, adequate, and reasonable and in the best interests of the Class Members and PAGA Employees. 

2.4 Defendants’ Reasons for Settlement.  Defendants believe Plaintiff’s individual and 

representative claims are without merit and deny all of the allegations of wrongdoing and liability. 

Defendants believe, however, that further litigation would be protracted, burdensome, 

expensive, and contrary to the best interests of MPLS and its employees.  Defendants have 

already devoted substantial time, energy, and resources to defending this litigation, and unless 

there is a settlement, that situation will continue. In light of this, Defendants believe the 

Settlement is the best way to resolve the litigation while minimizing further burden and 

expenditures.  
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3. TERMS OF SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. 

The Parties agree as follows: 

3.1 Class Certification.  Solely for the purposes of this Settlement, the Parties stipulate and 

agree that the Court certify a class of Class Members.   

3.2 Appointment of Class Representatives.  Solely for the purposes of this Settlement, the 

Parties stipulate and agree Plaintiff Robert Vega shall be appointed as representative for the Class. 

3.3 Appointment of Class Counsel.  Solely for the purposes of this Settlement, the Parties 

stipulate and agree that Brian J. Mankin, Esq. and Peter J. Carlson, Esq. of the law firm Lauby Mankin 

& Lauby, LLP shall be appointed as Class Counsel for the Class.   

3.4 Appointment of Settlement Administrator.  Solely for the purposes of this Settlement, 

the Parties stipulate and agree that Phoenix Settlement Administrators shall be retained to serve as 

Settlement Administrator.  The Settlement Administrator shall be responsible for establishing a toll-

free telephone number and a Post Office Box for receipt of Class Member communications; reviewing 

and responding to Class Member inquiries; establishing the number of relevant pay periods applying 

to each Class Member based on Defendant’s records; resolving any disputes or questions regarding  

Class Member Information and the calculation of Individual Settlement Payments and pay period 

calculations for Class Members and PAGA Employees (in accordance with Paragraph 10.1.4 below); 

translating the Notice of Settlement into Spanish; preparing, printing and mailing English and Spanish 

versions of the Notice of Settlement (i.e., Exhibit A) to Class Members; receiving and reviewing 

Requests for Exclusion and Notices of Objection, if any, submitted by Class Members; calculating 

Individual Settlement Payments; providing weekly written status reports to Defense Counsel and Class 

Counsel; providing a due diligence declaration for submission to the Court prior to the Final Approval 

Hearing; mailing Individual Settlement Payments to Participating Class Members and PAGA 

Employees; timely paying the PAGA Award, Service Award, Class Counsel Fees Award and Class 

Counsel Costs Award to, respectively, the LWDA, Plaintiff, and Class Counsel pursuant to the terms 

of this Settlement Agreement; printing and providing Participating Class Members, Plaintiff and Class 

Counsel with IRS Forms 1099 as required under this Settlement and applicable law; providing a due 

diligence declaration for submission to the Court upon the completion of the Settlement; issuing the 
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uncashed check funds to the California State Controller and any obligations related thereto, and for 

such other tasks as the Parties mutually agree.  The Settlement Administrator shall keep the Parties 

timely apprised of the performance of all Settlement Administrator responsibilities.  Any legally 

mandated tax reports, tax forms, tax filings, or other tax documents required by administration of this 

Settlement Agreement shall be prepared by the Settlement Administrator.  Any expenses incurred in 

connection with such preparation shall be a Settlement Administration Cost.  The Parties agree to 

cooperate in the Settlement Administration process and to make all reasonable efforts to control and 

minimize Settlement Administration Costs.  Each of the Parties represent they do not have any 

financial interest in the Settlement Administrator or otherwise have a relationship with the Settlement 

Administrator that could create a conflict of interest.  No person shall have any claim against the 

Released Parties, Plaintiff, Class Counsel or the Settlement Administrator based on the mailings, 

distributions or payments made in accordance with this Settlement Agreement. 

3.5 Conditional Nature of Stipulation for Certification.  Solely for the purposes of this 

Settlement, the Parties stipulate and agree to the certification of the Class Claims asserted on behalf 

of the Class Members.  Should for whatever reason the Settlement not become effective, the fact that 

the Parties were willing to stipulate to certification as part of the Settlement shall have no bearing on, 

and shall not be admissible in connection with, the issue of whether the Class Claims or Class should 

be certified in a non-Settlement context in the Action or in any other lawsuit.  Marathon Petroleum 

expressly reserves the right to oppose claim or class certification in this or any other action should this 

Settlement not become final, effective and binding (i.e., if the Effective Date is not reached). 

4. CONSIDERATION AND SETTLEMENT DISTRIBUTION. 

4.1 Settlement Value Provided by Defendants.  The maximum value that Defendants are 

providing under this Settlement Agreement in order to settle the Action is the Total Settlement Amount 

of Four Hundred Fifty-Five Thousand Two Hundred Ninety Dollars ($455,290)One Hundred and 

Sixty-Five Thousand Dollars ($165,000). The Total Settlement Amount shall constitute the entire 

consideration provided by Defendants pursuant to this Settlement Agreement and Defendants shall 

not be required to pay any amount above the Total Settlement Amount in connection with this 

Settlement for any purpose.    
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4.2 Distribution of the Monetary Portion of the Total Settlement Amount.   The Total 

Settlement Amount ($455,290165,000) shall be used to pay: (1) the Class Counsel Fees Award and 

Class Counsel Costs Award; (2) the Settlement Administration Costs; (3) Plaintiff’s Service Award; 

(4) the PAGA Award; and (5) Individual Settlement Payments. 

4.2.1 Class Counsel Fees Award and Class Counsel Costs Award.  The Settlement 

Administrator shall pay the Class Counsel Fees Award and Class Counsel Costs Award from the Total 

Settlement Amount.  Defendants agree not to oppose any application by Class Counsel for a Class 

Counsel Fees Award not to exceed One Hundred Thirty-Seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollars 

($137,500)Fifty-Five Thousand Dollars ($55,000), which will be distributed to Lauby Mankin & 

Lauby, LLP.  Defendants further agree not to oppose any application by Class Counsel for a Class 

Counsel Costs Award not to exceed Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) which will be distributed to 

Lauby Mankin & Lauby, LLP.  The Settlement Administrator shall pay the Court-approved Class 

Counsel Fees Award and Class Counsel Costs Award within ten (10) calendar days following the date 

on which Defendants fund the Settlement.  Class Counsel agrees to provide the Settlement 

Administrator with an executed IRS Form W-9 before the Class Counsel Fees Award and Class 

Counsel Costs Award are issued.  The Settlement Administrator shall issue an IRS Form 1099 to Class 

Counsel for the payments made pursuant to this Paragraph.  In the event that the Court awards less 

than the full amount requested for the Class Counsel Fees Award and/or Class Counsel Costs Award, 

the un-awarded amount will be made available for distribution as part of the Net Distribution Fund 

and distributed to Participating Class Members.  This Settlement is not contingent upon the Court 

awarding Class Counsel any particular amount in attorneys’ fees and costs. Defendants’ delivery of 

the Total Settlement Amount to the Settlement Administrator as specified in this Settlement shall 

complete Defendants’ obligation to fund the Settlement, including without limitation Defendants’ 

obligation to pay the Court-awarded Class Counsel Fees Award and Class Counsel Costs Award.   

4.2.2 Settlement Administration Costs.  The Settlement Administrator shall be paid 

Settlement Administration Costs from the Total Settlement Amount, in an amount not to exceed Nine 

Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars ($9,750)Six Thousand Dollars ($6,000).  Should the 

Settlement Administration Costs exceed $9,7506,000, the Parties agree that such additional reasonably 
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incurred and necessary costs shall be paid exclusively from the Total Settlement Amount, subject to 

Court approval.  The Settlement Administrator shall receive the Settlement Administration Costs 

within ten (10) calendar days following the date on which Defendants fund the Settlement.  In the 

event that the Court awards less than the full amount set aside for Settlement Administration Costs, 

the un-awarded amount will be made available for distribution as part of the Net Distribution Fund 

and distributed to Participating Class Members. 

4.2.3 Plaintiff’s Service Award.  The Settlement Administrator shall pay Plaintiff’s 

Service Award from the Total Settlement Amount.  Defendants agree not to oppose any application 

by Plaintiff for a Service Award not to exceed a total of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000), as 

consideration for his Complete and General Release of Claims and for his time and effort in 

prosecuting the Action via Class Counsel.  The Settlement Administrator shall pay the Service Award 

to Plaintiff within ten (10) calendar days following the date on which Defendants fund the Settlement.  

Plaintiff agrees to provide the Settlement Administrator with an executed IRS Form W-9 before the 

Service Award is issued.  The Settlement Administrator shall issue appropriate tax form(s) to Plaintiff 

for this payment.  Plaintiff shall be solely and legally responsible for paying any and all applicable 

taxes on the Service Award and shall hold Defendants and Released Parties harmless from any claim 

or liability for taxes, penalties, or interest arising as a result of the Service Award.  In the event the 

Court awards less than the full amount requested for the Service Award, the un-awarded amount will 

be made available for distribution as part of the Net Distribution Fund and distributed to Participating 

Class Members.  Plaintiff shall not have the right to revoke his agreement to the Settlement on the 

grounds the Court does not approve any or all of the requested Service Award. 

4.2.4 PAGA Award.  The Settlement Administrator shall pay the PAGA Award 

($31,68010,000) from the Total Settlement Amount and distribute the PAGA Award within ten (10) 

calendar days after the date when Defendants fund the Settlement following the Effective Date.  

Specifically, within ten (10) calendar days after the date when Defendants fund the Settlement, the 

Settlement Administrator shall mail a check payable to the California Labor & Workforce 

Development Agency for seventy-five percent (75%) of the PAGA Award or Twenty-Three Thousand 

Seven Hundred Sixty Dollars ($23,760)Seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($7,500).  The 
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remaining twenty-five percent (25%) or Seven Thousand Nine Hundred Twenty Dollars ($7,920)Two 

Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($2,500) of the PAGA Award shall be included within the Net 

Distribution Fund for distribution to PAGA Employees as part of the penalties component of the 

Individual Settlement Payments.   

4.2.5 Individual Settlement Payments.  The Settlement Administrator shall pay the 

Individual Settlement Payments from the Net Distribution Fund and will mail them by First Class U.S. 

Mail to Class Members’ last known mailing address within ten (10) calendar days following the date 

when Defendants fund the Settlement as specified in Paragraph 10.1.2 (Funding the Settlement) below.  

Any checks issued to Participating Class Members shall remain valid and negotiable for one hundred 

and eighty (180) calendar days from the date of their issuance and then shall become void on the 181st 

day after mailing, i.e., the Void Date.  The Parties agree that any unclaimed funds in the Settlement 

Fund Account as a result of the failure to cash Individual Settlement Payment checks by the Void Date 

shall be transmitted by the Settlement Administrator to the California State Controller Unclaimed 

Property Fund. 

4.2.5.1 Settlement Payment Calculation:  Individual Settlement Payments to 

Participating Class Members and payments to PAGA Employees for their prorated portion of the 

PAGA Award will be paid if, and only if, the Court issues the Final Approval Order and there is no 

possibility of an appeal or a further appeal that could prevent this Settlement Agreement from 

becoming final and binding according to its terms (i.e., all conditions of the Effective Date are met 

aside from funding by Defendants).  

a. Pay Period Calculations for Individual Settlement Payments to 

Participating Class Members:  Defendants will identify the number of pay periods each of the 

Participating Class Members worked during the Class Period ("Total Class Pay Periods") where, in 

the same pay period, the employees worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” payment.  

In identifying the number of pay periods meeting these criteria and determining who is a Class 

Member, Defendants’ business records identifying this information through Defendants’ best efforts 

will govern and are presumed to be accurate and correct.  Any challenges regarding estimated pay 

periods assigned to each Class Member (which will be specified in the Class Notice) must be raised 
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prior to the Response Deadline and finally decided by the Settlement Administrator prior to the Final 

Approval Hearing.  After taking into consideration any information and documentation provided by 

Defendants, Participating Class Members and/or other current or former employees of Defendants, the 

Settlement Administrator’s determination of pay period calculations for individual settlement 

payments to each Participating Class Member will be final and binding.  The value of each pay period 

shall be determined by the Settlement Administrator by dividing the Net Distribution Fund (less the 

25% of the PAGA Award to be distributed to PAGA Employees) by the total number of pay periods 

worked by all Participating Class Members during the Class Period where, in the same pay period, 

these employees worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” payment ("Class Pay Period 

Value").  To determine the Individual Settlement Payment for each Participating Class Member, the 

Settlement Administrator will multiply the individual's Total Class Pay Periods by the Class Pay 

Period Value. The Individual Settlement Payments will not be subject to withholdings because 

Plaintiff’s two claims for wage statement penalties and PAGA penalties are solely for the recovery of 

penalties, and not wages. 

b. Calculations for Payments to PAGA Employees for Their Portion of 

PAGA Award:  For PAGA Employees, Defendants will identify the number of pay periods each 

PAGA Employee worked during the PAGA Period where, in the same pay period, these employees 

worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” payment ("Total PAGA Pay Periods").  (For 

purposes of this case, and as specified in the definitions above, the Class Period and PAGA Period are 

the same.) In identifying the number of pay periods meeting these criteria and determining who is a 

PAGA Employee, Defendants’ business records identifying this information through Defendants’ best 

efforts will govern and are presumed to be accurate and correct.  Any challenges regarding estimated 

pay periods assigned to each PAGA Employee must be raised prior to the Response Deadline and 

finally decided by the Settlement Administrator prior to the Final Approval Hearing.  After taking into 

consideration any information and documentation provided by Defendants, PAGA Employees and/or 

other current or former employees of Defendants, the Settlement Administrator’s determination of pay 

period calculations for each PAGA Employee will be final and binding.   The value of each PAGA 

Pay Period shall be determined by the Settlement Administrator by dividing the 25% of the PAGA 
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Award allocated for PAGA Employees (i.e., $7,9202,500) by the Total PAGA Pay Periods for all 

PAGA Employees ("PAGA Pay Period Value").  A Class Member who is also a PAGA Employee 

will receive a payment for their prorated portion of the PAGA Award even if s/he opt-outs of the Class 

settlement and will be bound by the release of the PAGA Claims released through this Settlement.  

Any checks issued to PAGA Employees shall remain valid and negotiable for one hundred and eighty 

(180) calendar days from the date of their issuance and then shall become void on the 181st day after 

mailing, i.e., the Void Date.  The Parties agree that any unclaimed funds as a result of the failure to 

cash individual PAGA Award payments by the Void Date shall be transmitted by the Settlement 

Administrator to the California State Controller Unclaimed Property Fund. 

4.2.5.2 Tax Treatment of Settlement Payments.  Each Individual Settlement 

Payment shall be comprised entirely of non-taxable consideration for penalties and interest and for 

which an IRS Form 1099 will issue.  The Parties make no representations as to the tax treatment or 

legal effect of the payments called for in this Settlement Agreement and Class Members and PAGA 

Employees are not relying on any statement or representation by the Parties in this regard.  

Participating Class Members and PAGA Employees will be solely responsible for the payment of any 

taxes and penalties assessed on the payments described herein. 

4.2.5.3 Circular 230 Disclaimer. The Parties acknowledge and agree that (1) 

no provision of this Settlement, and no written communication or disclosure between or among the 

Parties, Class Counsel or Defense Counsel and other advisers, is or was intended to be, nor shall any 

such communication or disclosure constitute or be construed or be relied upon as, tax advice within 

the meaning of United States Treasury Department Circular 230 (31 CFR Part 10, as amended); (2) 

the acknowledging party (a) has relied exclusively upon his, her, or its own, independent legal and tax 

counsel for advice (including tax advice) in connection with this Settlement, (b) has not entered into 

this Settlement based upon the recommendation of any other party or any attorney or advisor to any 

other party, and (c) is not entitled to rely upon any communication or disclosure by any attorney or 

adviser to any other party to avoid any tax penalty that may be imposed on the acknowledging party; 

and (3) no attorney or adviser to any other party has imposed any limitation that protects the 

confidentiality of any such attorney’s or adviser’s tax strategies (regardless of whether such limitation 
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is legally binding) upon disclosure by the acknowledging party of the tax treatment or tax structure of 

any transaction, including any transaction contemplated by this Settlement. 

5. RELEASES. 

5.1 Release.  As of the Effective Date and Defendants’ funding of the Total Settlement 

Amount, Plaintiff, Participating Class Members, PAGA Employees and the State of California (acting 

through Plaintiff as its authorized PAGA representative) release the Released Parties from all Class 

Claims and PAGA Claims for the duration of the Class Period and PAGA Period, respectively.  The 

Class Period and PAGA Period include the period from April 6, 2019 through the end of 2021the 

Preliminary Approval Date.  The Class Member Released Claims include all claims for any debts, 

liabilities, demands, obligations, guarantees, penalties, damages, interest, attorneys’ fees, costs, and/or 

other amounts or relief recoverable under state or other applicable law that Plaintiff asserted or could 

have asserted in the Action – on behalf of himself and the putative Class Members – based on the facts 

alleged in Plaintiff’s Complaint and/or arising out of a claim for Failure to Provide Accurate Itemized 

Wage Statements (Lab. Code § 226), whether for economic or non-economic damages, restitution, 

injunctive relief or statutory penalties.  The PAGA Released Claims include any and all claims Plaintiff 

asserted or could have asserted in the Action under PAGA based on the facts alleged in Plaintiff’s 

Complaint for Failure to Provide Accurate Itemized Wage Statements (Cal. Labor Code §§ 226 and 

2698, et seq.) and/or based on the Class Member Released Claims, on behalf of himself, the State of 

California and PAGA Employees for damages recoverable under PAGA, including civil penalties, 

interest, attorneys’ fees, costs, and any other relief recoverable under California Labor Code § 2698, 

et seq.   It is the intent of the Parties that the Final Approval Order entered by the Court shall have full 

res judicata (i.e., preclusive) effect and be final and binding upon Participating Class Members, PAGA 

Employees and the State of California regarding the Class Member Released Claims and PAGA 

Released Claims.  

5.2 Plaintiff Robert Vega’s Complete and General Release.  In consideration for the 

promises and payments set forth in this Settlement Agreement, to which Plaintiff is otherwise not 

entitled, Plaintiff Robert Vega agrees to provide a Complete and General Release and a 1542 Waiver 

to the Released Parties, and each of them, upon the Effective Date occurring.    
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Plaintiff does not waive any right to file an administrative charge with the Equal Employment 

Opportunity Commission (“EEOC”) or the National Labor Relations Board (“NLRB”), subject to the 

condition that Plaintiff agrees not to seek, or in any way obtain or accept, any monetary award, 

recovery or settlement therefrom and agrees that he understands that such limitation does not in any 

way restrict his ability to file and pursue such charge consistent with the confidentiality obligations 

set forth in this Settlement Agreement.  Plaintiff also does not waive any rights with respect to, or 

release Released Parties from, any claims for California Workers’ Compensation benefits (except that 

Plaintiff hereby releases and waives any claims that, as a result of his separation, he is entitled to 

additional benefits or payments).  Further, Plaintiff does not release any claim for unemployment 

compensation benefits.  Finally, Plaintiff does not release any claim that cannot be released by private 

contract, or for breach of the terms of the Settlement Agreement between Plaintiff and Defendants. 

5.2.1 No Pending or Future Lawsuits by Plaintiff.  Other than this Action and 

Plaintiff’s related July 25, 2019 PAGA letter submitted by Plaintiff and his counsel to the LWDA, 

Plaintiff represents he does not have any pending lawsuits, administrative complaints or charges 

against Defendants or the Released Parties in any local, state, or federal court or administrative agency.  

Plaintiff further acknowledges that all claims raised in the Action shall be fully and finally 

extinguished by virtue of this Settlement Agreement and the Court’s Final Approval Order.  Plaintiff 

also represents he will not bring any action in the future in which Plaintiff seeks or may seek to recover 

any damages from Defendants or the Released Parties whatsoever relating to or arising from Plaintiff’s 

hiring, employment with or separation from Defendants or any Released Party, other than an action to 

enforce Plaintiff’s rights under this Settlement Agreement.  

6. PROCESS FOR SEEKING PRELIMINARY APPROVAL OF THE SETTLEMENT. 

6.1 Motion for Preliminary Approval.  As soon as practicable after execution of this 

Settlement Agreement, Plaintiff will submit this Settlement Agreement to the Court for Preliminary 

Approval, asking the Court to issue a Preliminary Approval Order approving the Settlement, 

substantially in the form attached as Exhibit B.  Plaintiff’s submission will include this Settlement 

Agreement, including Exhibits A-C, and any motions, memoranda and evidence as may be necessary 

for the Court to determine that this Settlement Agreement is fair, adequate and reasonable. 
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6.2 LWDA Notice.   Pursuant to California Labor Code section 2699(l), Class Counsel will 

provide a copy of this Settlement Agreement to the LWDA concurrently with Class Counsel’s filing 

of the motion for Preliminary Approval. Class Counsel will also file a declaration in support of 

Plaintiff’s motion for Preliminary Approval confirming that Class Counsel has submitted the 

Settlement Agreement to the LWDA in compliance with California Labor Code section 2699(l). The 

Parties intend to and believe the notice pursuant to the procedures described in this Paragraph complies 

with the requirements of the PAGA, and the Parties will request the Court adjudicate the validity of 

the notice in the motion for Final Approval of the Settlement. 

7. SETTLEMENT NOTICE PROCEDURES. 

7.1 Class Information.  No more than twenty-one (21) calendar days after entry of the 

Preliminary Approval Order, Defendants shall provide the Settlement Administrator with the Class 

Information for purposes of mailing the Notice of Settlement to Class Members. 

7.2 Notice by First Class U.S. Mail.  Upon receipt of the Class Information, the Settlement 

Administrator will conduct a national change of address search for the most current address of all 

former employee Class Members and will update such addresses as necessary.  Fourteen (14) calendar 

days after receipt of the Class Information, the Settlement Administrator shall mail the Notice of 

Settlement (Exhibit A), in English and Spanish languages, to all Class Members by First Class U.S. 

Mail.  The address identified by the Settlement Administrator as the current mailing address shall be 

presumed to be the best mailing address for each Class Member. 

7.3 Undeliverable Notices.  Any Notice of Settlement returned to the Settlement 

Administrator as non-deliverable through the Response Deadline shall be re-mailed to the forwarding 

address affixed thereto.  If no forwarding address is provided, the Settlement Administrator shall 

perform a and a skip trace to locate a new address.  If those measures are not successful, the Settlement 

Administrator shall have no further obligation to mail the Notice of Settlement to a Class Member.  

Class Members to whom the Notice of Settlement is re-sent shall have fourteen (14) calendar days 

thereafter or until the Response Deadline has expired, whichever is later, to mail the Request for 

Exclusion or Notice of Objection to the Settlement Administrator.  The date of the postmark on the 

return envelope shall be the exclusive means used to determine whether a Class Member has timely 
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mailed his/her Request for Exclusion or Notice of Objection on or before the relevant deadline.  If a 

Class Member’s Notice of Settlement is returned to the Settlement Administrator more than once as 

non-deliverable, then an additional Notice of Settlement shall not be re-mailed.  If, for any reason, a 

Notice of Settlement is non-deliverable, the Settlement Administrator will not mail an Individual 

Settlement Payment to the Class Member.  Rather, the Settlement Administrator will hold the 

Individual Settlement Payment until the Void Date to make it available to the Class Member upon 

request, with proof of identity.  If the payment is not claimed by the Void Date, the funds shall be 

delivered to the California State Controller Unclaimed Property Fund in the name of the Class Member 

along with the funds for uncashed checks. 

7.4 Notice Satisfies Due Process.  Compliance with the notice procedures specified in this 

Settlement Agreement shall constitute due and sufficient notice to Class Members of this Settlement 

and shall satisfy the requirements of due process.  Nothing else shall be required of, or done by, the 

Parties, Class Counsel or Defense Counsel to provide notice of the proposed Settlement.  In the event 

the procedures in this Settlement Agreement are followed and the intended recipient of a Notice of 

Settlement still does not receive the Notice, the intended recipient shall remain a Class Member and 

will be bound by all terms of the Settlement and any Final Approval Order entered by the Court if the 

Settlement becomes Effective.   

8. PROCEDURES FOR OPTING OUT AND OBJECTING. 

8.1 Requests for Exclusion (Opt-Outs).  The Notice of Settlement shall state that Class 

Members who wish to exclude themselves from the Settlement must submit a written Request for 

Exclusion to the Settlement Administrator by the Response Deadline.  To be valid, the Request for 

Exclusion need not use specific language, but must be hand signed and contain sufficient information 

to verify the employee’s identity (e.g., the individual’s full name, address, and employee number or 

last four digits of her/his social security number) and confirm that the individual wishes to be excluded 

from the Settlement and any payment and release associated with the settlement of the Class Claims 

as set forth in this Agreement.  If the Settlement Administrator receives a purported Request for 

Exclusion that is unclear or incomplete in this regard, the Settlement Administrator shall make best 

efforts to promptly follow up with the individual to obtain clarification and any additional information 
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needed prior to the Response Deadline. If the Request for Exclusion is not postmarked by the Response 

Deadline and returned to the Settlement Administrator at the specified address, it will not be deemed 

a timely and valid Request for Exclusion from the Class.  The date of the postmark on the return 

mailing envelope shall be the exclusive means used to determine whether a Request for Exclusion has 

been timely submitted.  Any Class Member who submits a timely and valid Request for Exclusion 

from the Class will not be entitled to any monetary recovery under the Settlement and will not be 

bound by the terms of the Settlement as it relates to the Class Member’s released Class Claims, with 

the exception that if the Class Member is also a PAGA Employee, s/he will continue to be bound by 

the release of the PAGA Claims (because Class Members cannot opt out of the PAGA portion of the 

Settlement).  Any Class Member who submits a timely and valid Request for Exclusion will not have 

any right to object, appeal, or comment on the Settlement.  Class Members who fail to submit a timely 

and valid Request for Exclusion on or before the Response Deadline shall be members of the Class 

(i.e., a Participating Class Member) and will be bound by all terms of the Settlement and the Final 

Approval Order entered in this Action.  No later than fourteen (14) calendar days after the Response 

Deadline, the Settlement Administrator shall provide Defense Counsel with a complete list of all Class 

Members who have submitted timely and valid Requests for Exclusion, including their full name and 

social security number or employee number.  The Settlement Administrator shall provide Class 

Counsel with a summary report that includes only the number of Requests for Exclusion received by 

the Settlement Administrator. 

8.2 Notices of Objections.  The Notice of Settlement shall state that Class Members who 

wish to object to the Settlement have the opportunity to do so by (1) appearing at the Final Approval 

Hearing and communicating their objection to the Court and/or (2) submitting a written Notice of 

Objection to the Settlement Administrator by the Response Deadline.  Only Participating Class 

Members (i.e., Class Members who do not opt out) are permitted to object to the Settlement 

Agreement.  The Class Notice will request, but not require, that Class Members who wish to submit a 

written Notice of Objection include their: (1) full name, address, and employee number or last four 

digits of their social security number; and (2) hand sign the Notice of Objection.  The Class Notice 

will also request that Class Members submitting a written Notice of Objection (3) state the case name 
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and number, i.e., Robert Vega v. Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services, LLC, et al., Case No. 

20STCV19405, pending in Los Angeles Superior Court, and the basis for the objection.  Class 

Members do not need to submit a written Notice of Objection to appear at the Final Approval Hearing 

to voice their objection to the Court.  Class Members who fail to submit a Notice of Objection and/or 

appear at the Final Approval Hearing to communicate their objection to the Court shall be deemed to 

have waived any objections and shall be foreclosed from making any objections to the Settlement 

following the Final Approval Hearing.  The Settlement Administrator shall forward all written 

objections to Class Counsel and Defense Counsel within 3 days of receipt. 

8.3 No Solicitation of Exclusions or Objections.  The Parties agree to use their best efforts 

to carry out the terms of this Settlement.  At no time shall any of the Parties or their counsel seek to 

solicit or otherwise encourage Class Members to submit a Notice of Objection to or Request for 

Exclusion from the Settlement or to appeal from the Court’s Final Approval Order.  Class Counsel 

shall not represent Class Members with respect to any objections or appeals to this Settlement. 

8.4 Option to Terminate Settlement.  Defendants, at their sole discretion, shall have the 

right, but not the obligation, to revoke the Settlement if ten percent (10%) or more of the total number 

of Class Members timely submit a Request for Exclusion.  Defendants shall exercise their revocation 

right, if at all, within fourteen (14) calendar days of the Response Deadline by providing written notice 

to Class Counsel.  If Defendants exercise a right to void the Settlement pursuant to this Paragraph, this 

Settlement Agreement and any related settlement documents shall be null and void, and any class 

certified for settlement purposes will be vacated.  In such an event, neither this Settlement Agreement, 

related settlement documents, nor the negotiations leading to the Settlement may be used as evidence 

for any purpose, and Defendants shall retain the right to challenge all claims and allegations in the 

action, to assert all applicable defenses, and to dispute the propriety of class certification on all 

applicable grounds.  

9. FINAL APPROVAL PROCEDURES. 

9.1 Settlement Administrator Declaration in Support of Final Approval.  No fewer than 

thirty (30) calendar days prior to the Final Approval Hearing, the Settlement Administrator shall 

provide the Parties with a declaration of due diligence detailing the actions taken by the Settlement 
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Administrator to administer the Settlement to date, proof of mailing with regard to the mailing of the 

Notice of Settlement, all attempts to locate Class Members, and detailing all incurred and anticipated 

Settlement Administration Costs.  Class Counsel shall be responsible for working with the 

Administrator to timely submit the declaration of due diligence to the Court.  

9.2 Motion for Final Approval.  As soon as practicable after the Response Deadline, 

Plaintiff will file a motion for Final Approval, asking the Court to issue a Final Approval Order 

substantially in the form attached as Exhibit C.  Plaintiff’s submission will include any motions, 

memoranda and evidence as may be necessary for the Court to determine that this Settlement 

Agreement is fair, adequate and reasonable. 

9.3 Final Approval Hearing.  The Parties will request that the Court hold a Final Approval 

Hearing approximately 120 days after the Preliminary Approval Date or as soon thereafter as the 

Court’s calendar permits, where objections, if any, may be heard and the Court shall determine whether 

the Settlement should be finally approved, and if so, the amounts payable for: (1) Class Counsel Fees 

Award; (2) the Class Counsel Costs Award; (3) Plaintiff’s Service Award; (4) Individual Settlement 

Payments; and (5) Settlement Administration Costs. 

9.4 Entry of Final Approval Order.  If the Court approves this Settlement at the Final 

Approval Hearing, the Parties shall request that the Court enter a Final Approval Order, substantially 

in the form of Exhibit C.  After granting final approval of the Settlement and entering judgment, the 

Court shall retain jurisdiction over the Parties to enforce and implement the terms of the judgment. 

10. ADMINISTERING THE SETTLEMENT. 

10.1 Funding and Allocation of Settlement. 

10.1.1 Settlement Accounting.  No more than ten (10) calendar days after the Final 

Approval Order, the Settlement Administrator will provide the Parties with an accounting of all 

anticipated payments from the Settlement Fund Account, including: (1) the total amount of Individual 

Settlement Payments; (2) the PAGA Award; (3) Plaintiff’s Service Award; (4) the Class Counsel Fees 

Award; (5) the Class Counsel Costs Award; and (6) Settlement Administration Costs, all as specified 

in this Settlement Agreement and approved by the Court. 
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10.1.2 Funding the Settlement.  Within fifteen (15) calendar days following the date 

when all conditions of the Effective Date have been satisfied (aside from funding by Defendants), 

Defendants shall fund the Settlement by providing the Total Settlement Amount to the Settlement 

Administrator.   

10.1.3 Distributing The Settlement: The Settlement Administrator shall deposit the 

funds in the Settlement Fund Account and will disburse the funds in the manner and at the times set 

forth in this Settlement Agreement, including paying the Individual Settlement Payments, Class 

Counsel Fees Award, Class Counsel Costs Award, Settlement Administration Costs, Plaintiff’s 

Service Award, and PAGA Award within ten (10) calendar days following the date on which 

Defendants fund the Settlement. 

10.1.4 Resolving Disputes Regarding Class Information & Pay Periods: Defendant’s 

business records will govern for purposes of administering the settlement.  Defendant will use its best 

efforts to identify, collect, and provide accurate Class Information to the Settlement Administrator.  

Defendants’ business records are presumed to be accurate and correct.    

Each Class Member’s estimated pay periods worked during the Class Period where, in the 

same pay period, the employee worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” payment will be 

specified in the Class Notice.  Class Members can challenge the estimated pay periods by submitting 

information and documentation to the Settlement Administrator on or before the Response Deadline 

to support the challenge.  The Settlement Administrator will notify Class Counsel and Defendants’ 

counsel of any challenges and give Defendants the opportunity to investigate the challenge.  The 

Settlement Administrator’s determination will be final and binding and must be made prior to the Final 

Approval Hearing.  In resolving disputes, any timely and successful challenges will potentially affect 

only how the Net Distribution Fund is apportioned to Participating Class Members and PAGA 

Employees but cannot result in Defendants paying any greater amount to fund this Settlement than the 

maximum Total Settlement Amount specified in this Settlement Agreement. 

Class Members, PAGA Employees, and other current or former employees have no right to 

assert any claim that they were improperly excluded from the Settlement or that their individual 

payment was improperly calculated through ignorance, oversight, error or otherwise after the 
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Settlement Administrator’s distribution of Individual Settlement Payments in accordance with this 

Agreement and the Court’s Final Approval Order.   

10.2 No Effect on Employee Benefits. The Individual Settlement Payments made to 

Participating Class Members and PAGA Payments made to PAGA Employees under this Agreement 

shall not be utilized to calculate any additional benefits under any Collective Bargaining Agreements, 

union-sponsored benefits, and/or benefit plans to which any Participating Class Members or Class 

Members or PAGA Employees may be eligible, including, but not limited to:  profit-sharing plans, 

bonus plans, 401(k) plans, stock purchase plans, vacation plans, sick leave plans, PTO plans, and any 

other benefit plan.  Rather, it is the Parties’ intention that this Agreement will not affect any rights, 

contributions, or amounts to which any Participating Class Members, Class Members and PAGA 

Employees may be entitled under any benefit plans.  

11. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.  

11.1 No Admission of Liability.  Defendants, on behalf of themselves and the respective 

Released Parties, specifically deny all of the allegations in the operative Complaint and in the July 25, 

2019 PAGA letter Plaintiff filed with the LWDA prior to bringing the Action.  Defendants further 

deny the allegations that the Class Members and PAGA Employees were harmed by the conduct 

alleged in the Action.  This Settlement Agreement is a compromise of highly disputed claims.  Nothing 

contained in this Settlement Agreement and no documents referred to herein and no action taken to 

carry out this Settlement Agreement may be construed or used as an admission by or against 

Defendants or any of the Released Parties of any fault, wrongdoing, or liability whatsoever.  

Defendants reserve the right to assert any and all available defenses to the Claims in this Action in the 

event this Settlement does not become final and binding for any reason. 

11.2 Nullification of Settlement Agreement.  In the event: (1) the Court does not enter or 

amend the Preliminary Approval Order as provided herein; (2) the Court does not enter a Final 

Approval Order as provided herein; or (3) the the Effective Date does not occur for any other reason, 

this Settlement Agreement shall be null and void and any order entered by the Court in furtherance of 

this Settlement shall be treated as void from the beginning.  In such case, the Parties shall be returned 

to their respective statuses as of the date and time immediately prior to the execution of this Settlement 
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Agreement and the Parties shall proceed in all respects as if this Settlement Agreement had not been 

executed, except that any Settlement Administration Costs already incurred by the Settlement 

Administrator shall be paid by the Parties in equal shares.  In the event an appeal is filed from the 

Court’s Final Approval Order or from an order rejecting any motion to intervene, or any other appellate 

review is sought, Settlement administration shall be stayed pending final resolution of the appeal and 

Defendant will not be required to fund this Settlement until and unless the Effective Date is reached. 

11.3 Exhibits and Headings.  The terms of this Settlement Agreement include the terms set 

forth in Exhibits A-C attached, which are incorporated by this reference as though fully set forth 

herein.  All Exhibits A-C to this Settlement Agreement are an integral part of the Settlement.  The 

descriptive headings of any paragraphs or sections of this Settlement Agreement are inserted for 

convenience only and do not constitute a part of this Settlement Agreement. 

11.4 Interim Stay of Proceedings.  The Parties agree to stay all proceedings in the Action, 

except such proceedings necessary to implement and complete the Settlement, pending the Final 

Approval Hearing to be conducted by the Court. 

11.5 Amendment or Modification.  This Settlement Agreement may be amended or 

modified only by a written instrument signed by Defense Counsel and Class Counsel or their 

successors-in-interest. 

11.6 Entire Agreement.  This Settlement Agreement and the attached Exhibits A-C 

constitute the entire agreement among the Parties, and no oral or written representations, warranties 

or inducements have been made to any Party concerning this Settlement Agreement or its Exhibits A-

C other than the representations, warranties and covenants contained and memorialized in the 

Settlement Agreement and Exhibits A-C. 

11.7 Authorization to Enter Into Settlement Agreement.  Defense Counsel and Class 

Counsel warrant and represent they are expressly authorized by the Parties whom they represent to 

negotiate this Settlement Agreement and to take all appropriate actions required or permitted to be 

taken by such Parties pursuant to this Settlement Agreement to effectuate its terms.  The person signing 

this Settlement Agreement on behalf of Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services LLC and Marathon 

Petroleum Company LP represents and warrants that s/he is authorized to sign this Settlement 
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Agreement on behalf of the respective entities.  Plaintiff represents and warrants he is authorized to 

sign this Settlement Agreement and that he has not assigned any Class Claim or PAGA Claim covered 

by this Settlement to a third-party.  The Parties and their counsel agree to cooperate with each other 

fully and to use their best efforts to effect the implementation of the Settlement.  Such cooperation 

includes, but is not limited to, execution of such other documents and the taking of such other actions 

as may be reasonably necessary to fulfill the terms of this Settlement.  In the event the Parties are 

unable to reach agreement on the form or content of any document needed to implement the Settlement 

or on any supplemental provisions that may become necessary to effectuate the terms of this 

Settlement, the Parties may seek the assistance of the Court to resolve such disagreement. 

11.8 Binding On Successors and Assigns.  This Settlement Agreement shall be binding 

upon, and inure to the benefit of, the successors or assigns of the Parties hereto, as previously defined. 

11.9 California Law Governs.  All terms of this Settlement Agreement and Exhibits A-C 

hereto shall be governed by and interpreted according to the laws of the State of California. 

11.10 Participation in Drafting Settlement Agreement.  The Settlement shall not be construed 

in favor of or against any of the Parties by reason of their participation in the drafting of this Settlement 

Agreement. 

11.11 Invalidity of Any Provision.  Before declaring any provision of this Settlement 

Agreement invalid, the Court shall first attempt to construe the provisions valid to the fullest extent 

possible consistent with applicable precedent so as to define all provisions of this Settlement 

Agreement valid and enforceable. 

11.12 Publicity.  Plaintiff Vega and Class Counsel agree to discuss the terms of this 

Settlement only in filings submitted to a court or court hearings to establish their adequacy to serve as 

a class representative and/or Class Counsel in this Action, in declarations submitted to a court in 

support of a motion for attorneys’ fees in this Action, and in discussions with Class Members in the 

context of administering this Settlement. Plaintiff and Class Counsel agree not to otherwise publicize 

this Settlement, including, but not limited to, issuing press releases, posting summaries online, or 

otherwise speaking to the press regarding the terms of this Settlement.  If Plaintiff or Class Counsel 
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are contacted by members of the press or others, they will respond only that the lawsuit exists and has 

been resolved.   

11.13 Notices.  Unless otherwise specifically provided, all notices, demands or other 

communications in connection with this Settlement Agreement shall be in writing and sent to:  

 

To Plaintiff: To Defendant: 

BRIAN J. MANKIN, Bar No. 216228 
brian@lmlfirm.com 
PETER J. CARLSON, Bar No. 295611 
peter@lmlfirm.com 
LAUBY MANKIN & LAUBY, LLP 
4590 Allstate Drive 
Riverside, CA  92501 
Telephone: 951.320.1444 
Fax No.: 951.320.1445 

JODY A. LANDRY, Bar No. 125743 
jlandry@littler.com 
JOSHUA D. LEVINE, Bar No. 239563 
jdlevine@littler.com 
KARA A. COLE, Bar No. 306515 
kcole@littler.com  
LITTLER MENDELSON, P.C. 
501 W. Broadway, Suite 900 
San Diego, CA  92101.3577 
Telephone: 619.232.0441 
Fax No.: 619.232.4302 
 
 

11.14 Execution by Class Members.  It is agreed it is impossible or impractical to have each 

Class Member execute this Settlement Agreement.  The Notice of Settlement will therefore advise all 

Class Members of the binding nature of the Settlement and its released Class Claims and PAGA 

Claims, which release shall have the same force and effect as if each Participating Class Member 

executed this Settlement Agreement individually. 

11.15 Execution by Plaintiff.  Plaintiff, by signing this Settlement Agreement, is bound by 

the terms herein and further agrees not to submit any Request for Exclusion from or Notice of 

Objection to the Settlement.  Any such Request for Exclusion or Notice of Objection shall therefore 

be void and of no force or effect.   

11.16 Counterparts.  This Settlement Agreement shall become effective upon its execution 

by all of the undersigned.  The Parties may execute this Settlement Agreement in counterparts, which 

shall have the same force and effect as if each had signed the same instrument.  Copies of the executed 
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Settlement Agreement shall be effective for all purposes as though the signatures contained therein 

were original signatures. 
 
 IT IS SO AGREED: 
 
 
Dated:   , 2022   

ROBERT VEGA 
PLAINTIFF 

 
 
Dated:   , 2022 By:   

   Name:   

   Title:   
DEFENDANT MARATHON PETROLEUM 
LOGISTICS SERVICES LLC 

 
Dated:   ,2022 By:   

   Name:   

   Title:   
DEFENDANT MARATHON PETROLEUM 
COMPANY LP    
   

 
 

APPROVED AS TO FORM: 

 

Dated:  _______________, 2022 
 

 

  
BRIAN J. MANKIN 
PETER J. CARLSON 
LAUBY MANKIN & LAUBY, LLP 
 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
ROBERT VEGA 
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Dated:  _______________, 2022 
 

 

  
JODY LANDRY 
JOSHUA LEVINE 
KARA COLE 
 
Attorneys for Defendants 
MARATHON PETROLEUM LOGISTICS 
SERVICES LLC and MARATHON 
PETROLEUM COMPANY LP 
 
 

END OF DOCUMENT 
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 [PROPOSED] CLASS NOTICE 1 
 

NOTICE OF CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT 
 

Robert Vega, et al. v. Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services, LLC, et al. 
Superior Court of California, County of Los Angeles 

Case No. 20STCV19405 
 

To:  All current and former non-exempt employees employed by Marathon Petroleum Logistics 
Services LLC in the State of California who, in the same pay period, worked overtime and 
received a “Regular Rate Adj.” payment from April 6, 2019 through December 31, 2021  

 
Please read this notice carefully – it provides important information about your legal rights and 
obligations under an agreement to settle a class/representative action lawsuit. 
 

Judge Maren Nelson of the Los Angeles County Superior Court (the “Court”) has preliminarily 
approved a class/representative action settlement (the “Settlement” or “Settlement Agreement”) of 
all claims that were or could have been asserted based on the facts alleged in the lawsuit titled 
Robert Vega, et al. v. Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services LLC, et al., Los Angeles Superior 
Court Case No. 20STCV19405 (the “Action”).    

The Settlement affects all current and former non-exempt employees employed by Marathon 
Petroleum Logistics Services LLC (“MPLS”) in the State of California who, in the same pay 
period, worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” payment from April 6, 2019 through 
December 31, 2021 (the “Class Members”).  The period from April 6, 2019, through December 
31, 2021, is referred to in this Notice and the Settlement as the “Class Period.”   

You have received this Notice of Settlement because MPLS’s records show that you are a Class 
Member.   

This Notice of Settlement provides you with a description of the lawsuit, informs you of the key 
terms of the proposed Settlement, and discusses your rights and options under the Settlement.  It 
is important that you read this Notice of Settlement carefully as your rights will be affected by 
the Settlement. Your options are described below: 

YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS AND OPTIONS IN THIS SETTLEMENT  

DO NOTHING AND 

RECEIVE A 

SETTLEMENT 

PAYMENT 

If you want to receive your full settlement payment, then no further 
action is required on your part. You will automatically receive your 
settlement payment from the Settlement Administrator if the 
Settlement receives final approval by the Court.  You will be bound 
by the terms of the Settlement Agreement and will give up your right 
to sue on the Released Class Claims described below. 

EXCLUDE YOURSELF If you do not wish to participate in the settlement of the Class Claims, 
you may “opt-out” of the settlement of the Class Claims.  If you 

1.  WHY IT IS IMPORTANT TO READ THIS NOTICE 
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choose to opt-out, you must submit a Request for Exclusion from the 
Settlement Class by _____________, 2023 (see Section 4 below for 
more details on how to opt-out).  If you opt-out of the settlement of 
the Class Claims, you will no longer be a Class Member, and you 
will (1) not receive any settlement payment for the Class Claims and 
will not release the  Released Class Claims described in Section IV, 
and (2) be barred from filing an objection to the settlement.  You still 
will receive a payment as part of the civil penalties paid pursuant to 
the California Private Attorneys General Act of 2004 (“PAGA”) and 
will release your claims for such civil penalties to the extent you are 
a PAGA Employee.  

OBJECT 

If you decide to object to the settlement you have the opportunity to 
do so by (1) appearing at the Final Approval Hearing and 
communicating your objection to the Court and/or (2) submitting a 
written Notice of Objection to the Settlement Administrator stating 
why you object to the settlement by _____________, 2023 (see 
Section 4 for more details on how to object). 

 

 
A class/representative action is a lawsuit where one or more representative plaintiffs brings claims 
on behalf of many people to be decided in a single court proceeding. 

Plaintiff Robert Vega (“Vega” or “Plaintiff”) is a former, unionized transport driver employed by 
Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services, LLC (“MPLS”). Vega filed this lawsuit on May 21, 2020 
against MPLS and Marathon Petroleum Company, LP (collectively “Defendants”) alleging class 
and Private Attorney General Act (“PAGA”) representative claims for Failure to Provide Accurate 
Itemized Wage Statements (Lab. Code § 226). 

In support of his two causes of action, Plaintiff alleged that wage statements (i.e., pay stubs) 
received by Class Members did not accurately display the correct overtime rate of pay.  More 
specifically, Plaintiff alleged that on each occasion that a Class Member earned a “Reg Rate Adj 
Sched” or “Reg Rate Adj.” payment and worked overtime in a workweek, the wage statements 
only reflected the overtime rate of 1.5 times the base hourly rate, which failed to account for and 
include the “Reg Rate Adj.” line-item.  As a result, Plaintiff contends that Defendants violated 
Labor Code § 226(a)(9) on each occasion that it failed to provide wage statements that informed 
the employees of the accurate overtime rate of pay (i.e., the amount of overtime actually paid for 
each overtime hour worked). 

Defendants denied and continue to deny Vega’s claims, but agreed to discuss whether the case 
could be resolved without ongoing litigation. After months of information exchanges and 
negotiations, the parties reached this Settlement.   

This Settlement is not an admission of any wrongdoing by Defendants or an indication that 
Defendants violated any law.  The Court did not decide in favor of Plaintiff or Defendants as to 

2. WHAT THIS ACTION AND SETTLEMENT IS ABOUT 
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the merits of the case.  There was no trial.  Instead, both sides agreed to a resolution of the Action.  
The Settlement is intended to allow the Parties to avoid the costs of further litigation and a trial, 
while allowing Class Members and PAGA Employees (defined as current and former non-exempt 
employees employed by MPLS in the State of California who, in the same pay period, worked 
overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” payment from April 6, 2019 through December 31, 
2021 to receive payments from the Settlement as specified below. 

Plaintiff and his attorneys, who were preliminarily appointed as representatives for the Class, 
believe the Settlement is in the best interests of all Class Members. 

Defendants will not take any adverse action against any Class Member because of the Class 
Member’s participation or decision not to participate in this Settlement.  If a Class Member does 
not participate as to the Class Claims, his/her share of the settlement of the Class Claims will be 
paid to those who do participate as further detailed in Section 3 below. 

3. SUMMARY OF THE TERMS OF THE SETTLEMENT 
 
I. The Total Settlement Amount  

The Total Settlement Amount is Four Hundred Fifty-Five Thousand Two Hundred Ninety Dollars 
($455,290), which is the maximum amount Defendants will pay as part of the Settlement.  The 
Total Settlement Amount will be distributed as follows: 
 
Class Counsel’s Fees and Costs Award:  Plaintiff’s counsel (“Class Counsel”) have been 
prosecuting the Action on behalf of the Class Members on a contingency fee basis (that is, without 
being paid any money to date) and have been paying all litigation costs and expenses. The Court 
will determine the actual amount awarded to Class Counsel as attorneys’ fees, which will be paid 
from the Settlement Amount.  Class Members are not personally responsible for any of Class 
Counsel’s attorneys’ fees or costs.  Class Counsel will ask for fees of $137,500 of the common 
fund Total Settlement Amount as reasonable compensation for the work Class Counsel performed 
and will continue to perform in this Action through finalization of the Settlement.  Class Counsel 
also will ask for reimbursement of up to $10,000 for the costs Class Counsel incurred in connection 
with the Action.   
 
Service Award to Class Representative:  Plaintiff Robert Vega has been appointed as the Class 
Representative.  Class Counsel will ask the Court to award him a Service Award in the amount of 
$5,000 to compensate him for service and in exchange for a general release of claims.  The Class 
Representative also will receive his individual share of the Settlement as a Class Member. 
 
PAGA Award:  Under the Settlement, $31,680 of the Total Settlement Amount will be allocated 
to Plaintiff’s PAGA Claims.   Of this amount, $23,760 will be paid to the California Labor & 
Workforce Development Agency (“LWDA”) in satisfaction of the claims for civil penalties under 
PAGA, and the remaining $7,920 will be divided between all PAGA Employees based on the 
number of pay periods worked during the PAGA Period, regardless of their receipt of payments 
for settlement of the Class Claims.  You do not have the right to opt-out or exclude yourself from 
receiving the civil penalties paid pursuant to PAGA.  PAGA Employees includes “all current and 
former non-exempt employees employed by Defendant in California who, in the same pay period, 
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worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” payment during the PAGA Period of April 
6, 2019 through December 31, 2021.”  You will receive your allocated portion of this payment and 
will be bound by the release of all such PAGA Claims without regard to your selected option 
discussed in Section 4 below.   
 
Costs of Administration:  The Court has approved Phoenix Settlement Administrators (the 
“Settlement Administrator”) to administer this Settlement.  The Court has preliminarily approved 
Settlement Administration Costs not to exceed $9,750.  The cost of administration will be paid 
from the Total Settlement Amount.     
 
Net Distribution Fund:  After deducting the amounts above from the Total Settlement Amount, the 
balance will form the Net Distribution Fund for distribution to Participating Class Members (who 
are Class Members who do not opt-out).  Individual Settlement Payments to Class Members will 
be calculated and apportioned from the Net Distribution Fund according to the formula and 
calculations set forth in the section immediately below entitled “Calculation of Individual 
Settlement Payments.”   
 
Tax Issues:  Each Individual Settlement Payment shall be allocated as penalties and interest only.  
There will be no deduction taken from these payments (because the claims in the lawsuit do not 
include unpaid wage claims); however, all payments will be reported on IRS Form 1099 as income.  
The Settlement Administrator, Defendants and their counsel, and Class Counsel cannot provide 
tax advice and make no representations as to the tax treatment or legal effect of the Settlement 
Payments.  Participating Class Members and PAGA Employees will be solely responsible for the 
payment of any taxes and penalties assessed on their Settlement Payments.  Accordingly, 
Participating Class Members and PAGA Employees should consult with their tax advisors 
concerning the tax consequences and treatment of payments they receive under the Settlement if 
they have any questions. 
 
Uncashed Checks:  All Participating Class Members and PAGA Employees will receive an 
Individual Settlement Payment based on the calculations detailed below, without needing to make 
a claim.  Checks must be cashed within 180 days.  On the 181st day, checks are void and uncashed 
funds will be transmitted by the Settlement Administrator to the California State Controller 
Unclaimed Property Fund in the name of the Class Member/PAGA Employee. 
 
II. Calculation of Individual Settlement Payments 

Participating Class Members – i.e., all Class Members who do not submit a timely Request for 
Exclusion as explained in the “Option 2: Request Exclusion from the Settlement” section below – 
will receive an Individual Settlement Payment based on the calculation detailed below.   
 
In addition, all “PAGA Employees” will receive a prorated portion of the 25% of the PAGA Award 
based on their prorated number of pay periods during the PAGA period using the calculation 
detailed below. 
 
Pay Period Calculations - Class:  MPLS will calculate the total number of pay periods that all 
Participating Class Members worked during the Class Period where, in the same pay period, the 
employees worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” (also sometimes referenced as a 
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“Regular Rate Adj Sched”) payment (“Total Class Pay Periods”). The value of each pay period 
shall be determined by the Settlement Administrator by dividing the Net Distribution Fund (less 
the 25% of the PAGA Award to be distributed to PAGA Employees) by the total number of pay 
periods worked by Participating Class Members during the Class Period where, in the same pay 
period, these employees worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” payment (“Class 
Pay Period Value”).   
 
PAGA Employee Calculations: For PAGA Employees, MPLS will calculate the total number of 
pay periods that each PAGA Employee worked during the PAGA Period where, in the same pay 
period, these employees worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” payment (“Total 
PAGA Pay Periods”). The value of each PAGA Pay Period shall be determined by the Settlement 
Administrator by dividing the 25% of the PAGA Award allocated for PAGA Employees by the 
Total PAGA Pay Periods for all PAGA Employees (“PAGA Pay Period Value”). A Class Member 
who is also a PAGA Employee will receive a payment under this section even if they opt-out of 
the Class settlement and will be bound by the release of the PAGA claims released through this 
Settlement. 
 
Individual Settlement Payments: To determine the “ Individual Settlement Payment” for each 
Class Member, the Settlement Administrator will multiply the individual’s Total Class Pay Periods 
by the Class Pay Period Value (if the Class Member is a Participating Class Member) and the 
individual's Total PAGA Pay Periods by the PAGA Pay Period Value. The Individual Settlement 
Payment will be reduced by any required legal deductions.  Review the information below, which 
shows (1) the estimated number of pay periods where Defendants’ records show you worked 
overtime and received a “Reg Rate Adj” (or “Reg Rate Adj Sched”) payment in the same pay 
period from April 6, 2019 through December 31, 2021 ; and (2) your corresponding estimated 
individual settlement payments: 
 

 Pay Periods Credited  Estimated Ind. Settlement Payment 
As a Class Member INSERT $INSERT 
As a PAGA Employee INSERT $INSERT 

 
 
If you believe the number of pay periods you were credited above is incorrect (i.e., you worked a 
different number of pay periods from April 6, 2019 through December 31, 2021 where, in the same 
pay period, you worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” (sometimes also referred to 
as a “Regular Rate Adj Sched” payment), you can challenge this estimate by submitting evidence 
to the Settlement Administrator, Phoenix Settlement Administrators, prior to the Response 
Deadline on [insert date of opt out/objection deadline] showing what you believe is the correct 
number of pay periods you should be credited from April 6, 2019 through December 31, 2021 
where, in the same pay period, you worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” or 
“Regular Rate Adj Sched” payment.  The Settlement Administrator will notify the Parties of any 
challenges and give Defendant the opportunity to investigate the challenge and provide relevant 
information and documents to the Settlement Administrator.  All challenges to the calculated pay 
periods will be resolved by the Settlement Administrator after taking into consideration any 
information and documentation provided by you and Defendants.  The Settlement Administrator’s 
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determination will be final and binding and will be made prior to the calculation and distribution 
of the Individual Settlement Payments. 
 
III. Release of Claims  

Unless you request to be excluded from the Settlement, you will be unable to sue, continue to sue 
or be a part of any other lawsuit against Defendants and other Released Parties (defined below) 
regarding the “Class Member Released Claims” in this Settlement.  Moreover, all PAGA 
Employees will be bound by the release of PAGA Released Claims, as discussed below.  Further 
information about, and the definition of, the releases is provided below. 
 
A.  Released Parties 
 
The Released Parties includes Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services, LLC, Marathon Petroleum 
Company, LP, and their respective subsidiaries, affiliates and/or parents; attorneys, and respective 
successors and predecessors in interest; all of their respective officers, directors, employees, 
administrators, fiduciaries, trustees, beneficiaries and agents; and each of their past, present and 
future officers, directors, shareholders, employees, agents, principals, heirs, representatives, 
accountants, auditors, consultants, insurers and reinsurers (“Released Parties”). 
 
B.  Releases 
 
The “Effective Date” of the Settlement means the date by which the Settlement is finally approved 
and the Court’s Final Approval Order becomes binding– i.e., the date when there is no possibility 
of an appeal, writ, or further appeal that could potentially prevent the Settlement Agreement from 
becoming final and binding, which the Parties agree will be 65 calendar days after the notice of an 
order granting final approval of the Settlement is served, provided there have been no appeals filed 
within that time. 
 
As of the Effective Date and Defendants’ funding of the Total Settlement Amount, Plaintiff, 
Participating Class Members, PAGA Employees and the State of California (acting through 
Plaintiff as its authorized PAGA representative) release the Released Parties from all Class Claims 
and PAGA Claims for the duration of the Class Period and PAGA Period, respectively.  The Class 
Period and PAGA Period include the period from April 6, 2019 through December 31, 2021.  The 
Class Member Released Claims include all claims for any debts, liabilities, demands, obligations, 
guarantees, penalties, damages, interest, attorneys’ fees, costs, and/or other amounts or relief 
recoverable under state or other applicable law that Plaintiff asserted or could have asserted in the 
Action – on behalf of himself and the putative Class Members – based on the facts alleged in 
Plaintiff’s Complaint and/or arising out of a claim for Failure to Provide Accurate Itemized Wage 
Statements (Lab. Code § 226), whether for economic or non-economic damages, restitution, 
injunctive relief or statutory penalties.  The PAGA Released Claims include any and all claims 
Plaintiff asserted or could have asserted in the Action under PAGA based on the facts alleged in 
Plaintiff’s Complaint for Failure to Provide Accurate Itemized Wage Statements (Cal. Labor Code 
§§ 226 and 2698, et seq.) and/or based on the Class Member Released Claims, on behalf of himself, 
the State of California and PAGA Employees for damages recoverable under PAGA, including 
civil penalties, interest, attorneys’ fees, costs, and any other relief recoverable under California 
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Labor Code § 2698, et seq.   It is the intent of the Parties that the Final Approval Order entered by 
the Court shall have full res judicata (i.e., preclusive) effect and be final and binding upon 
Participating Class Members, PAGA Employees and the State of California regarding the Class 
Member Released Claims and PAGA Released Claims. 
 
Class Members who do not opt out (i.e., submit a timely Request for Exclusion as explained below) 
will release the Class Member Released Claims for the duration of the Class Period (i.e., from 
April 6, 2019 through December 31, 2021.  
 
PAGA Employees will be bound by the release of the PAGA Claims for the duration of the PAGA 
Period (i.e., from April 6, 2019 through December 31, 2021 and will receive a share of the PAGA 
Award, notwithstanding any request to opt-out of the Class Claims.  
 
Plaintiff Vega’s Complete and General Release:   
 
Plaintiff Vega only is agreeing to a Complete and General Release of all claims as part of this 
Settlement and as consideration for the Service Award specified above.   
 

4. YOUR OPTIONS REGARDING THIS CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT 
 
I. First Option:  Do Nothing and Receive an Individual Settlement Payment if 

the Settlement Becomes Final and Binding 

You do not need to do anything to participate in this Settlement.  If the Settlement becomes 
binding and you do nothing, you will receive an Individual Settlement Payment.  The amount of 
the Individual Settlement Payment will depend, in part, on the amounts approved by the Court and 
will be calculated based on the Individual Settlement Payment calculation described above.  If you 
disagree with the number of Pay Periods credited, as described in this Notice, you may dispute the 
allocation of the Settlement without excluding yourself or objecting, as described above.  If you 
do nothing, you will also be bound by the Settlement and you will be releasing all Class Member 
Released Claims and PAGA Released Claims in exchange for an Individual Settlement Payment, 
as explained above.  
 
II. Second Option: Request Exclusion from the Settlement 

If you do not wish to participate in the settlement for any reason, you must submit a written letter, 
called a “Request for Exclusion,” to the Settlement Administrator. 

To be valid, the Request for Exclusion need not use specific language, but must be hand signed 
and contain sufficient information to verify your identity (e.g., your full name, address, and 
employee number or last four digits of your social security number) and confirm that you wish to 
be excluded from the Settlement and any payment and release associated with the settlement of 
the Class Claims as set forth in this Notice and the Settlement Agreement.  
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To be timely, the Request for Exclusion must be postmarked and mailed to the Settlement 
Administrator at the address below on or before [Date] (the “Response Deadline”).  Requests for 
Exclusion postmarked after this date may be disregarded. 
 

Vega v. Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services LLC, et al. Class Action 
c/o Phoenix Settlement Administrators 
[INSERT ADDRESS] 
[INSERT PHONE NUMBER] 
 

Any Class Members who submit a timely and valid Request for Exclusion will NOT receive 
any money from the Settlement of the Class Claims and will not be bound by the terms of 
the Settlement or the release of the Class Claims.  Any Class Member who submits a timely 
and valid Request for Exclusion will also not have any right to object, appeal or comment on the 
Settlement.  The only exception is that if you are also a PAGA Employee you will still release the 
PAGA Claims and receive a portion of the PAGA Award as there is no right to opt out of the 
PAGA release.  

Class Members who do not submit a timely and valid Request for Exclusion on or before the 
Response Deadline will be deemed “Participating Class Members.”  As described above, each 
Participating Class member will receive an Individual Settlement Payment and will be bound by 
all terms of the Settlement and the Final Approval Order entered in this Action. 

III. Third Option:  Object to the Settlement 

If you do not believe the Settlement is fair, you can object and ask the Court to deny approval of 
the Settlement. If the Court grants approval over your objection, you will remain a Class Member, 
will release the Class Claims for the Class Period, and you will still receive an Individual 
Settlement Payment as described above. 

You can object to the Settlement by (1) appearing at the Final Approval Hearing (either in person 
or through your own attorney) and communicating your objection to the Court and/or (2) 
submitting a written Notice of Objection to the Settlement Administrator on or before [Date] (the 
“Response Deadline”).  If you appear at the Final Approval Hearing through your own attorney, 
you are responsible for paying that attorney.   

There is no specific language required for the Court to consider your written objection, but to 
confirm that you are a Class Member in this case and evaluate the nature of your objection, the 
Parties request that your written objection include (1) your full name, address and employee 
number or last four digits of your social security number; (2) your signature; (3) the case name, 
i.e., Robert Vega v. Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services LLC, et al., Case No. 20STCV19405, 
pending in Los Angeles Superior Court, and the specific reasons why you object to the Settlement.   

To ensure the Court has time to consider written objections at or prior to the Final Approval 
Hearing, the Notices of Objection should be postmarked and mailed to the Settlement 
Administrator at the address below on or before [Date] (the “Response Deadline”).   
 

Vega v. Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services LLC, et al. Class Action 
c/o Phoenix Settlement Administrators 
[INSERT ADDRESS] 
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[INSERT PHONE NUMBER] 
 
The Court will consider any written Notices of Objection received prior to the Final Approval 
Hearing and any oral objections made at the Final Approval Hearing.  All objections (written and 
oral) must be made prior to or at the Final Approval Hearing to be considered by the Court. 
 

5. NEXT STEPS 
 
I. The Court’s Final Approval Hearing 

The Court will hold a Final Approval Hearing on _________at ___ .m. in the Los Angeles County 
Superior Court Department 17, 312 North Spring Street, Los Angeles, CA 90012, to consider the 
fairness, adequacy and reasonableness of the proposed Settlement, including without limitation 
the: Class Counsel Fees Award, Class Counsel Costs Award, Plaintiff’s Service Award, PAGA 
Award, Settlement Administration Costs, and Individual Settlement Payments to Participating 
Class Members. 

The Court may reschedule the Final Approval Hearing without further notice to Class Members.  
Class Members are advised to confirm the hearing date and time with Class Counsel (at the contact 
information provided in section 5.II. below) if they intend to appear at the Final Approval Hearing. 

 
II. How to Obtain Additional Information 

This Notice summarizes the proposed Settlement.  If you have questions about the Settlement, you 
can contact the Settlement Administrator at: 

Vega v. Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services LLC, et al. Class Action 
c/o Phoenix Settlement Administrators 
[INSERT ADDRESS] 
[PHONE NUMBER] 
 

You can also request a copy of the full Settlement Agreement from the Settlement Administrator 
at the address and phone number above or view it by visiting a website set up by the Settlement 
Administrator at: [INSERT WEBSITE ADDRESS] . 
 
You may also contact Class Counsel with any questions and/or to confirm the date and time of the 
Final Approval Hearing at: 
 

Brian Mankin, Esq. 
brian@LMLfirm.com 
Peter Carlson, Esq. 

peter@LMLfirm.com 
Lauby Mankin Lauby LLP 

4590 Allstate Drive 
Riverside, CA  92501 
Tel: (951) 320-1444 
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III. Court’s Social Distancing Guidelines 

Based on current conditions, including but not limited to, the spread of COVID-19 disease, the 
state of emergency having been declared by Governor Gavin Newson, the need for social 
distancing, Class Members are encouraged to appear remotely via LACourtConnect which can be 
arranged at http://www.lacourt.org/lacc/ or by contacting the Judicial Assistant in Department 17 
for further instructions.  If they wish to do so, Class Members should make an appointment to 
review the court files for this case by referring to the instructions available at 
https://www.lacourt.org/. 
 
PLEASE DO NOT CONTACT THE COURT, THE CLERK’S OFFICE, 
MARATHON PETROLEUM LOGISTICS SERVICES LLC, MARATHON 
PETROLEUM COMPANY, LP OR THEIR ATTORNEYS TO INQUIRE ABOUT 
THIS SETTLEMENT. 

 



EXHIBIT “4”
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NOTICE OF CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT 
 

Robert Vega, et al. v. Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services, LLC, et al. 
Superior Court of California, County of Los Angeles 

Case No. 20STCV19405 
 

To:  All current and former non-exempt employees employed by Marathon Petroleum Logistics 
Services LLC in the State of California who, in the same pay period, worked overtime and 
received a “Regular Rate Adj.” payment from April 6, 2019 through December 31, 2021 
[DATE OF PRELIMINARY APPROVAL ORDER]. 

 
Please read this notice carefully – it provides important information about your legal rights and 
obligations under an agreement to settle a class/representative action lawsuit. 
 

Judge Maren Nelson of the Los Angeles County Superior Court (the “Court”) has preliminarily 
approved a class/representative action settlement (the “Settlement” or “Settlement Agreement”) of 
all claims that were or could have been asserted based on the facts alleged in the lawsuit titled 
Robert Vega, et al. v. Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services LLC, et al., Los Angeles Superior 
Court Case No. 20STCV19405 (the “Action”).    

The Settlement affects all current and former non-exempt employees employed by Marathon 
Petroleum Logistics Services LLC (“MPLS”) in the State of California who, in the same pay 
period, worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” payment from April 6, 2019 through 
December 31, 2021 [DATE OF PRELIMINARY APPROVAL ORDER] (the “Class Members”).  
The period from April 6, 2019, through December 31, 2021 [DATE OF PRELIMINARY 
APPROVAL ORDER], is referred to in this Notice and the Settlement as the “Class Period.”   

You have received this Notice of Settlement because MPLS’s records show that you are a Class 
Member.   

This Notice of Settlement provides you with a description of the lawsuit, informs you of the key 
terms of the proposed Settlement, and discusses your rights and options under the Settlement.  It 
is important that you read this Notice of Settlement carefully as your rights will be affected by 
the Settlement. Your options are described below: 

YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS AND OPTIONS IN THIS SETTLEMENT  

DO NOTHING AND 

RECEIVE A 

SETTLEMENT 

PAYMENT 

If you want to receive your full settlement payment, then no further 
action is required on your part. You will automatically receive your 
settlement payment from the Settlement Administrator if the 
Settlement receives final approval by the Court.  You will be bound 
by the terms of the Settlement Agreement and will give up your right 
to sue on the Released Class Claims described below. 

1.  WHY IT IS IMPORTANT TO READ THIS NOTICE 
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EXCLUDE YOURSELF 

If you do not wish to participate in the settlement of the Class Claims, 
you may “opt-out” of the settlement of the Class Claims.  If you 
choose to opt-out, you must submit a Request for Exclusion from the 
Settlement Class by _____________, 20223 (see Section 4 below for 
more details on how to opt-out).  If you opt-out of the settlement of 
the Class Claims, you will no longer be a Class Member, and you 
will (1) not receive any settlement payment for the Class Claims and 
will not release the  Released Class Claims described in Section IV, 
and (2) be barred from filing an objection to the settlement.  You still 
will receive a payment as part of the civil penalties paid pursuant to 
the California Private Attorneys General Act of 2004 (“PAGA”) and 
will release your claims for such civil penalties to the extent you are 
a PAGA Employee.  

OBJECT 

If you decide to object to the settlement you have the opportunity to 
do so by (1) appearing at the Final Approval Hearing and 
communicating your objection to the Court and/or (2) submitting a 
written Notice of Objection to the Settlement Administrator stating 
why you object to the settlement by _____________, 20223 (see 
Section 4 for more details on how to object). 

 

 
A class/representative action is a lawsuit where one or more representative plaintiffs brings claims 
on behalf of many people to be decided in a single court proceeding. 

Plaintiff Robert Vega (“Vega” or “Plaintiff”) is a former, unionized transport driver employed by 
Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services, LLC (“MPLS”). Vega filed this lawsuit on May 21, 2020 
against MPLS and Marathon Petroleum Company, LP (collectively “Defendants”) alleging class 
and Private Attorney General Act (“PAGA”) representative claims for Failure to Provide Accurate 
Itemized Wage Statements (Lab. Code § 226). 

In support of his two causes of action, Plaintiff alleged that wage statements (i.e., pay stubs) 
received by Class Members did not accurately display the correct overtime rate of pay.  More 
specifically, Plaintiff alleged that on each occasion that a Class Member earned a “Reg Rate Adj 
Sched” or “Reg Rate Adj.” payment and worked overtime in a workweek, the wage statements 
only reflected the overtime rate of 1.5 times the base hourly rate, which failed to account for and 
include the “Reg Rate Adj.” line-item.  As a result, Plaintiff contends that Defendants violated 
Labor Code § 226(a)(9) on each occasion that it failed to provide wage statements that informed 
the employees of the accurate overtime rate of pay (i.e., the amount of overtime actually paid for 
each overtime hour worked). 

Defendants denied and continue to deny Vega’s claims, but agreed to discuss whether the case 
could be resolved without ongoing litigation. After months of information exchanges and 
negotiations, the parties reached this Settlement.   

2. WHAT THIS ACTION AND SETTLEMENT IS ABOUT 
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This Settlement is not an admission of any wrongdoing by Defendants or an indication that 
Defendants violated any law.  The Court did not decide in favor of Plaintiff or Defendants as to 
the merits of the case.  There was no trial.  Instead, both sides agreed to a resolution of the Action.  
The Settlement is intended to allow the Parties to avoid the costs of further litigation and a trial, 
while allowing Class Members and PAGA Employees (defined as current and former non-exempt 
employees employed by MPLS in the State of California who, in the same pay period, worked 
overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” payment from April 6, 2019 through December 31, 
2021[DATE OF PRELIMINARY APPROVAL ORDER]) to receive payments from the Settlement as specified below. 

Plaintiff and his attorneys, who were preliminarily appointed as representatives for the Class, 
believe the Settlement is in the best interests of all Class Members. 

Defendants will not take any adverse action against any Class Member because of the Class 
Member’s participation or decision not to participate in this Settlement.  If a Class Member does 
not participate as to the Class Claims, his/her share of the settlement of the Class Claims will be 
paid to those who do participate as further detailed in Section 3 below. 

3. SUMMARY OF THE TERMS OF THE SETTLEMENT 
 
I. The Total Settlement Amount  

The Total Settlement Amount is Four Hundred Fifty-Five Thousand Two Hundred Ninety Dollars 
($455,290)One Hundred and Sixty-Five Thousand Dollars ($165,000), which is the maximum 
amount Defendants will pay as part of the Settlement.  The Total Settlement Amount will be 
distributed as follows: 
 
Class Counsel’s Fees and Costs Award:  Plaintiff’s counsel (“Class Counsel”) have been 
prosecuting the Action on behalf of the Class Members on a contingency fee basis (that is, without 
being paid any money to date) and have been paying all litigation costs and expenses. The Court 
will determine the actual amount awarded to Class Counsel as attorneys’ fees, which will be paid 
from the Settlement Amount.  Class Members are not personally responsible for any of Class 
Counsel’s attorneys’ fees or costs.  Class Counsel will ask for fees of $137,500one-third ($55,000) 
of the common fund Total Settlement Amount as reasonable compensation for the work Class 
Counsel performed and will continue to perform in this Action through finalization of the 
Settlement.  Class Counsel also will ask for reimbursement of up to $10,000 for the costs Class 
Counsel incurred in connection with the Action.   
 
Service Award to Class Representative:  Plaintiff Robert Vega has been appointed as the Class 
Representative.  Class Counsel will ask the Court to award him a Service Award in the amount of 
$5,000 to compensate him for service and in exchange for a general release of claims.  The Class 
Representative also will receive his individual share of the Settlement as a Class Member. 
 
PAGA Award:  Under the Settlement, $31,68010,000 of the Total Settlement Amount will be 
allocated to Plaintiff’s PAGA Claims.   Of this amount, $23,7607,500 will be paid to the California 
Labor & Workforce Development Agency (“LWDA”) in satisfaction of the claims for civil 
penalties under PAGA, and the remaining $7,9202,500 will be divided between all PAGA 
Employees based on the number of pay periods worked during the PAGA Period, regardless of 
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their receipt of payments for settlement of the Class Claims.  You do not have the right to opt-out 
or exclude yourself from receiving the civil penalties paid pursuant to PAGA.  PAGA Employees 
includes “all current and former non-exempt employees employed by Defendant in California who, 
in the same pay period, worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” payment during the 
PAGA Period of April 6, 2019 through December 31, 2021[DATE OF PRELIMINARY 
APPROVAL ORDER].”  You will receive your allocated portion of this payment and will be 
bound by the release of all such PAGA Claims without regard to your selected option discussed in 
Section 4 below.   
 
Costs of Administration:  The Court has approved Phoenix Settlement Administrators (the 
“Settlement Administrator”) to administer this Settlement.  The Court has preliminarily approved 
Settlement Administration Costs not to exceed $9,7506,000.  The cost of administration will be 
paid from the Total Settlement Amount.     
 
Net Distribution Fund:  After deducting the amounts above from the Total Settlement Amount, the 
balance will form the Net Distribution Fund for distribution to Participating Class Members (who 
are Class Members who do not opt-out).  Individual Settlement Payments to Class Members will 
be calculated and apportioned from the Net Distribution Fund according to the formula and 
calculations set forth in the section immediately below entitled “Calculation of Individual 
Settlement Payments.”   
 
Tax Issues:  Each Individual Settlement Payment shall be allocated as penalties and interest only.  
There will be no deduction taken from these payments (because the claims in the lawsuit do not 
include unpaid wage claims); however, all payments will be reported on IRS Form 1099 as income.  
The Settlement Administrator, Defendants and their counsel, and Class Counsel cannot provide 
tax advice and make no representations as to the tax treatment or legal effect of the Settlement 
Payments.  Participating Class Members and PAGA Employees will be solely responsible for the 
payment of any taxes and penalties assessed on their Settlement Payments.  Accordingly, 
Participating Class Members and PAGA Employees should consult with their tax advisors 
concerning the tax consequences and treatment of payments they receive under the Settlement if 
they have any questions. 
 
Uncashed Checks:  All Participating Class Members and PAGA Employees will receive an 
Individual Settlement Payment based on the calculations detailed below, without needing to make 
a claim.  Checks must be cashed within 180 days.  On the 181st day, checks are void and uncashed 
funds will be transmitted by the Settlement Administrator to the California State Controller 
Unclaimed Property Fund in the name of the Class Member/PAGA Employee. 
 
II. Calculation of Individual Settlement Payments 

Participating Class Members – i.e., all Class Members who do not submit a timely Request for 
Exclusion as explained in the “Option 2: Request Exclusion from the Settlement” section below – 
will receive an Individual Settlement Payment based on the calculation detailed below.   
 
In addition, all “PAGA Employees” will receive a prorated portion of the 25% of the PAGA Award 
based on their prorated number of pay periods during the PAGA period using the calculation 
detailed below. 
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Pay Period Calculations - Class:  MPLS will calculate the total number of pay periods that all 
Participating Class Members worked during the Class Period where, in the same pay period, the 
employees worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” (also sometimes referenced as a 
“Regular Rate Adj Sched”) payment (“Total Class Pay Periods”). The value of each pay period 
shall be determined by the Settlement Administrator by dividing the Net Distribution Fund (less 
the 25% of the PAGA Award to be distributed to PAGA Employees) by the total number of pay 
periods worked by Participating Class Members during the Class Period where, in the same pay 
period, these employees worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” payment (“Class 
Pay Period Value”).   
 
PAGA Employee Calculations: For PAGA Employees, MPLS will calculate the total number of 
pay periods that each PAGA Employee worked during the PAGA Period where, in the same pay 
period, these employees worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” payment (“Total 
PAGA Pay Periods”). The value of each PAGA Pay Period shall be determined by the Settlement 
Administrator by dividing the 25% of the PAGA Award allocated for PAGA Employees by the 
Total PAGA Pay Periods for all PAGA Employees (“PAGA Pay Period Value”). A Class Member 
who is also a PAGA Employee will receive a payment under this section even if they opt-out of 
the Class settlement and will be bound by the release of the PAGA claims released through this 
Settlement. 
 
Individual Settlement Payments: To determine the “ Individual Settlement Payment” for each 
Class Member, the Settlement Administrator will multiply the individual’s Total Class Pay Periods 
by the Class Pay Period Value (if the Class Member is a Participating Class Member) and the 
individual's Total PAGA Pay Periods by the PAGA Pay Period Value. The Individual Settlement 
Payment will be reduced by any required legal deductions.  Review the information below, which 
shows (1) the estimated number of pay periods where Defendants’ records show you worked 
overtime and received a “Reg Rate Adj” (or “Reg Rate Adj Sched”) payment in the same pay 
period from April 6, 2019 through December 31, 2021 [DATE OF PRELIMINARY APPROVAL 
ORDER]; and (2) your corresponding estimated individual settlement payments: 
 

 Pay Periods Credited  Estimated Ind. Settlement Payment 
As a Class Member INSERT $INSERT 
As a PAGA Employee INSERT $INSERT 

 
 
If you believe the number of pay periods you were credited above is incorrect (i.e., you worked a 
different number of pay periods from April 6, 2019 through December 31, 2021 [date of 
preliminary approval order] where, in the same pay period, you worked overtime and received a 
“Regular Rate Adj.” (sometimes also referred to as a “Regular Rate Adj Sched” payment), you can 
challenge this estimate by submitting evidence to the Settlement Administrator, Phoenix 
Settlement Administrators, prior to the Response Deadline on [insert date of opt out/objection 
deadline] showing what you believe is the correct number of pay periods you should be credited 
from April 6, 2019 through December 31, 2021 [date of preliminary approval order] where, in the 
same pay period, you worked overtime and received a “Regular Rate Adj.” or “Regular Rate Adj 
Sched” payment.  The Settlement Administrator will notify the Parties of any challenges and give 
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Defendant the opportunity to investigate the challenge and provide relevant information and 
documents to the Settlement Administrator.  All challenges to the calculated pay periods will be 
resolved by the Settlement Administrator after taking into consideration any information and 
documentation provided by you and Defendants.  The Settlement Administrator’s determination 
will be final and binding and will be made prior to the calculation and distribution of the Individual 
Settlement Payments. 
 
III. Release of Claims  

Unless you request to be excluded from the Settlement, you will be unable to sue, continue to sue 
or be a part of any other lawsuit against Defendants and other Released Parties (defined below) 
regarding the “Class Member Released Claims” in this Settlement.  Moreover, all PAGA 
Employees will be bound by the release of PAGA Released Claims, as discussed below.  Further 
information about, and the definition of, the releases is provided below. 
 
A.  Released Parties 
 
The Released Parties includes Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services, LLC, Marathon Petroleum 
Company, LP, and their respective subsidiaries, affiliates and/or parents; attorneys, and respective 
successors and predecessors in interest; all of their respective officers, directors, employees, 
administrators, fiduciaries, trustees, beneficiaries and agents; and each of their past, present and 
future officers, directors, shareholders, employees, agents, principals, heirs, representatives, 
accountants, auditors, consultants, insurers and reinsurers (“Released Parties”). 
 
B.  Releases 
 
The “Effective Date” of the Settlement means the date by which the Settlement is finally approved 
and the Court’s Final Approval Order becomes binding– i.e., the date when there is no possibility 
of an appeal, writ, or further appeal that could potentially prevent the Settlement Agreement from 
becoming final and binding, which the Parties agree will be 65 calendar days after the notice of an 
order granting final approval of the Settlement is served, provided there have been no appeals filed 
within that time. 
 
As of the Effective Date and Defendants’ funding of the Total Settlement Amount, Plaintiff, 
Participating Class Members, PAGA Employees and the State of California (acting through 
Plaintiff as its authorized PAGA representative) release the Released Parties from all Class Claims 
and PAGA Claims for the duration of the Class Period and PAGA Period, respectively.  The Class 
Period and PAGA Period include the period from April 6, 2019 through December 31, 2021the 
[Preliminary Approval Date].  The Class Member Released Claims include all claims for any 
debts, liabilities, demands, obligations, guarantees, penalties, damages, interest, attorneys’ fees, 
costs, and/or other amounts or relief recoverable under state or other applicable law that Plaintiff 
asserted or could have asserted in the Action – on behalf of himself and the putative Class Members 
– based on the facts alleged in Plaintiff’s Complaint and/or arising out of a claim for Failure to 
Provide Accurate Itemized Wage Statements (Lab. Code § 226), whether for economic or non-
economic damages, restitution, injunctive relief or statutory penalties.  The PAGA Released 
Claims include any and all claims Plaintiff asserted or could have asserted in the Action under 
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PAGA based on the facts alleged in Plaintiff’s Complaint for Failure to Provide Accurate Itemized 
Wage Statements (Cal. Labor Code §§ 226 and 2698, et seq.) and/or based on the Class Member 
Released Claims, on behalf of himself, the State of California and PAGA Employees for damages 
recoverable under PAGA, including civil penalties, interest, attorneys’ fees, costs, and any other 
relief recoverable under California Labor Code § 2698, et seq.   It is the intent of the Parties that 
the Final Approval Order entered by the Court shall have full res judicata (i.e., preclusive) effect 
and be final and binding upon Participating Class Members, PAGA Employees and the State of 
California regarding the Class Member Released Claims and PAGA Released Claims. 
 
Class Members who do not opt out (i.e., submit a timely Request for Exclusion as explained below) 
will release the Class Member Released Claims for the duration of the Class Period (i.e., from 
April 6, 2019 through December 31, 2021 [date of preliminary approval order]).  
 
PAGA Employees will be bound by the release of the PAGA Claims for the duration of the PAGA 
Period (i.e., from April 6, 2019 through December 31, 2021[date of preliminary approval order]) 
and will receive a share of the PAGA Award, notwithstanding any request to opt-out of the Class 
Claims.  
 
Plaintiff Vega’s Complete and General Release:   
 
Plaintiff Vega only is agreeing to a Complete and General Release of all claims as part of this 
Settlement and as consideration for the Service Award specified above.   
 

4. YOUR OPTIONS REGARDING THIS CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT 
 
I. First Option:  Do Nothing and Receive an Individual Settlement Payment if 

the Settlement Becomes Final and Binding 

You do not need to do anything to participate in this Settlement.  If the Settlement becomes 
binding and you do nothing, you will receive an Individual Settlement Payment.  The amount of 
the Individual Settlement Payment will depend, in part, on the amounts approved by the Court and 
will be calculated based on the Individual Settlement Payment calculation described above.  If you 
disagree with the number of Pay Periods credited, as described in this Notice, you may dispute the 
allocation of the Settlement without excluding yourself or objecting, as described above.  If you 
do nothing, you will also be bound by the Settlement and you will be releasing all Class Member 
Released Claims and PAGA Released Claims in exchange for an Individual Settlement Payment, 
as explained above.  
 
II. Second Option: Request Exclusion from the Settlement 

If you do not wish to participate in the settlement for any reason, you must submit a written letter, 
called a “Request for Exclusion,” to the Settlement Administrator. 

To be valid, the Request for Exclusion need not use specific language, but must be hand signed 
and contain sufficient information to verify your identity (e.g., your full name, address, and 
employee number or last four digits of your social security number) and confirm that you wish to 
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be excluded from the Settlement and any payment and release associated with the settlement of 
the Class Claims as set forth in this Notice and the Settlement Agreement.  

 

To be timely, the Request for Exclusion must be postmarked and mailed to the Settlement 
Administrator at the address below on or before [Date] (the “Response Deadline”).  Requests for 
Exclusion postmarked after this date may be disregarded. 
 

Vega v. Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services LLC, et al. Class Action 
c/o Phoenix Settlement Administrators 
[INSERT ADDRESS] 
[INSERT PHONE NUMBER] 
 

Any Class Members who submit a timely and valid Request for Exclusion will NOT receive 
any money from the Settlement of the Class Claims and will not be bound by the terms of 
the Settlement or the release of the Class Claims.  Any Class Member who submits a timely 
and valid Request for Exclusion will also not have any right to object, appeal or comment on the 
Settlement.  The only exception is that if you are also a PAGA Employee you will still release the 
PAGA Claims and receive a portion of the PAGA Award as there is no right to opt out of the 
PAGA release.  

Class Members who do not submit a timely and valid Request for Exclusion on or before the 
Response Deadline will be deemed “Participating Class Members.”  As described above, each 
Participating Class member will receive an Individual Settlement Payment and will be bound by 
all terms of the Settlement and the Final Approval Order entered in this Action. 

III. Third Option:  Object to the Settlement 

If you do not believe the Settlement is fair, you can object and ask the Court to deny approval of 
the Settlement. If the Court grants approval over your objection, you will remain a Class Member, 
will release the Class Claims for the Class Period, and you will still receive an Individual 
Settlement Payment as described above. 

You can object to the Settlement by (1) appearing at the Final Approval Hearing (either in person 
or through your own attorney) and communicating your objection to the Court and/or (2) 
submitting a written Notice of Objection to the Settlement Administrator on or before [Date] (the 
“Response Deadline”).  If you appear at the Final Approval Hearing through your own attorney, 
you are responsible for paying that attorney.   

There is no specific language required for the Court to consider your written objection, but to 
confirm that you are a Class Member in this case and evaluate the nature of your objection, the 
Parties request that your written objection include (1) your full name, address and employee 
number or last four digits of your social security number; (2) your signature; (3) the case name, 
i.e., Robert Vega v. Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services LLC, et al., Case No. 20STCV19405, 
pending in Los Angeles Superior Court, and the specific reasons why you object to the Settlement.   

To ensure the Court has time to consider written objections at or prior to the Final Approval 
Hearing, the Notices of Objection should be postmarked and mailed to the Settlement 
Administrator at the address below on or before [Date] (the “Response Deadline”).   
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Vega v. Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services LLC, et al. Class Action 
c/o Phoenix Settlement Administrators 
[INSERT ADDRESS] 
[INSERT PHONE NUMBER] 

 
The Court will consider any written Notices of Objection received prior to the Final Approval 
Hearing and any oral objections made at the Final Approval Hearing.  All objections (written and 
oral) must be made prior to or at the Final Approval Hearing to be considered by the Court. 
 

5. NEXT STEPS 
 
I. The Court’s Final Approval Hearing 

The Court will hold a Final Approval Hearing on _________at ___ .m. in the Los Angeles County 
Superior Court Department 17, 312 North Spring Street, Los Angeles, CA 90012, to consider the 
fairness, adequacy and reasonableness of the proposed Settlement, including without limitation 
the: Class Counsel Fees Award, Class Counsel Costs Award, Plaintiff’s Service Award, PAGA 
Award, Settlement Administration Costs, and Individual Settlement Payments to Participating 
Class Members. 

The Court may reschedule the Final Approval Hearing without further notice to Class Members.  
Class Members are advised to confirm the hearing date and time with Class Counsel (at the contact 
information provided in section 5.II. below) if they intend to appear at the Final Approval Hearing. 

 
II. How to Obtain Additional Information 

This Notice summarizes the proposed Settlement.  If you have questions about the Settlement, you 
can contact the Settlement Administrator at: 

Vega v. Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services LLC, et al. Class Action 
c/o Phoenix Settlement Administrators 
[INSERT ADDRESS] 
[PHONE NUMBER] 
 

You can also request a copy of the full Settlement Agreement from the Settlement Administrator 
at the address and phone number above or view it by visiting a website set up by the Settlement 
Administrator at: [INSERT WEBSITE ADDRESS] . 
 
You may also contact Class Counsel with any questions and/or to confirm the date and time of the 
Final Approval Hearing at: 
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Brian Mankin, Esq. 
brian@LMLfirm.com 
Peter Carlson, Esq. 

peter@LMLfirm.com 
Lauby Mankin Lauby LLP 

4590 Allstate Drive 
Riverside, CA  92501 
Tel: (951) 320-1444 

 

 

 
 
III. Court’s Social Distancing Guidelines 

Based on current conditions, including but not limited to, the spread of COVID-19 disease, the 
state of emergency having been declared by Governor Gavin Newson, the need for social 
distancing, Class Members are encouraged to appear remotely via LACourtConnect which can be 
arranged at http://www.lacourt.org/lacc/ or by contacting the Judicial Assistant in Department 17 
for further instructions.  If they wish to do so, Class Members should make an appointment to 
review the court files for this case by referring to the instructions available at 
https://www.lacourt.org/. 
 
PLEASE DO NOT CONTACT THE COURT, THE CLERK’S OFFICE, 
MARATHON PETROLEUM LOGISTICS SERVICES LLC, MARATHON 
PETROLEUM COMPANY, LP OR THEIR ATTORNEYS TO INQUIRE ABOUT 
THIS SETTLEMENT. 
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CASE ASSUMPTIONS
Class Members 349

Opt Out Rate 1%

Opt Outs Received 3

Total Class Claimants 346

Subtotal Admin Only $9,750.00

Not-to-Exceed Total $9,750.00
For 349 Members
Pricing Good for Scope of Estimate Only

All Aspects of Escheating to the State of CA Included

October 12, 2022
Case: Vega v. Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services, LLC et al. Opt-Out  wLanguage
Phoenix Contact: Jodey Lawrence Requesting Attorney: Joshua Levine  

Contact Number: 949.566.1455 Firm:  Littler

Email: Jodey@phoenixclassaction.com Contact Number: 619.515.1841 direct

Email: JDLevine@littler.com

Assumptions and Estimate are based on information provided by counsel. If class size changes, PSA will need to adjust this Estimate accordingly.

Estimate is based on 349 Class Members. PSA assumes class data will be sent in Microsoft Excel or other usable format with no or reasonable

additional formatting needed. A rate of $150 per hour will be charged for any additional analysis or programming.

Administrative Tasks: Rate Hours/Units Line Item Estimate
Programming Manager $100.00 2 $200.00
Programming Database & Setup $100.00 2 $200.00
Toll Free Setup* $145.93 1 $145.93
Call Center & Long Distance $2.00 16 $32.00
NCOA (USPS) $150.00 1 $150.00

Total $727.93
* Up to 120 days after disbursement

Project Action Rate Hours/Units Line Item Estimate
Notice Packet Formatting $105.00 3 $315.00
Data Merge & Duplication Scrub $0.25 349 $87.25
Notice Packet & Opt-Out Form $1.50 349 $523.50
Estimated Postage (up to 2 oz.)* $0.84 349 $293.16
Language Translation $1,000.00 1 $1,000.00
Static Website $250.00 1 $250.00

Total $2,468.91
* Prices good for 90 days. Subject to change with the USPS Rate or change in Notice pages or Translation, if any.

Case & Database Setup / Toll Free Setup & Call Center / NCOA (USPS)

Data Merger & Scrub / Notice Packet, Opt-Out Form & Postage / Spanish Translation / Reporting
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Project Action: Rate Hours/Units Line Item Estimate
Case Associate $55.00 3 $165.00
Skip Tracing Undeliverables $1.75 70 $122.15
Remail Notice Packets $1.50 70 $104.70
Estimated Postage $0.84 70 $58.63
Programming Undeliverables $50.00 2 $100.00

Total $550.48

Project Action: Rate Hours/Units Line Item Estimate
Programming Claims Database $135.00 2 $270.00
Non Opt-Out Processing $200.00 1 $200.00
Case Associate $55.00 4 $220.00
Opt-Outs/Deficiency/Dispute Letters $10.00 3 $30.00
Case Manager $85.00 2 $170.00

Total $890.00

Project Action: Rate Hours/Units Line Item Estimate
Programming Calculations $135.00 3 $405.00
Disbursement Review $135.00 3 $405.00
Programming Manager $95.00 3 $285.00
QSF Bank Account & EIN $125.00 2 $250.00
Check Run Setup & Printing $125.00 4 $500.00
Mail Class Checks * $1.50 346 $518.27
Estimated Postage $0.61 346 $210.76

Total $2,574.03
* Checks are printed on 8.5 x 11 in. sheets with W2/1099 Tax Filing

Skip Tracing & Remailing Notice Packets / Tracking & Programming Undeliverables

Database Programming / Processing Opt-Outs, Deficiencies or Disputes

Calculation & Disbursement Programming/ Create & Manage QSF/ Mail Checks
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Project Action: Rate Hours/Units Line Item Estimate
Case Supervisor $100.00 3 $300.00
Remail Undeliverable Checks $1.50 69 $103.65
(Postage Included)
Case Associate $50.00 2 $100.00
Reconcile Uncashed Checks $65.00 3 $195.00
Conclusion Reports $125.00 2 $250.00
Case Manager Conclusion $85.00 2 $170.00
Final Reporting & Declarations $110.00 2 $220.00
IRS & QSF Annual Tax Reporting * $1,200.00 1 $1,200.00
(1 State Tax Reporting Included)

Check to Cy-Pres $150.00 1 Included

Uncahsed Checks to the State of $0.00 1 $0.00
California Controllers Office 
Estimated 60 Total Class Members

Total $2,538.65
* All applicable California State & Federal taxes, which include SUI, ETT, and SDI, and FUTA filings. Additional taxes are Defendant's responsibilty.

Estimate Total: $9,750.00

Tax Reporting & Reconciliation / Re-Issuance of Checks / Conclusion Reports and Declarations
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Tax Reporting Requirements

Claims: PSA's general policy is to not accept claims via facsimile. However, in the event that facsimile filing of claims must be accepted, PSA will not be held responsible for any 

issues and/or errors arising out of said filing. Furthermore, PSA will require disclaimer language regarding facsimile transmissions. PSA will not be responsible for any acts or 

omissions caused by the USPS. PSA shall not make payments to any claimants without verified, valid Social Security Numbers. All responses and class member information are 

held in strict confidentiality. Additional class members are $10.00 per opt-out. 

Payment Terms: All postage charges and 50% of the final administration charges are due at the commencement of the case and will be billed immediately upon receipt of the 

data and/or notice documents. PSA bills are due upon receipt unless otherwise negotiated and agreed to with PSA by Counsel/Client. In the event the settlement terms provide 

that PSA is to be paid out of the settlement fund, PSA  will request that Counsel/Client endeavor to make alternate payment arrangements for PSA charges that are due at the 

onset of the case. The entire remaining balance is due and payable at the time the settlement account is funded by Defendant, or no later than the time of disbursement. 

Amounts not paid within thirty (30) days are subject to a service charge of 1.5% per month or the highest rate permitted by law.

1. Defendant's California State ID and Federal EIN.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Data Conversion and Mailing: The proposal assumes that data provided will be in ready-to-use condition and that all data is provided in a single, comprehensive Excel 

spreadsheet. PSA cannot be liable for any errors or omissions arising due to additional work required for analyzing and processing the original database. A minimum of two (2) 

business days is required for processing prior to the anticipated mailing date with an additional two (2) business days for a National Change of Address (NCOA) update. 

Additional time may be required depending on the class size, necessary translation of the documents, or other factors. PSA will keep counsel apprised of the estimated mailing 

date. 

5. Defendant is responsible for reporting the SDI portion of the settlement payments on the class member's W-2. PSA will file these forms on Defendant's behalf for an 

additional fee and will issue an additional W-2 for each class member under Defendant's EIN, as SDI is reported under Defendant's EIN rather than the EIN of the QSF. The 

Power of Attorney (Form DE 48) will be needed in order for PSA to report SDI payments.

Provisions: The case estimate is in good faith and does not cover any applicable taxes and fees. The estimate does not make any provision for any services or class size not 

delineated in the request for proposal or stipulations. Proposal rates and amounts are subject to change upon further review, with Counsel/Client, of the Settlement 

Agreement. Only pre-approved changes will be charged when applicable. No modifications may be made to this estimate without the approval of PSA (Phoenix Settlement 

Administrators). All notifications are mailed in English language only unless otherwise specified. Additional costs will apply if translation into other language(s) is required. Rates 

to prepare and file taxes are for Federal and California State taxes only. Additional charges will apply if multiple state tax filing(s) is required. Pricing is good for ninety (90) 

days.

3. Termination dates of the class members, or identification of current employee class members, so we can account for the periods that the wages relate to for each class 

member.

4. An executed Power of Attorney (Form DE 48) from Defendant. This form is needed so that we may report the UI, SDI, and ETT taxes under Defendant's EIN on their behalf. If 

this form is not provided we will work with the EDD auditors to transfer the tax payments to Defendant's EIN.

2. Defendant's current State Unemployment Insurance (UI) rate and Employment Training Tax (ETT) rate. This information can be found in the current year DE 2088, Notice of 

Contribution Rates, issued by the EDD.

PSA will file the necessary tax returns under the EIN of the QSF, including federal and state returns. Payroll tax returns will be filed if necessary. Under the California 

Employment Development Department, all taxes are to be reported under the EIN of the QSF with the exception of the following taxes: Unemployment Insurance (UI) and 

Employment Training Tax (ETT), employer-side taxes, and State Disability Insurance (SDI), an employee-side tax. These are reported under Defendant's EIN. Therefore, to 

comply with the EDD payroll tax filing requirements we will need the following information:
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1

Tracie L. Chiarito

From: DIR PAGA Unit <lwdadonotreply@dir.ca.gov>
Sent: Thursday, December 15, 2022 1:18 PM
To: Tracie L. Chiarito
Subject: Thank you for your Other Response or Document Submission

12/15/2022 01:17:52 PM 

Thank you for your submission to the Labor and Workforce Development Agency. 

Item submitted: Other Response or Document Submission If you have questions or concerns regarding this submission 
or your case, please send an email to pagainfo@dir.ca.gov. 

DIR PAGA Unit on behalf of 
Labor and Workforce Development Agency 

Website: 
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Flabor.ca.gov%2FPrivate_Attorneys_General_Act.
htm&amp;data=05%7C01%7Ctracie%40lmlfirm.com%7Cbf0f1547b6004e5c6be508dadee1d968%7Ca9fb4b7076c946428
4e4841ce1d23be0%7C0%7C0%7C638067358855987335%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQ
IjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&amp;sdata=U1FbRdqlxJVEoyWFG0DxJBRqCQup
Qpoy0f8jGteQ1yI%3D&amp;reserved=0 
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[PROPOSED] ORDER 

The Court, having considered the Parties’ Stipulation, and for good cause appearing, 

hereby ORDERS as follows: 

1. The Parties’ Settlement is hereby deemed AMENDED to incorporate all changes

reflected in the Second Revised Joint Stipulation of Class and PAGA Representative Action 

Settlement and Release, which is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 

2. The Court hereby approves, as to form and content the Class Notice attached

hereto as Exhibit 3, which reflects the changes to the settlement agreement. 

a. This Court’s previous Order granting preliminary approval is hereby

AMENDED and MODIFIED as follows: The Total Settlement Amount is now $455,290, with 

$31,680 allocated to PAGA,  

b. The definition of “Class Members” is modified to be: all current and

former non-exempt employees employed by Defendant Marathon Petroleum Logistics Services 

LLC in the State of California who, in the same pay period, worked overtime and received a 

“Regular Rate Adj.” payment from April 6, 2019 through December 31, 2021.  The Class Period 

and Class Member Released Claims shall run from the start of the Class Period (i.e., April 6, 

2019) through December 31, 2021. 

c. The definition of “PAGA Employees” is modified to be: Class Members

employed during the PAGA Period, which is the period from April 6, 2019 through December 

31, 2021.  The PAGA Released Claims shall run from the start of the PAGA Period (i.e., April 6, 

2019) through December 31, 2021. 

d. Class Counsel may seek up to $137,500 of the increased Total Settlement

Amount in attorneys’ fees, subject to court approval at the final fairness hearing, 

e. The Settlement Administrator may seek up to $9,750 in costs for

administration of the Settlement,  

f. Defendants must provide the Class Data to the settlement administrator by

__________________________, 
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g. The Settlement Administrator must mail notices to the Class Members by

__________________________, and 

h. The final fairness hearing is hereby set for ___________________ at

10:00 a.m., and Class Counsel must file the motion for final approval by ___________________ 

(16 court days prior to final fairness hearing).    

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated:  ____________________ ____________________________________ 
JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE: 

I, Tracie Chiarito, declare I am a citizen of the United States of America and am 

employed in Riverside, California; I am over the age of 18 years and am not a party to the within 

action; my business address is 4590 Allstate Drive, Riverside, California 92501-1702.  On 

December 15, 2022, I served the within STIPULATION TO: (1) AMEND SETTLEMENT 

AGREEMENT, AND (2) AMEND COURT’S ORDER GRANTING PRELIMINARY 

APPROVAL; [PROPOSED] ORDER in said action by electronic filing service Case Home 

Page website to the parties on the service list maintained on the Case Home Page website for this 

case pursuant to the Court Order establishing the case website and authorizing service of 

documents.   

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the above 

is true and correct. 

Executed on December 15, 2022, at Riverside, California. 

____________________________ 
Tracie Chiarito, Declarant 
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SERVICE LIST 

 

Jody A. Landry, Esq. 
jlandry@littler.com 
Joshua D. Levine, Esq. 
jdlevine@littler.com 
Kara A. Cole, Esq.  
kcole@littler.com 
LITTLER MENDELSON, P.C. 
501 W. Broadway, Suite 900 
San Diego, CA  92101.3577 
Telephone: 619.232.0441 
Fax No.: 619.232.4302 
Attorneys for Defendants, MARATHON PETROLEUM LOGISTICS SERVICES LLC and 
MARATHON PETROLEUM COMPANY, LP 
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